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;n May.
-leaning i* done without prev.11- wa-hing. and
follows shearing.
L
order to make a *uece'> of tie sheep
O' ,!■
h* r*-. sle-* piiieii Jiave found that they
mu* put up from
twenty-live to forty ton- of
hay for • very thousand head, besides building
'h Is in which tie animals may seek shelter
luring * \c«"i\i cold. The bay « an be put up
at from two dollars to two dollars and a half
per ton. and i' in ab* lute necessity to suc'*
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fill sheep husbandry here.

die average * lip in this
'•ix and one-half pound' per

Territory

isolate-1

instance*

twenty-five pounds.

is about

sheep, though
reported of clips of
[American Agriculturist.
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Over-Heated Wood.
People

are not
generally aware of the danlire connected with the exposure of
wood for long periods to a
comparatively model ate temperature.
Mr. Hraidwood, superintendent of the Loudon
fire-engine establishment. stated before a committee of the
House
of Lords, that, by exposure to heat not
much
exceeding that of boiling water, timber is
brought into *ueh a condition that somethin**
like spontaneous combustion takes
place: and
that it may take eight years for the heat from
pipe** charged with or used to convev steam,
hot water, or heated air, laid among tin;
joists
of a floor, or in the heat of a partition, or elsewhere in a building, incased in timber, to induce the condition necessary to the actual
ignition to the timber. [Swiss Cross.
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.i! is written by dm in: n who always has
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weight in gold." is
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Hut, while the value «*f gold i- easily
'\er’> >arsaparil!a, as a
worth of
i»lo*»*l puriiiiM never depreciates. It w ill eradicate
scrofula from the system when even, thing else
pre-si,.r.

nllVeted, tin

A young journalist who designs starting a hum
paper in tin- West writes to rcijuc.-t a suggesiion for a pictorial symbol for hi- title page.
We believe the wagging of a 'log’s tail is regarded
as a sign of good humor.
orous
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Mother*.

Mus. Winslow’s *o<n him. ->\ urt* fur children
t.ctlmiji 1- 111«• prc.-eriptioii of .me ..| I lie best
female muses ami physicians in tin- I'nited Mate-,
ami ha- been used lor forty years with nexcr-fail
injf .success l>\ millions «.f moibers for their children. mmol'the process of teething its value is
inealeuiahle. It relieves the child from pain.cures
d\ sentery and diarrh ea, tfripinj' in the bowels, and
wind colic. 1U <jivini' health 1«» the child it rests
the mother. Price 25f. a bottle.
Iyi4s
K\c.arations in buried cities show that tlie
ancient- made u>c of the fourteen dillerent kinds
bootjacks. <M the oaths which originally went
with them, however, we have only a few sped
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\ I’. Ordw
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‘•Tie Pickpocket" is the name of a comedy that
has l»c.-a on me I •ii-loli -tagc. The i.<»\ oinee
t>. indicate Dud n was very populari' named.
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itK ltKKT Sai.v
in the world for Cuts, Bruises,
l leers, salt liheum, Fever Sores, Tetter,
ipped Hands, Chilblains, Corns, and all Skin
Eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay
required. It is guaranteed to give perfect satisfac-

h

tion, or money refunded. Price 2a cents per box.
For sale by It. II. Moody.

Asbestos clothing is the latest; but it never can
become popular. How
mortifying it must be to a
person, w hile he is burning up, to think that his
clothing is to he preserved for somebody else to
wear out!

Ik (onKumpilun Incurable?
Head the following
Mr. C. II. Morris, Newark,

\rk
Was down with Abscess of
says.
Lungs,
and triends and physicians pronounced mean Incurable Consumptive. Began taking l)r. King’s
New Discovery tor Consumption, am now on
my
third bottle, and aide to oversee the work on my
farm. It is the finest medicine ever made.”
Jesse Middleware Decatur, Ohio, says: “Had it
not been for Dr. King’s New
Discovery for Consumption I would have died of Lung* Troubles.
Was given up by doctors. Am now in beat of
health.” Try it
.Sample bottles free at K. II.
Moody’s Drug Store.
An esteemed contemporary in its trade article
informs its readers that there is buoyancy in cod
fish. It is therefore fair to suppose* that the codfish will now get along swimmingly.

Klrrtrlc
This

Bitters.

remedy is becoming so well known and so
as to need no special mention.
All who

popular

used Electric Bitters sing the same song of
praise.—A purer medicine does not exist and it is
guaranteed to do all that is claimed. Electric Bitnave

ters will cure all diseases of the Liver and Kidneys, will remove Pimples, Boils, Salt liheum and
other affections caused by impure blood.—Will
drive Malaria from the system and prevent as well
as cure all Malarial fevers.—For cure of Headache, Constipation and Indigestion try Electric
Bitters— Entir. satisfaction guaranteed, or money
refunded.—Price .Wets. and $1.00 per bottle at It.
II. Moody’s Drug Store.
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About seventy

pneumonia,
at

to-ell: and Beliml) had set sueli
»re on my
eoniiu* low n tiiis aututun afore cold weather
set in.**

“Kh?*’ said Mr. Kili-. good-naturedly.
Vou
\\ a> a guild down to Bclimh *s. •■!»?'*
“1 can't without no mom-).** -aid the Widow
Hepsy llali. “And 1 was sort of ealeulatiu*
oil tin in pumpkin-. The *
rn iia-idt amounted
to nothin*, and the uea-el- ha- tuk all the
poultry, ami the d’ied berric- mildewed that
last .log da}- weal In r. and the earpet weavin'
Im-im— is wtui dull: -o w hat he 1 to tit)?**
“l aid! \ou put oil sour \i-it!" -aid Kiiakim.
thoughtful!) tlirkin_ tin top off a elu-ter of
that grew elose to his
'iney ox-eyetl dai-n
wagon wheels.
“Beliml)’- little 1 m» \V- got the croup,*' .-aid
Mr-. Hall, lugwbriou-:;.. “Ami her husband
lias fell oil a -eatlold an I broke hi- leg. And
it t.v* r I'm wanted tin iv. it’- now ."
“I -war!” tpculabd Inmest Kiiakim, as la:
realized w hat tin- double lm-aning of poverty
ami n.i-tortline wa-.
“Fetch me them pumpkin- : i' i buy 'em. an\ how.*'
“F!I let }oil have the lot fur a dollar.** -aid
the Widow Jlep-\. wi-tfull). “The* je-t ill
i«>i.**

“Ain’t gathered, eh?**
“Bl«--- me! w ho* \t i got to gather *ni?*‘ reproachfully retorted Mrs. Hall “ami not a
-<*ul about the place, and nn* with that crick iu
my back.**

Kiiakim l-.'lii-*- heart smote him. Who was
In*. t«» couipiaiii ol a little xtra trouble, when
Widow IF ]-\ was -o imieh wor.-c <dV than
himself ?
> » In
alLhicd and led Sorrel laboriou-ly
iown sin -tory earl traek toward the corntu id. w In iv. amid the harvt -ted shucks. gi< am« <l tin:
rml«!) gold of pumpkins innumerable.
tin-

A;-

-A-
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The Kmpress ol Brazil is outspoken in her
denueiation of the slaughter of birds for tiie
manufacture of feather trimmings.
The production of pig iron in tin United
lssT was tl.417.I4s tons, the largest
the history of the country.

state s in
amount in

A despatch to the American Board of Foreign Mission* from Mardin in Asia Minor savs
that to.noo people arc starving there.

Louise Michel, the French Socialist, while addressing a meeting of anarchists in Havre recently, was shot and seriouslx wounded.

infti

to

in Maine. The ones that this bureau has been
able to obtain reliable statistics concerning are
the Typographical Unions, the Unions of Locomotive Firemen ami Engineers, the Carpenters and Joiner*’ Union and the Granite Cutters’ Union. The commissioner hopes to he
able to obtain full statistics relating to all trades
unions in Maine, for his second annual report.
There are two typographical unions in tile
state, one in Portland and one in Bangor. The
report give- a sketch of various labor unions,
including the Granite Cutter*’ Union, which
ha* 500 members in Maine as follows: Belfast,
Long < ove,. ( lark"* Island, Bound l'oud, Biddeford. Green's Landing, Hurricane, YinalIsavcii. East Blue Hill and South Thotnaston.

press,

were

distributed

through

the mails,

and tabulated furnish valuable data on the
wage question. As has been the ease with
other bureaus, the deductions from tlie tables
may be subjected to criticism as reporting
wages too high. Those who make returns to
bureaus of statistics are generally the best
workmen. The averages arc made from the
returns as furnished.
Inquiries of a general
character corroborate the statements made in
the returns received, ami show that the average of wages derived from the tables is not
largely in excess of the general average. The
wage question is one of the most difficult of
social pr -bleins. “The line along-which capital ami labor touch is the wages system." This
“touch may he a source of irritation or mutual au.antage and satisfaction, according as
wage" represent a fair share of the joint product of work and capital, or arc arbitrarily tixed at the dictation of selfishness and greed.
The commissioner has reports from 1 OS wage
which disclose the following interesti»n facts:
Number assisted by their families.20
Number owning houses.-to
Number of homes mortgaged... C.
Ntimber renting.
.40
Number paid weekly.47
Number paid fortnightly.30
s
N umber paid monthly..
Number paid irregularly.
II
Number belonging to labor organizations.no
Number belonging to bencl'n iaiy organizations. .32
Number having savings bank aeeounts— ._v.
Number aeeumulating savings in Conner years..07
Number aeeumulating savings tim ing pa.-t y ear..;*.'
Number running in debt during past year. .la
30
Average age of persons reporting.
Ie';
Average hours employed daily.
$1.'.'3
Average daily wages.*..*.
A verage annual earnings.
$417.01
A verage of days lost.
7*4
Average earnings by other member- of
family.I. $177.3.'.
Average cost of living. $0'.>l 13
Average rental per month.
$o.7n
A \erage number of persons in family
4V
$20 1."
Average earnings over expenses.
Value of homes owned .$47,2ini.no
Amount of mortgages. $3,7un.no
The tables giving the average rate of wag' s
in different occupations arc based on too limited information to be of much value as a rule.
The pay of agricultural laborers per month in
20 Maine towns averages *ls.37 and hoard. In
tlu; haying season it is given a>$1.7.'> per day
and hoard.
earners

..

THINGS HIE WAGE

embezzler* nave Meu

A

i»>

Cashier Charles 0*l?rien of the First National Hank of Auburn, N. V.. is a defaulter t<> the
extent of .*■■_!■ HUM>u, and ha* tied to Canada.

COMPARISON WITH

Occupations.

laud.

many.

Bricklayers.£ 7 50

£4 21
4 o7
4 13
411

Ill'll.DING

Blacksmiths.
Cabinet makers....
Cigar makers.

7 87
7 0s
0 07
7 50
4 70
7 17

Nowlin, the boy murderer, who killed bis i
employer and cut tin* body into fragments, was
banged, dan. 20th. in the jail at Cambridge, Coopers.
say nothing can be
done of a radical character about tin* Central
Pacific Railroad until ten years, when its debt
heroines due.
a

position

to know

Henry Gc<a-_o i* bitter in hi* censure against
tin; President for the promotion of N ilas and
Hiekeiison. ••Northwestern land speculators” |
he terms them.
( hairmau Ib lmont of the Committee on Foreign Adair* says that tin Administration will
not introduce an\ tariiP bill containing provisions for free li*b.

The President lias transmitted the Pacific
Railroad Commission'* reports to Congress,
and recommends that a final ami effective adjustment be made.
The first steamship of a new line, the vessels
of which are to be fitted with tanks to convey
petroleum from the I'uited States to Lurope,
iia* been launched at Greenock.
The Interstate Commerce Commissioners
have decided to give the express companies an
opportunity to show why they should not be
amenable to the interstate law.

r

tlie

All the Continental and Lnglish steamship
lines at New York, exc epting the French, have
voted to increase steerage rates about 20 per
cent, to and from Scandinavian ports.

Methodist ministers' meeting in Raltiadopted resolution* censuring President
Cleveland for sending a copy of the Constitution of the I’uited States to Pope Leo.
A

uiore

The major portion of the world'- tin product
is obtained from the Malay peninsula, and
Southern Asia. The Chinese
Malacca, in
practically control these mining interests.

-tern,
.leouiproiui-iug gu/e.
I I II*
A
III* In- *l!l
“A few!' *hn;l\ <•- li-»«•»i In* wile.
r

“The
vva^ain i* 11«•:»ih*• 1 full!
\nd we a-throwinj; of
'i-iu :iw a\ cv« r\ «ia\ ! That's jest a man's calculatin' !”
“dot a t. w." said Klinkim. liit< hin^ desperately on tin- lir*l section .»t hi* *p< -eh. “that.
K\c brini” down lien to
iI for Mr-. Hall.
Hhto ain't mueh market up that a-way, you

The minority of the Elections Committee in
ih»* House protest against a refusal on the part
of tin; majority to investigate ill*; charges.preferred by 'Phoebe in hi- contest for Carlisle’s

*.

seat.

I..*i*>.“

.Mi-- Mary A. Brown, residing in Norrisl'a., and possc-sed of considerable property. has been swindled tint of $ JO ,000 by a
Philadelphia woman, who conducted a ••Lady’s
Bank.”

“And.” lie added P* himself, ““oodness
know* how a lad I'd lie to sell bin if 1 had the
chance !
I ain't a lyin' nohow .”
Mr*. Kill* aave a prodiaiou* *nitf.
“Hon't you Inina that there truck inside of
the doo| :n d. 'l.iakini !“ *aid *he. *\Je<t dump
'em “ii the road*i«le and let the neighbors’ lio^s
eat 'em up i* .piii k a* t hey can!''
Hut Mr. Klli* took ad\autaa< of a tin peddler comma alona on the other side of the
street and eiiaa^ina hi* helpmeet's attention to
*muaale in the hnd «d pumpkin*.
"I woii'i wi'ti- ‘cm. anyway,” «aid he.
“If
aiivh“d\** ii--a* i* to eat ’em. it may a* wt II he

town,

Mr. George L. Meigs, a New York dentist,
after trying the "mind cure” unsuccessfully,
•oneiuded to die, and committed suicide. He
wa- a cousin of (Quartermaster Meigs of the
army.
The House committee on appropriations
has finished the pendon appropriation bill.
The total appropriation made by the bill is
$S0.275,5(H) which is an increase of $1,000,000
over the’estimates.

mine.”

That illtei noon, w hen he came in to nipper.
I tiling happiin d which had never before befallen him in hi* married life.
Ib* found the tea-kettle cold, the arahaui

This i> the first time since 1777 that the year
required the same figure used three times.
That was 111 years ago. and the same thing will
not happen again for 111 years,or in 1000. The
year 2000 will draw on three cipher.

unbaked, the table uuspread, hi* wile
eryimr pit* <mi^ v.
"Kb!” *ai*l Kliakim, blankly. “What in all
creation'* the matter now?
You ain't sick, lie
-e111*

you Loi*\ .**
“Ye*. 1 In

Two stalwart middle-aged men registered at
!” sobbed Mr*. Klli*. “Heartsick
the International hold in New ^ ork Jan'l.iakini. oh. what hc\ I done? I’ve sold them
ii ii v
isth as E. Parker and L. Fulton, of
old «rra\ pant* o’\.Mini tu the tin peddler, and
Nova Scotia. Thursday morning they were
never remembered ln»w* I’d put that there luinfound dead."!-They blew out the gas.
dred-dollar coupon bond you uave me to keep,
in the poelo t. because 1 calculated no
burglars
The suit of $10,000 damages of J. J. McGarry,
would take a pair of raided old pants. Oh,
Knight of Labor, against the Missouri Pacific
dear! oh dear!”
railroad, for malicious prosecution growing
Kor one moment Kliakim Klli* stood silent.
•out »>f his false arrest during the railroad strike
A hundred dollars was a hundred dollars to
of 18SC>, resulted in a verdict of $1,500 for the
thi* hard-working man, who could only save
plaintiff.
and scrape by I it t U s.
run in- ioom-m :u
i.omimi s pale, woe-l»egoin?
Judge Carter of Haverhill finds In the ease of
fare,and his great tender heart rose up within the Boston and Maine disaster that, while there
him like the billows of the sea.
was no ground of proceedings against employes
’■Don’t tret. Loisy, my gal,” lie said, cheer- of the road for criminal carelessness, the rate
“It
was
fully.
only an accident. ’Tain’t wtitli of speed was too great at a place with such
frettin* about.” And lie bent down and kissed
peculiar surroundings.
her torhead a rare oeeurrence in their nildemonstrative household. “We’ll go to Work
Fall Brook. Cal., is a prohibition town and
and make it lip a< fast as possible, my dear.’*
all deeds to town lots forever forbid the sale of
“<>h, •Liakim,” sobbed the poor wife, “I
liipiors. A company is now building a hotel
don’t deserve you should he so good to me. there to cost about $20,000 to lie named the
I’m a cross, M oldin' ercetur, and—”
Frances E. Willard. This will lie a prohibition
“Tut, tut. tut.” good-humoredly interrupted house and no wines will lie allowed in it.
her husband. “Dues* I ain’t goin* to liev mv
wife abused this a-way.”
The accident to Mrs. John A. Logan, by
“And I’m sorry I spoke so short about them which she was thrown from a carriage, lias
pumpkins,” added Louisa dolefully.
left lasting results. She has severe pain almost
Mr. Ellis whittled under his breath. He was constantly in the injured shoulder. Mrs. Logan
almost disposed now to regret that lie had paid
is said to have grown old rapidly since the Genout that dollar for the Widow Ilepsy’s pump-*
eral’s death, and to have lost much of her oldkins.
time vivacity and energy.
“However, it’s done,” he said to himself,
“and it can’t he undone. Loisy’d best to be
A mail named Smalz has invented a machine
left in the dark, I guess, about it.”
to cut, wrap, till and finish cigars, and claims a
He was alertly kindling the tire, while Mrs. child 10 years old can operate the machine, and
Ellis moved sadly about making preparations one machine can turn out as much work as three
for the evening meal, when there was a lively
One hundred mamen can working by hand.
tattoo, played by a very energetic pair of chines are to be put ill a large cigar factory in
knuckles on tlie door outside.
New York city, where the employes are now
“Come in!” shouted he.
on a strike.
And who should make his appearance but
the tin-peddler himself.
Henry Norman, while at Vancouver, B. C'.,
“Hello, squire!” said he
“(Juess there’s held a’ conversation witli Editor Stead of
been a mistake somewhere. I ain’t buyiu’ up tlie Ball Mall Gazette, in London, over the
I’m in the tin Canadian Bari lie postal lines and the Mackeygovernment coupon bonds.
trade. I found this ’ere in your old pockets.
Beunett cable, Vancouver and New York beSo I allowed it was best to bring it back right
ing in direct communication with each other,
away.”
though 3,400 miles apart. Messages were exHe held out the folded slip of parchment. changed and answers received ill four or live
Eliakim looked oddly at it.
minutes. Afterwards Sail Francisco was at“Fetch on Diogenes and his lantern!” said tached to the circuit and exchanged greetings
he “I eale’late here’s the honest man at last!” with London, the total distance between the
“(iet out!” said the
peddler, “I don't want two cities being 8,100 miles by land lines and
none o’ your four-syllabled fun poked at me.
cable.
Hut I tell you what I dew want. Them there
pumpkins that you was cartin’ in when I exUntil wood was so largely abandoned for iron
changed a saucepan and two dippers for them and steel all the nations of Europe were glad to
I’ll give you
gray pants with your good lady.
come to the United States for lessons in the art
five cents apiece for ’em.”
of shipbuilding, aud the sale of a bran new ship
“Done!” cried Farmer Ellis, joyfully.
on foreign account was a common occurrence.
“There’s to la* a big dinner ui> to Stapleses
Little has lieen done in constructing modern
Hill,” went on the tin-peddler. “And they’re iron steamers for service under foreign flags,
going’ to bake two hundred pumpkin pies, and ; but a Pittsburg rolling mill is now producing
all the pork and beans that’s to he had. And j steel plates for a French merchant vessel, and
there’s goin’ to l*c a corner in pumpkins. I’ve 1 if the ex iieriment proves a success a new branch
got mv wagon out here, so I guess we’ll load of business may be opened. It costs a little
up right away.”
more to build a’ modern steamer in this counAnd thus the hundred-dollar coupon bond |
than in Europe, but one gets a vastly betwas returned, all safe and sound, by the tin*
ter ship.
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This is the average of both moles and female*,
111: COST OP I.I\ ING.
Some talkies are given showing the comparative eo*t of living now and 10 year* ago. The\
itulicate that it costs a family of four persons
£301 a year to live in Maine. Here is a specimen report:
Cost of food for one month, tor

American family consisting of husband and
wife, one son is years old. ami one daughter 10
The husband earns so per week:
years old.
the son, £0 per week. Month of duly. 1>>7.
Place, Lewiston.

an

duly, 1*.*7.
Fresh meats.£2 5M
Fruits ami vegetables.
3 *4
on
Butter and eggs.
sugar. 2oo
oo
Tea
on
Lard.
Cheese.
47
Beans
32
I*
Bice.
.Molasses.
25
:to
Oil...
15
Soap.
Flour. 2 00
.Sundries.
1 00

duly. 1*77.
£3 34

3 *4
00

3 57
00
.*!

17
in
IS
3o
to
21
4 no
1 20
£20 34

Totals.£15 57

Like those previously mentioned, these reports are too few to admit cf safe generalization. Here i* an interesting comparison of the
retail prices of some necessary articles in Lewiston in the >ears named:
dan.
isG5.

duly,

duly,

duly,

Sugar.£0 32

£0 13

£o 11

£0 07*2

13
30
40
13
14
35

lo
2s
38
in

so

15
20
35
15
10
20
00

lo
10
2o
15

00

05

00
10
JO

00

Lard.
28
Biik Coflee.
.Java Coffee.
salt pork.
27
Pea beans.
12
1 10
Kerosene oil.
14o
Good tea.
is
soap
Bice.
18
25
Cheese.
28
Kng. currants.
Best Hour..
15 00
40
Prints, yard.
48
Good sheeting.

! .--72.

—

—

12

00

1**2.

0

00

12**

08

14

os

I*s7.

08

15
On

15
0s

5 50
07
07

.STRIKES WRING Jill. 1WST YEAR.

The commissioner reports nine strikes dur-

ing the year, of which three succeeded and four
failed, and as to two the result is not stated.

follows:
July 5. 21 men in the employ of the Androscoggin Water Power Company, lumber mill,
struck, assigning as a reason that they wishe i
to leave oil' work at 3 o'clock Saturday afterHut 00 hours a
noon, instead of 3:30 o'clock.
week was demanded by the linn, the time table
being from 11:30 A. M. to 12 M., and from 1 P.
M. to 5:54 P. 51., or 10 hours 24 minutes for
live days in the week and eight hours on Saturday. The strike was short, ami failed.
July S, "5 weavers employed by the York
Manufacturing Company struck on account of
a rule forbidding operatives to put on their out'i'liis
er clothing until the ringing of the hell,
failed after one day.
Three
Cabot
cotton
Brunswick.
11,
mill,
July
hundred and twenty ■Jive weavers struck for increase of wages.
Wages increased 5 cents a
cut, and work resumed after suspension of
700 operatives one week. Succeeded.
July 23, Farwell mills, Lisbon. Seventy-live
weavers struck for advance in
wages. Out
about a week. Pay advanced 7 1-2 per cent.
Succeeded.
Aug. 12, Lockwood Company, cotton mill,
Watcrville. Cause of strike, those who work
by the piece had their wages advanced Aug. 1
to make up for the shortened hours of labor,
and the day help wanted more pay for a day
of 10 hours than they had received for 11 hours.
Number engaged in the strike about 200. They
gave it up on the fourth day.
Aug. 15, Edwards Manufacturing Company,
cotton mill, Augusta. Two hundred weavers
struck for advance in pay. A disagreement
had arisen between the manager and the weavers over the report of a committee agreed upon
by them to investigate prices paid for piece
work in other places. The commissioner of
this bureau and a prominent officer of the K.
of L., were requested to use their efforts for a
settlement. The result was that all the strikers
returned to work after a suspension of about
eight days. Failed.
In August, a brief strike occurred at the
Barker mill, Auburn. The weavers and spoolers demanded more pay,and were allowed 7 1-2
per cent, advance. .Succeeded.
In October and November strikes took place
among the tasters employed in the shoe factories
of David Cummings A Co., South Berwick,
W. F. Morgan & Co., Portland. Cause, disagreement as to prices on lasting machines. Reliable information as to results has not been
obtained by the commissioner.
They
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of
so-called laith-healers, Christian
scientists, mind-cure professors, etc., have directed public attention to the extraordinary
spread of the craze which began some years
ago in New England and found its chief exponent in Mrs. Mary Baker Drover Eddy, now

hut

nri'iiiiu

s»-h; ms is

iuh1

omy receiKiy

masked batteries.

At

o

p.

m.

bivouacked

we

near a road running parallel with the railroad
and about two miles south of it. By ibis time
the cannonading along the railroad was grow-

Portland

.1111.1

suuii

lut;

sin

niYF.ks

our

of

took another ration of “hardtack.'' Here we
saw in a group the old man himself (as the
hoys called (Jen. Meade). (Jens. Pleasanton,

Kilpatrick and others, who with their wise
heads

to he laying out work for us t<> do.
fell in and marched along as before.
When within about ten miles of Hri>to Station
the roar of artillery reached us from the front.
It Is a trilling thing to state this on paper; hut
when retreating from an enemy, with no sup-

Again

seem
we

port whatever, to he startled by the fact that
the enemy has surrounded and blocked the road
of the retiring force is no small matter. Such
an occurrence was
unexpected by such as your
humble correspondent, who are not supposed to
hold empire*, in their brains. To confess the
truth, all hands were a hit chagrined to tind
that the rebels had out-marched us after wr
luul done our best to prevent it by long marches

day and night.

Hut there was
The enemy had attacked

time to he
lost.
our train, and
we must get into the fun ahead, which according to the music was getting to be hot. In a
few minutes the rebel skirmishers appeared
out of the woods. Soon a whole column of
grey backs showed themselves coming for the
railroad

beside

which

no

marching,
their red battle flags waving defiantly. Running at right angles with the railroad is Kettle
wc

were

down liim-h strength in this city. '1’lic most
systematic ami preieiitiuiis attempt to organize Run. The head of our I'olmmi reached lhi>
aVhristian Science institute here was begun
small lull just in season to face to the front
a few weeks ago l»y Mr. II. C. Harrow, who
opened a house in West Thirty-fourth street and load before the enemy arrived within ride
as a Christian Science Institute and Home.
shot. The railroad formed a splendid redoubt
A reporter of the Evening Post called yesterand our commander gave the word not to lire
day at Mr. Harrow’s h use and asked him a
number of questions. Mr. Harrow is a pleas- until we could see the whites of the enemy's
ant, and apparently a shrewd man, who is said
eyes.
to have been a lawyer. Mrs. Harrow practiced
medicine for some years before she became a
I Our batteries in the meantime were getting
Christian scientist, and talks very well. Mr. into
position, ami in less time than it takes to
Harrow was tirst asked as to how he became
interested in the so-called science, and con- write this everything was in readiness to refessed that it was entirely through bis wife, ceive the enemy who were advancing upon us.
who, having practiced medicine, had become A
range of hills lay between us and the position
convinced that whatever cures she effected
where the enemy first appeared. Over tins
were not due to medicine, and had looked about
for the cause, until Christian science dawned they must come to reach us. “They come!
upon her. “Having this large house of seventhey come!" is passed along the line, and a
teen rooms upon out* hands and no children,”
routined Mr. Harrow, “we have devoted it to sharp, rapid volley Is poured into them. Once,
the dissemination of this wonderful discovery. twice, thrice, a well directed volley echoes to
Scientists have nothing to do with the faith- the
surrounding lulls. In iess than five minIn the briefcure people or the mimi-ciirers.
utes everything Is still again. They arc handest possible outline I should detine Christian
science as a knowledge of the intimate connec- somely whipped and prisoners come in by
tion between (iod and man. Man is a reflection scores
daring not to withdraw to their own
from (iod. Evil, mental or physical, does not
lines for fear of instant death. The dead lie in
really exist, because to acknowledge its existence is to deny that (iod is perfect or has
heaps in our front. A few fell down the emmade us perfect. Our weak minds, vitiated by bankment lifeless. The 19th Maine
captured
tradition, make us imagine that we are ill*,
about 200 prisoners, and tile honorof capturing
whereas we are simply perfection, and go
astray because we do not have mental strength a rebel buttle flag belongs to Moses C. Hanseom,
enough to keep ourselves upright. Mind is C. F. of Howdoinham, Me. The enemy ’s loss
potent over body. We control every part of was terrible. We had a decided
advantage in
our body, and can keep it in the most perfect
order. One mind can even affect the body of position and used it. Their entire loss could
another person, and for that reason we say that not be much short of 1,000 and several
pieces
we can heal the sick, even though the sick perof artillery. The 19th had one man killed and
son be an unbeliever.
wounded.
several
“Fanaticism among half-trained Christian
scientists has led to absurd blunders and has
It was soon dark, and leaving the wounded
cast ridicule upon us. For instance,
you have, on the battle-field and the dead to
of course, seen accounts of people who would
bury the
claim to cure a broken i«-s *>y prayer. We be- dead, we reached Centerville on the
morning
lieve nothing of the kind, if a man is brought
of Oct. 19th and stacked arms on the eastern
in here with a broken leg, I call a surgeon to
side of Hull Hun, weary and hungry. At dayset the leg, and then 1 begin our Christianscience treatment.
break on the morning of A'ov. 7th, the notes
“Upon one point we are determined. We of the bugle indicated that we must abandon
give no medicine whatever, believing that more
harm than good is done by medicine when it our quarters at Warrington. That night we
has any effect at all. Part of our system con- bivouacked opposite Kelley's Ford. The march
LABOR ORGANIZATIONS.
sists of so strengthening the body through the
Aii historical sketch of organized labor is mind that it is not susceptible to disease at all.” was a long one fully 25 miles, and the thunder
given from the time of the guilds of the middle
“Suppose,” asked the reporter, “that a man of artillery near the close of the day persuaded
ages, showing the progress achieved under
was brought in here who had just taken some
us that our old friends the Johnnies were not
them. Of the Knights of Labor it is said the violent poison for which there existed a wellsemi-annual report of the secretary, made July known antidote, would you not administer the far off. On the evening of this day each one
felt sure of a big tight if the enemy could re20, 1887, was as follows: Whole number of medicine?”
locals reported Jan. 1.1887,124; number ad“No,” said Mr. Harrow; “I should have him frain from running. Weary, lame and footmitted since, 5—12i); number of locals lapsed, pumped out or till him up with hot water so as
sore we lay down to rest, and
bitterly thought
18; number of locals, July 1, 1887—111. The to get rid of tlie poision; I should not adminisof the morrow. Another day soon dawned; it
membership was not stated. In his report ter medicine.”
made at the sixth session of district assembly
said
the
“that
a
Christwas Sunday. The troops were in readiness to
reporter,
| “Suppose,”
80, held at Biddeford, July 20 and 27, 1887, the ian scientist in good condition happened to get
district master workman referred to the con- a whiff of very malarial air from jthe sewer, move at day-break. On the previous day we
had been equipped with eight days’ rations and
dition of the order in the following words: might not typhoid fever result?”
“The delegates attending this session must be,
“Perhaps so, but not in so dangerous a form sixty rounds of ammunition. At 7 o’clock the
of
the
decrease
in
aware
alarming
as if the body was not protected by Christiun
doubtless,
moved to the river, crossed on the ponmembership during the latter half of the past science. We acknowledge a great power above troops
year. To use the language of another, memtoons, and for the fourth time during the year
us, but we do not attempt to define it.” fN. Y.
order
with
as
the
much
haste
bers were leaving
we were on the south side of the
Evening Post.
Kappahauand as little' ceremony as rats leave a sinking
nock.
ship.’ To stay this wholesale exodus was my
Let the Republicans in Congress shoot right
first consideration, and to beget, in the memberCautiously but steadily the column advanced
ship of the locals, confidence in the administra- where the Southern States stand. If the across the wide plain, expecting a salute from
tion of district affairs. Had this exodus con- Southern States don’t want to get hit they will
the enemy. A line of skirmishers were detinued in the same ratio, we would he an or- get out of the way of this remedy and give the
colored voter his rights. [The New York tached to feel the way. A few rebels could be
ganization only in name to-day.”
Several important trades have local unions Press.
seen moving from one place to another. Soon

Water.

moving masses of ice contemplate the
mighty forces which change that huge mass of
ice to myriads of forms—or possibly some of
the tiny atoms may find their way back to form
a glacier in the same river valley.
Perhaps a
vast

few sketches from mountain scenery, and
thoughts upon their past and future history
may act as Emerson’s ‘‘provocation’’ to rouse
the late nt energies of the mind. This he declares to be half the battle in instruction. Go
to the mouth of the Rhone and follow it past
E: ke Geneva up into the Alps. You will pass
many small rivers or tributaries on the right
1 left, and of course the Rhone grows smalland smaller till at length you reach a huge
mass of ice tilling the whole Khone valley, and
from the bottom of this glacier the river flows.
Whence conies this ice?
Above this ice is
an immense body of snow.
Whence comes
this snow? It is dear that tlu* Rhone comes
from the melting ice and the ice from the
an

er

melting snow and the snow from the
clouds. The same force that melts the ice
to form the Rhone melts the snow to form
the ice and evaporates the moisture of the
ear*'u to form the clouds. This heat-giving
f<

is the sun. It warms tlu* earth and caustin* seed to germinate, digests the nutriment

rce

es

in the organs of the plant and sustains all creation by its warming and life-giving influence.
The w ay in w hich heat is conveyed from the
sun to the earth has been a matter of much
speculation. Sir Isaac Newton and other earlv

philosophers, thought light

was

conveyed by

inconceivably

tine matter issuing from the
luminous body and thing through space until
it readied the retina of the eye through tlu*

an

pore.- Mippov

io

e

\ 1 -1

n-

numor*.

1 His

theory was found not <■ mipctent to e:q lain all
the phenomena of light. I’ut the wave theory
[ of light, heat and sound lias been universally
accepted becau-e by it all the phenomena of
light, heat and sound may be uncounted f >r.
The little ripple-or wav- eau-ed on thesu:-

vi

faee of water

Jii-t *o the fu ry, niolton sun disturbs the
ether tilling all space. The wav
produced
'Viden and widen until they reach the earth.
Heat waves are of two kinds, luminous and
noil-luminous. The sunbeam contain* both
kinds, which may be separated bv passing a
ray of light through the proper substance.
The luminous waves may be cone* titrated and
-rut into water without sensibly wanning it.

habitants that is
as this.

so

free from

rum

and Immor-

ality

on; CLi'.nuv

This city is blest with a noble class of men
who proclaim the truth from our pulpits. Rev.
Thomas Hill, 1). !>., is one of the best of them
all. He is beloved and venerated by people of
all creeds. R \. N. T. Whitaker, the new pastin'of chestnut M. F. < iiurcli, is an able, fearless, earnest( hristian man who has the-courage of hi- convictions and is destined to « xert
a powerful iiiiluence for good dtirim: his pastorate here. Rev. Marion < rosby, of the «-iki:r«-li
of the Messiah, is a modest, unassuming man
who is wry able and popular with all who
llis
have the honor of his acquaintance,
is in a v< ry prosperous condition.
Reverend Mr. i>aniels. of the Second Parish, iT. Dunn,
a popular minister and R< veren l A
church

of tile Free
Rapti>t,is another new coiner
who like Mr. Whitake r is a valuable a< qu>ition to the clerical force in our city. If our
minister will strive t< preach a gospel of hu-

manity the\ will do

in

CITY

icii srood.

M.Ia TMN.

The approaching city election hi.!* fair to
prove a wide-awake affair. Mayor Chapman
will he renominated and re-eleeted it
In*
wishes, lli* opponent will he Hon. ( lmle*

McCarthy,

an

honorable genth man. 'The third
But
a candidate in the field.

party will have
as
Mr.
foots

quence.”

'fhe

for siieh

siou

said

“it’s

of

no

people of Maine have
party and give it

a

conseno

or,

i-

cold

the

shoulder.
OI K bAll.Y I’Afl.ltS.

Cortland is well cared for in tl

matter of

e

newspapers. Two morning and tin same
number of evening papers keep our peoj ! advised as to what is going on at home and
abroad. 1 will mention them in detail:

daily

•

God grant that they died not in vain when the
trophies of this cruel war are summed up. W«
marched along until noon when wc halted and

casion

on

tried to prove that Portland is a citadel of
drunkenness and in a woeful plight every way
morally. The square truth is, there is not a
city in the world of the same number of in-

as

lead on the tield of honor from this skirmish,
which was considered a trilling one.
They
were buried where they fell by their comrade*.

<>«

Chapter

by throwing a stone into it have
noticed by every n*
Hie ripple* w iden
and widen until finally tin y r< a h the slmrr,

i.u.iij;

they were saved from capture or destruction
only through the gallantry of a brigade from
the 3d division which was guarding them. As
we passed along I counted live poor fellow-

|

Letter.

i»isccsski> isy

mattkks

A

Who would like to go with Tyndall to visit
the glaciers of Europe, and walking upon those

To tiik Einroii or mi: Jofiinai. : Porthind is stirred u |> a little o\eraser non preached l»y Reverend F. T. Rayley in which lie lias

the trains neared Auburn a considerable
force of rebel cavalry pitched into them and

the president of tie* Massachusetts Metaphysical college. In on« of her books Mrs. Eddy
**!r was in Massachusetts, in the year
says:
lseq. that l discovered the science of metaphys-

v

till

the following morning might be ••ailed "Sweet
Auburn.’* Here we camped for the night.
Karly the next morning we were in motion,

death of several persons who
under the care more or less fre-

quent

ii<*

iiii^ni-i

column, which formed the rear
the entire army, took the road for
Auburn, marching nearly parallel to tin railroad. Worn and weary and almost until for
duty, save through the excitement of a big
tight, which every one expected, the 2d corps
plodded along mile after mile and hour after
hour over narrow roads and cross cuts until
night found us near the small hamlet of Auburn,
which but for the scenes of blood transacted

guard

Science.

ical healing, which I afterwards named Christian science. The discovery came to pass in
this way: During twenty years prior to my
discovery 1 had been trying to trace all physical effects to a mental cause; and in January of
1st Mi 1 gained the scientific certainty that all
caii'Ution was mind, and every effect a mental
phenomenon.” A still earlier claimant for
credit in the matter of faith healing was one
1*. I\ Quimbv, a mesmerist who lived in Maine
and w tio doctored Mrs. Eddy. Through classes
and through hook' published upon the subject
Mrs. Eddy succeeded in making a number of
converts in ditlereut parts of this country,
and since the organization in 187*3of tin* Christian Scientist Association, and of the mindhealing church without creeds, called the
Church of Christ, an active propaganda has
hem going on under the direction of Mrs. Eddy
and her disciples.
An expert w ho has gone over Ih field pretty thoroughly says there are now no less than
5,000 persons in the United States to-day who
profess to know all that is necessary to know
about Christian science in order to heal the
sick, ami preserve the well in health. Of these
liei'oiis, some of them call themselves Christian scientists, or in the* absurd abbreviation
which they themselves use, C. S's, faith-healer'. mind-reader', professors, etc., many devote themselves to the work of initiating othof the metaphysical
ers into the mysteries
treatment of disease, and tind this field quite as
profitable as the* praet.ee of ihc profession itself. In Boston there are* no less than 'ixteen
schools or institutes levoted to teaching the
different branches of ’lie science. In Chicago
there are fourteen such schools. In New York
there are twelve.

a:-

were

Meade’s strategy comes in. At 11 o’clock at
night the 2d corps was in motion again. We
re-crossed the Rappahannock at midnight and
took the road for Sulphur Springs.
After
marching six or eight miles from the station
we formed, while Kilpatrick went forward to
reconnoitre. Here we had an opportunity to
see our cavalry General.
Kilpatrick's force
discovered nothing of importance in this direc-

sa>

recent

have bei

to Brandy station in order to push the
enemy’s think. The onward movement was
necessarily slow, a* great caution was required
to prevent falling into some snare composed of

imposing spectacle seldom presents it-

illuminated by camp tires.
The
troops having made and drank their coffee, unfolded liicii blankets ami ia» doiiiitw ii.-.-t witli
the vain hopes of sleeping until daybreak.
Hut no! (Jen. Lee's advance column bad got
ahead of us and would destroy our trains but
for almost superhuman endurance. This day's
repulse had the effect of halting his foremost
column and preparing for an attack in the rear,
as we had troops in the rear ready for an attack in that direction. Here is where General

art* seven sawmills in
Marinas, employing about 200 bands. Most of the milltnen
work in tin* woods winters, averaging o 1-2
months, at £-0 per month and hoard. Every
mill here runs a store, and help are expected to
trade there. With cash payments we could
live cheaper. We get hut little money for the
year’s work. A great number of the help are
It takes all they can make
never out of debt.
in summer t<> pay up the past winter's debts.”
A knitting woman who works for tin* American Net ( ompany of Boston, says she makes
To cent' a day. Much work i- done by women
at home, who sit up alter they have put the
children to bed. and knit. They get t! cents
each for knitting horse* nets, and three a day
i- a K> hours’ job.
The outside help are paid
in truck. This is a pretty hard tind.

s

»»

hills

$2 per Week to li\ e."

Ill C MKl Ai’llYSU
FORTY s< Hum
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leading

even

large, undulating plain. The thirteen brigades
with bayonets glistening and with firm determination. steadily advancing, and as steadily
the artillery grew fainter and fainter in the distance. The enemy had fallen back, worsted by
our cavalry, and we halted near Brandy Station on the very ground fought over during the
day.

A “hostler" lias a story to tell that has an
Id flavor. He says: **1 am Irish, hut was
horn in England. My family consists of myself and wile. My age is somewhere from 05
t<* To. and my wife’s from 50 to 55.
I have
In en unable to get work for some time, though
1 am in good health.
I own a home worth
from $s00 to $000.
My wife gets $54 per year
from renting rooms. We take boarders when
we can get them.
Have never been helped by
the city, but it i* a bard rub to live. We pay
$12.50 taxes and $12 water rent. We seldom
have beef and pastry never.
We live upon
vegetables and cheap soup bones. Outside of
Hour, tea and -ugar. I should say it costs us

VI,

more

a

INMVIDIAL STORIES.

Christian
3 00
2 05
3.55
4 0o
4 >2

j
;

in the mameuvers of war. The entire 2d corps, within a radius of one square
mile, was advancing in column by brigade over
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0 03
makers..
Shoemakers.
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50
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Painters.
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rence.
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A coop* r complains of low wages and long
hour*. He *a\s few young men are learning
the trade, and most coopers are 50 years old.

i"

j

our

self,

in w

111is*

evident that the enemy wore resisting our troops in that direction. About noon
our column turned to the right and took a road
was

j

state board.

ikis

and it

a game of marbles with the Johnnies.
ing fainter by degn es and farther off. The
But the ways of war, like those of Providence,
enemy had retracted and would not accept batare inscrutable. At 2 o’clock in the morning
tle. On Tuesday the 2nd corps went into camp
the column started in the direction of Brandy
and it fell to the 1st brigade of the first division
Station. On we marched at a rapid pace
to occupy the well built huts of Johnson’s diforests
and
across creeks and quagthrough
vision of rebels. We lay about six miles west
mires, with the stars looking down upon us as
of the river and about two miles south of the
if in pity for the long hours of sleep we were j
railroad. The 2nd corps was not actually enbeing deprived of. A few miles farther and
gaged during the day. but of course you have
we were at Brandy Station.
Here we rested
read ere this of the gallant bearing of the
and took a hasty breakfast from our eight day’s
troops who crossed the liver at Rappahannock
rations. In fifteen minutes the bugle sounded
Station. A large number of prisoners were
“fall in” and off we went, weary, sleepy and
captured and with but slight loss to our side.
foot-sore. Four miles brought u* to RappahanThe- f»th and bib Maine elicited great praise
nock Station and two more to Beaton Station,
through the entire army. (Jen. Lee’s celebratwhere we bivouacked for the night. The next
ed military qualities seem to lit' in the direction
day at noon the well known signal was sound- of
evading a battle. We found only a sublime
ed and we went back to the Rappahannock.
Vacancy where we expected to meet the enemy.
The familiar tones of artillery and the bursting
I’lie long expected big tight ot *liis campaign
of shells near Brandy Station informed us of
has oozed out in skirmishes. Whether (Jen.
our duty. The cavalry covering the rear of the
Meade* can compel a battle remains to be > eu.
army had fallen in with the Johnnies. We
Camp.near Brandy station. Pa., Nov. 14th.,
crossed the railroad bridge and were soon in
ISttt.
column by brigade. And here let me add that

machinist wants a law forbi bling any person to contract to work over 10 hours a day.
A -tone cutter wants uniform text book* in
tin school*. lie -ay* lie has $50 worth of old
*eliool book* in his house just as good as the

miuni:i man

stragglers and sick were found. The camp belonged to a division of Ewell’s corps and had
been hastily deserted on that morning. Quite a
store of tents and equipages fell into our hands
Steady firing had been going on all the morning in the direction of Rappahannock station,

tions for

A

.i'

)NT.]

On the 10th we reluctantly abandoned
newly christened encampment at Culpepor and went into position to meet the enemy
ten miles north of the village.
Here we remained until midnight busied with prepara-

“There

TKADKjj.
7 ns
7 so
7 <W»

Those in

BOPP.

In the following table Mr. Matthew* show*
that wages an- much higher, those of teachers
excepted, in Maine than they are in Knropc.
Kng- tier

A ft«• r rejecting two amendments, proposed by
Masons'.
Mr. Varna; and Mr. Chandler, the Senate] Plasterers.
passed the lull to refund to the direct tax of j Carpenters.
1*01.
O
IlKIt thadi.s

Ma».

PI

WORKERS WANT.

for lie -ays the mortgaged man pays a ax on
wliat In owes, which keeps men from owning
house*, as they have to pay too dearly for the
whistle. A man can’t atlord to pay interest
and taxes on bis debts.
An engineer wants engineers to be examiued

SOME

the

0.
On Monday, Oct. 0th, the 2d corps was relieved from its position in the extreme front at
Somerville Ford Rapdan by the (5th corps,
which was much stronger than our own. and
therefore better adapted to picket service. The
following morning the 2d corps set out for
Culpeper, eight miles to the rear, where it encamped with the promise of a brief rest from
hard labor at the front. Gen. Lee was at his
favorite game again, pushing our thinks, and
cavalry skirmishes began to be of daily occur-

statute book."
A door and sash maker want* mortgages to
be deducted from the assessment for taxation,

a

from army letters from
FRC
NO.

>

by

the head of the column reached a large rebel
encampment,constructed in the most approved
style for winter quarters, hut the bird had
flown and abandoned his nest. Only a few

The 19th Maine.
[extracts

A large number of wage workers have written
to the commis*ioner, and from their letters interesting extract* are made. Oue writer thinks
children should bo taught to work, and that
liu; hours a day at work and three hours at
school, between 12 and 15 years of age. would
be desirable. Another says half-timers do as
well at books ami get industrial habits to hoot.
John Garner of Lewi*ton think* three hours a
day in school for 10 months, mixed with industrial employment, a good idea.
A barber wants a Sunday closing law; limekiln burin rs want the kilns closed Sunday, so
they «-an go to church and rest.
A carpenter wants nine hours a day’s work,
and asks that a mechanic's lieu be first and last,
lb *ay poor workmen keep good workmen's
wage* down, and that the provinces send here
a lot of poor carpenters.
A card grinder wants
the trustee law repealed in toto, because he
say * it fosters the credit svstt m and makes the
lie is down
wage earner a slave to the grocer.
on the lawyers who make a living by serving
lie say* one Lewiston wage
trustee processes,
earner bad 150 trustee w rits served on him one
pay day. “Figure up tin* lawyer’s fees," he says,
and adds: “The imprisonment for debt law
as it now stands bolds all poor men as frauds.
You can sec the lawyer's trick here.
This
law shall not apply to former contracts or to
cases now pending; and now what do the lawWe have old executions enough on
yer* say ?
hand to hold the poor man in bondage for 20
years.’ And now they sit in their otlices waiting for a few bill* to trustee each pay dav, and
so it will be
until these laws are swept off the

.nil' ll

fifty

odd American

Canada witliiti the past eighteen months. I lit ir
*tcaiing* ainounl to tom million dollars.

door-\ard at liotm.
“Bumpkin-!** Why. Kiiakim Klli-. what in
earth art- you bringing pumpkin- here for?
Audi wo got fin: barn ehamhers full, ami the
l“ls .11. and tin \ci*\ cattle Woldt eat ’em? Be
> on ,« in gout: crazy ?**
Mr-. 1!. i- W;i- a high-ehe. k-bolied female,
witii pr
ing f ."nt-t« ill ami hard greeni-h
eye-, tiki -bad!) ••o|on I mamic-. She was one
of th“-t w i.o wt»r-liip< 1 gain as the tire-wor-l.ip'i- t '. I-.’WII bef«*|v the -llll. “Mtuie) is
uioiie) !** w a- in r favorite axiom. And Eliakim teit hi- in art -ink w ithin him as lit: faced

know.

<

Tin- Philadelphia Wool Merchants* Association indorse the agreement reached by the recent conference at Washington.

At

“Bumpkin-!” -ereatued Mrs. Kilis. when in
\e

New Itoeiielle, N. *1

morning?"

tendriN and eriinson woodbine leaves that
garlanded the doorw ay. The tears eame into
her dim
»-s.
**Tlit i. ! may as wrli give it up.*' -aid sin.-, iu
ae<-eiil> «»f ile-pair.
“For 1 iiaint nothing else*

hu-banl di

sutVering from pleuroslaughtered on a milk farm

cows.

Kliza B. Garfield was buried Monday
lowland, the remains being placed beside
'lose of the dead ITt—ident.

at

our i'

A

ware

Mrs.

|

got some pumpkins that i waul to
said tin- Widow ll* p"y. "IhelVul likely

corner

a

Leary, the builder of the big raft, has attached
the steamer Miranda for $40,000 for alleged
breach of com ract.

ealker‘late you can stand
\\ a!, >h-‘ liaii, wiiat van 1

-o

the new bureau, and thanks the newsthe Governor and others for
hearty co-operation, and thanks the Governor
for his efforts to secure the repeal of the trustee process so far as applies to wages, and for
hi"- influence to secure the prohibition of child
labor. A large number of ‘‘workingmen's
ness

paper

THE REPORTS OF WAGE EARNERS.

leading lawyer of JackMarcy,
sonville, Fla., has disappeared with $4o,UU0
trust funds.

Iks is frrdin* them to the eaoxvs."
shadow of dire disappointment erept over
the old woman’s fare, as she stood then1, uiieonseioiislv pietuiesijm*. against the eurly hop-
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The \ew Prize Story
i~ eagerly sought for, lead with pleasure or di-apP- imiii. lit, is then t—ed aside ami forgotten. Hut
ladies wbo read of l»r. Pierce’s Favorite Prescripdiscover in it something
tion, read it again, f«»r 111•
to prize—;, messenger o’t j..v
to those suif, ring
from functional dt rangenieiiis or anv .>! tin pain
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Periodical pains, internal inflammation and ulcer
ation. readily yield to it' wamderful curative and
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The science of surgery has made 'ih'li wonderful
progress m modern times, that the most intricate
a:"i deiieaie
operations are now undeitaken ami
carried to a successful issue. There are now several well authenticated eases of vvliat is known as
pm ini' a on v, t hai is to say, the removal of diseas
et portions of the lungs in eases of eonsumpiio
A\ a tie h w ever, this delicate operation has sometimes |,r.'ii succi'-ftiiiy
performed, the risks
aft. i.da g :t are
great, .and the chances of re
'•over:
"light, tii.at it is seldom resorted to.
1 lie -aP-'t plan in consumptive eases is to use
l»i\
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The l’hiladephia Woman’s

grief

"Pumpkins?" .chord l.iiakim. "Why. hlrss
your soul. Mis' llai. pumpkins is a dreg in the
market Jim now.
I'he pumpkin erop has
| Hinted id powerful good, thank Providenee,
and

I
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The governor of W ashington Territory has
tile ballot to women.
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Calamities In Mor.son.
I.

Spain has ordered from Lngland stores and
camp Mipplit-s enough for 2o,u(K> men.

tin
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Plaster.

T*» mi. KI»l I«»:£ or Tiik Lvi:mm; si n—-,V;
I’i* .;-*• irt in*- kiutvv what t<» -me at a supper, including e*d turkey tiud plum pudding-'
lo sprrtfully touts,
s. T. 1!.
V 'i I .-iiin.u >un.
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There was thin ice yesterday morning in
Jacksonville, Fla., but the orange crop was
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t '!i\ *-nu! **-si-d ropy of thr < 'nii-tituth.il of the
l ni!*'i states t*» I. *.». t
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st«-t I rails have dropped since January
from £4s to £21 per ton. so it is alleged.

Widow I lej *s\ Hall, 'lauding at
the <h">r of her little one-storied house and
heekoning with her long. Iran arms toward
him. The fanner drew i.S rein.
“Hold on.
-rrr!!" h- apostrophi/.'d his
-t««d. ••'t- ii ain’t never in a hum when I

rr-prctlnlly suggest that I’r* sldent < 1.\*.
laii'l might do a good thine in presenting a l.eauti-
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induce the colored
America.
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IL v. Jonathan Woodman, a prominent worker
in the Fm Will Baptist denomination, is death
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brilliant October morning. the grass
riding '-\ Ml: fr M. the tr» •> wax mg th. ir
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.V movement is on foot to
to emigrate to South

Widow's Pumpkins.

general spirit of friendli-

manifested an interest in this branch of the
work of the bureau. The commissioner says
that, while only about one-tenth of the blank"
distributed have been returned, those received

people

\«• r.

a

The Baptist Union lias accepted Spurgeon’s
rosignat ion.

Thousands of cattle perished in Texas during
the recent terrible blizzard.
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The Maine bureau of labor statistics was insituted hv tlie last Legislature of that State,
ami began its work when Hon. Samuel \V.
Matthews was appointed commissioner on the
17th of last May. He has put in eight months
of solid work, and his first report appears to-

by personal interviews and through members
of labor organizations, several of whom have
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Labor in Maine.
THE FIRST ANNUAL REPORT OF COMMISSIONER MATTHEWS. INTERESTING FIGURES GIVEN BY WAGE EARNERS.

Iowa Legislature has re-elected Senator
Wilson.
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Generalities.

of ciiiidliood, with thoughts
1 lov ing.
Aud*vvii't and guiich ** dav *o full of rest.
Our o!»L h« arts love to linger, after all our
vear
of r*»v ing.
And e! a p f. id mem’rv's pictures to our
breast.
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“It’s a pity she can’t share more o’ the good
luck.’’ said he.
Mrs. Hall found the gown, neatly wrapped
in paper, at her door when she came home
from cranberryingin the swamp, and she never
knew where it ame from. Hut she made it
up. and wore it to her daughter Belinda's in
the city.
But honest Kliakim has not yet told Louisa,
his wife, that he nought Widow llcpsx’s pumpkins, and paid a dollar for them in good hard
cash.
"It ain’t best to tel! women everything!’'
said he.
[Helen Forrest Graves.

Three br< wn-r\ed little children, with tangled

mini:

•«»n«‘

i- liii- th<
■

tin!

:i-i\♦

;••!!■

past.

the pi* ;*ant. roomv kitchen l *ee my father
sitting.
With leather-covered Bible open wide;
While 111} sWcrt-Iacrd lie.the! listen* a* she

!-. in-

"i-i

.j

j

In

—

■■

a smitf-colored merino gown. Which he left at
the widow’s door !he very next time he drove

shadows

distant lieids of rustling, ripening

On

was as holiest as he was shrewd,
and the Widow ITopsv Hull's pumpkins were
satisfactorily marketed. So much so indeed,
that Kliakim even purchased out of the profits

peddler, who

It stands upon tin* hillside, with the tall elms
bending o'er it.
The homestead, with the lilacs by the door.
And the quaint, old-fashioned garden gently
slopping down before it,
I see it just as in the days of yore.
[ remember how the sunshine fell across the
golden meadows.
Beyond the woodendoop-step.old and worn;
And how the summer cloudlets east their

The Kuglish Sparrow i* an enemy of our na"
i’
l;
illliM'W M'*KMN>. 1!Y IIIK
tive songsters ami drives them away ; lie is the
foe of the gardener ami fruit grower, because
lie expels the insectivorous birds, and then solace" himself with the young plants, the buds
and the fruit: lie i> destructive to the grape
i.i City and County.
; >
:'a.
In
crop, and a rapacious feeder thereupon.
ten days, sparrows in Australia robbed a
i\ at- <•. -'J «'o a
r;
!
|
"ingle vineyard ol three thousand pounds ot
| m at loll "1 the ! grapes.
1 Ins bird is an enemy to the grain
growth, and destroys tin-grain in the milk, as
"!:<•- jM.’l'.v.
one ilU'll
,i
well
a" eats and wastes it in the ripened bead.
;
Uni. .11.• I J~<
| .t
He delilt
buildings ami destroys the \ iues that
1
\ 1! a.-lioi. of
ling to them, lb* is imt a destroyer of inst ci>.
iMill ol.e.
ir:v
I hese boldly f«"toon the haunts ol the sparrow
wilh Webs, ami fasten their eoeooiis tv» them.
At iii "i he hud the reputation ol destroy ing
••ati pillars, and the measuring worm.
Hut
i f -u.- -! i• it-. I :i' t -.
< a-sar teed"
now
our
on
more
toothsome
:i|V -.<N< ill"! ll-.-MI Il'MlMnn at.
The Mate Kutoiiiologist '•! New \ «>rk
A■ i• 51 *
ha" proven by observation, that the caterpillar
« m;
H«
thri\t > w lieit the sparrow nn»"t abound", and
tin same
•>nelii"ion i" readied by more than
one
Kuglish entomologist.
The* loss from
in
Kugland is put at tour milium
t
Pure Milk.
sparrows
i:i m oi
dtdiars
a year,
in
Australia
tinloss i" gtvatI
it passes eomputa■: in li.i'aiiiitu a «< r- ! er. an.I in tie l nited Mat,
j turn. [ A na it an Agriculturist.
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'This able morning paper i* one of the best
conducted dailies in Maine. Kditor « ol.b is a
keen writer and look* well after his departfhi* i* no
ment, keeping i; up with tin time*,
task in the management of a daily paper.
Its managers have paid large sums of money
the past year for new*, and it* patrons lia\e
easy

been
best

well seiwed.

Mr. Hind* is one of our
lieW's gatherer* and has been \ igilant in
gathering and accurate ii. hi* reports of event*
that have l:an*pired in our State. It* local d<
partnieiit na.* been for years under the control
of L. < lilford Wade. K*q., and improve* vt ry
■

year.
KASTKKN

AlUiCS.

lion. John M. Adams is

owner

and manager

old substantial daily, riiillip W. Melntire is editor and is an able one. K. S. <►*good is local editor and is a worker. James k.
fryon is night editor, and i> a smart young
of this

journalist. But we sadly mi*.* the impress
of Mel lliggin.*’ ability on the Argus, lie was
the brightest
one of
newspaper nun that
Maine has produced, ’fhe Argils i* | :»y in_
Well and can always he depended llpor. to .I«fend the Ivmoeratic party. It i*
•; ilar
among the old standbys of that orgar.i/a,
roKTi.

wn

ai>\

ri{i

isi:i:.

I

pity any unlucky

contem-

porary that he nurses hi* wrath to await a
chance to haste.
He box,
tin; ear* of the
younkers once and a whir; and hi* p» n i* a
masiony OIK
marked ability.

1

lie

.\<i\oniser

tit.

wish

a

paper

01

friend, tieeditor, was more of a protectionist, and !•■» of
He ought to be an out
a civil service devotee,
1

our

and out thick and thin party man. Hrnciou*!
how he would whale our I>oniocratic brethlie is kind ness itself when he is divested
paint. Hut lie makes a good paper

ren.

of

war

••for a* that.”
TiiK evening eximjess.

I'illik< the Advertiser this is a red hot party
paper. It i" ably edited b\ t ol. W. K. >te\eus,
lie has but little esteem
a veteran journalist,
for mugwumps and occasionally alludes to
them. The principal manager of the Express
takes good care that nothing of an otleuMVe
nature from a Uepublican standpoint gets into
its columns. It has an immense circulation
and is a power in our politics. Its local is of
(ieo. Harrows lias charge of this department and keeps it up to a tirst class standard. lie i> a young journalist that has a fuNext month the Fxpress is
ture before him.

the best.

its

quarters in Market
Square and our prediction is that its circulation will continue to increase.
to

into

move

<

While if the non-luminous heat waves be concentrated in the same way. the water will boil
almost instantaneously, lienee it is these dark
heatwaves which penetrate the snow of the
Ups and cause the rivers to How. These heat
penetrate the ocean most powerfully in
the tropica! regions and convert the water into
vapor. This light, watery vapor, together with
th«- air heated on the surface of the earth, rises
to the upper regions of our atmosphere where
it spreads over the whole earth, thus flowing
toward the pole-, and the cold air Hows from
the poles to take the place of the In ated air rising in tropica! regions. Two currents of air
wave.*

thus established, called the upper and lowtrade wind. A- the tropical atmosphere
and watery vapor expanded by beat ascends
through the heavy air and How- toward the
poles, it is unable in those colder region.- to absorb -o mu« h moisture and it i- condensed and
precipitated as rain or snow. finis the glacier
■t the Alps is indebted t«> the ocean through
are
er

the duvet

aireney ot tlie sun tor its very existShould the heat id' tiie sun l»e diminished
tiu source of snow would In; correspondingly
diminished and the uiaeiers heinir formed from
ence.

would lose somewhat of their mairnitieont
pr portions for want of material.
1 >111 the ureatest rainfall occurs in the tropical regions. The moisture of the warm, ascend*

snow

ini;- atmosphere is condensed partly hy cool,
dry winds from the polar regions and partly by
its own expansion.
The xpansion of ascend*
iii.it air may he proved hy tillingu bladder about
two-tiiirds full of air and takiiur it to the summit of some lofty mountain where it will be
found to be full of air. < an y it to the sea I< \el
airain and it will be but two-thirds full. Thus
the wei-ht of atmosphere below the top of the
mountain diminishc- tlie bulk of our atmosphere by its pn'sure about one-third. Abo' e
tlie mountain summit the expansion is stili
more.
Kored-i\ condensed air is found to be
warm by the thermometer, while if a stream
the compressed air he allowed to >trik*• a
thermometer it will be observed to chili it.
I. •!ty mountains act as condensers by raisin. tin humid oct an current to sudi a height
that the expansion chills the wati ry apor end
precipitates it as tain on the other -ide. '['bis
fact is proved by observation.
Mends are
'Ollieiinies formed by the ehilliiur process of
th« upper re-ions, w hieli are evaporate! airain
by the heat of the atmosphere before the
nndsture falls to tin earth a- rain. Water app< ars in tlm e forms, jraseoiis, li»jii;d and solid,
of

but wherever formed its molecules consist of
hydrom-n and one atom of oxy_i n
and these moli-eul.
pos>ess wonderful

two atoms of

s

powers of cry

stadization

as seen

in the

snow-

Uake.
! A; h sid

-iamv h:i- its ow n form of ry staili/atioil. Ti:« process may be obsi rve<l bv di>'ol\ii _' >ai; petri 'll. ar or alum in water and
illowiiu
it
to tv aporate slow
balk dts'olved and ry 'talii/ed yields Iceland
«

Brother ICchardson keep* on the even te:c-r
of his way.
He i* at the head of the cla**, edi-

torially, in Maine.

been

new

pt'ci

'ii-

Water torn,' crystals of beautiful stelia
--e-siti:; >jx ray s. Though
the app' ■•*!■"!»!•■. of the sun a star* is infinitely
various, the number of ray s in each star is invariable. Perhaps the power oi crystallization
may best be illustrated by reference to a mairt on.

sliape'. eaeb'iar

net.

The magnet

and like poleW hen
a magnet i> in- Tied in iron tiling-, ca« !i
partiele i- polari/- -1 and thc\ arc h. M t<• _. th- r by
tiic force of inugneti-m. 1 die niol<-iilt•> of water or any other substance instead of having
two poles or points of attraction, may have
several arranged in regular order. You can
thus picture to yourself the five molecules of
chilling vapor in the upper regions of the at*

bloodhound. 'They are fascinated with their
work and love it with the ardor of a religious
devotee. I love newspaper men and the press.

no-so^es

pole-,

repel each other, while unlike

attract.

mosphere, moving together in accordance with
these mutual attractions and repulsions and
building the beautiful snowtlake in accordance with fixed laws.
W e may thus transfer
the principles observed in the etleet of magneto the unseen architecture of the snowtlake. This power of conducting the imagination in the light of reason i» one of the
highest
attributes of human nature, as it brings the
tism

past and future largely into the present life.
(i ko. M. Com:.
Monango, Dak., .Ian. 4, lsss.

lirowth iu

NKWSIWl’KK MEN.

As a class they are full of energy and zeal.
No night is too dark or stormy, no distance
too great, no place too dirty or repulsive or
brutal to keep a reporter from pursuing his
vocation. They arc tirst class detectives and
keen as a Damascus blade. Once on the scent
of an item they will follow the trail like a

diamond is crystallized carbon. All
stones at ford < xamples of erystalliza-

I'li-a

’ar.

Sheep

and Wool.

Democratlr five trade,
Hejnilillraii iimtertiun
1*
tariff. In years:
high tariff, 13 years:
Number ol' sheep
Number of sheep

1850.....21,700,000 ls7o.28,5(10,000
Number of sheep
sheep
1800.22,100,000 1SSJ.40,237,201

Number of

Increase.
4(H),ooo Increase..2(),747 201
Annual rate 15 of l per Annual
rate 5:a
p0r
cent.

cent.

THE KKrrm.K’AX .lOl’KNAI..

growth under protection, 27‘a fold.
Wool, pounds,
Wool, pounds,
.1810.52,510,050 1 >70.......... 100,000,(HH)
W oid, pounds,
Wool, pounds,
1850.00,404,014 1883.400,000.000

As the years come and go vour paper Improves. Forty years ago I thought it the best
weekly in Maine. It grows better every year.
What a blessing to a community a good local

Increase. 7,747,054 Increase
140,000,000
Annual rate
.014
per Annual rate .087
per
cent.
cent.
(.renter growth under protection, six-fold.
[Philadelphia Press.

Your people hardly realize the debt
the Journal. The West pay their
local papers for booming their various locali-

(irenter

....

paper is.

they

owe

to

Why should not Maine do likewise. If a
few thousand dollars were expended on our
papers setting forth the advantages of Maine,
It would yield a handsome return. The experience of this winter at the West should
ties.

our people to bestir themselves to Induce emigration to come within our borders.
Is not the experiment worth trying?
Occasional.

cause

The st. Croix Valley Standard, of St. Croix
Falls, Wisconsin, prints a special railroad number to celebrate the opening of railway traffic over
the Sault ste. Marie. Among its editorial staff Is
given the name and career of Hon. Frank M.
Nye, of Minneapolis, who was horn In Maine In
1852, received an academic education at River
Falls, studied law and was admitted to practice In
St. Croix county in 1878, later located at Clear
Lake, Polk county, where he was elected District
Attorney of that county In 1871). In 1885 he was
chosen

a

and

The New York

humorist.

World

receives for the lowest
price column $35,230 and for its highest $348,000.
The New York Tribune for the lowest $28,054 and
its highest $85,653 and these papers it is stated,
arc never at a loss for advertisements to fill their
columns.

member of the Wisconsin Legislature,
before the Legislature the name of

presented

Some of the advertisers In local newspapers may
be surprised to learn that one column In length lu
the Chicago Tribune costs the advertiser $02,000.

Col. John

C- Spooner, of Wisconsin, for the United

States Senate.

He is

a

brother of Rill

Nye, the

President Cleveland is supposed to have seen
light since last winter on the question of
pensioning soldiers who have been so unfortunate as to be unable to legally establish their
right to a pension.
new

j

Maine Matters.
NEWS

ANi>

GOSSIP FROM ALL OVER THE

STATE.

THE KNIGHTS OF LABOR.

20th ult., contained the following encouraging words to farmers :‘*Maine productions—one
and a half million tons of Imv, which is the j
substantial crop of agriculture; 0,000,000
BELFAST, THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 2, le«8.
bushels of corn* as much per acre as any State
in the Union; 8,000,000 bushels of potatoes, i
standing the eighth State in rank in this crop, j I’tmLISIlKIt KVKUY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE
Oats tabulate 2,500,000 bushels.
Dairy products show 14,500.000 pounds of butter, and
nearly 2,000,000 pounds of cheese. All these ;
productions are constantly increasing. We j CHARLES A. PILSBURY.EDITOR.
stand at the head of the list of crops in all the
RUSSELL G. DYER.Local Editor.
productions of a northern latitude.”

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

The District Assembly, Knights of Labor of
Maine, held its annual meeting at Waterville
on Tuesday and
Wednesday, 24th and 25th lilt.
About SO delegates were present, and routine
business was done. Master Workman Beaton,
in his annual address,expressed dissatisfaction
with the enactments of the last Legislature iu
the interest of labor. He is not suited with the
MAINE IK EE llAPTISTS.
10-hour law or the fortnightly payment bill or
the act to abolish inipriso nine lit for debt except
The Ben Bunker and Rust
Under the present arrangements the Free
in ease of fraud.
He complained because uni- Baptists of Maine hold three annual meetings I
form State text books were not adopted and pro- a
Tlic new party horn in this city through the
year; one in the Eastern portion of the State |
posed changes in the statutes regardingvagrauts, known as the Penobscot yearly meeting; one
thinking it was aimed at men who might be en- embracing a district in the central part and a instrumentality of men who have graduated
gaged in a strike. 11c advised the Knights not third the Western and Southern. A movement from other parties as the boy went through
to try to secure too much from the next legis- is on foot to hold but one annual
meeting the college, by entering at tbe front door and beiug
lature, hut to agitate a few measures, viz: Ten same as other denominations, to he attended by
kicked out of t he back door, lias laid out a
hour law. weekly payments, uniform free text
representatives of all the Free Baptists in the
books in the public schools, better assessment
and a general convention will occur in j programme of great magnitude. Its motto is:
State,
of taxes and secret ballot. He suggested that
Augusta on the 15th, Ibth and ITili of May to ‘Tut none but free rum men on guardand
the committee on legislation prepare a draft
arrange for the consolidation, after which then; when it lias carried the Statu ami elected a
of such laws as should be enacted, relating to will be but one
meeting annually.
these measures, and have them printed and
Democratic legislature, it proposes to amend
IN UENEKAE.
circulated throughout the order. In regard
the constitution ill the interest of free rum,
to the order in the State he said that the
The
total
of
in
number
Hancock
pensioners
generrefund to the rumscllcrs of the State all that
al executive board had consented to send A. A. county is Obi.
t arletonto undertake it*
The town of Bluehill is without a lawyer for they have paid out ill tines, and then put the'
building up and increase its membership.
In regard to the condi- the tir>t time in lifty years.
special constables in jail. This is a work which
tion of wages in the State he said that replies
Mr. Frank E. Collins lias been elected leader
cannot be done in a minute, and there are varto circulars which he had sent out showed the of ( 'handler's Band. Portland.
James II. McMullen of Portland, was elected ious obstacles in the way. First and foremost
following increases: Auburn, about 10 per
cent.; Bar Harbor, 15 per cent.: Bath, 25 vice president from Maim. of the American is the Republican party of Maine, which placed
cents per day on the average; Biddeford, Protective League.
10 per cent, in the cotton
Mr. Heed has introduced in the House a pe- the prohibitory laws on the statute books, and
mills; Brunswick,
in all branches, about 15 per
cent.; Last tition of Bowdoin College prayimr for interna- by its platforms and the words of its leaders,
Hampden, about 10 per cent.; Hallowed, tional copyright.
prominent among whom are James G. Blaine
(Jov. Marble, with Councillors Hunt. Carter
unskilled labor 5 to 10 per cent, skilled labor
and Win. I’. Frye, is pledged to the cause of
more: Kennebunk, about 10 per cent.: Lewis- and Baud, and Inspectors Bean and Porter,
ton, about 10 cent.: Lisbon, IT 1*2 percent.:
were at Thomaston. Thursday.
temperance. The third party is also in the
A memorial of the late Mr. Benson Sewall
Livermore, slight advance in manufacturing;
way. Now that the lines are being drawn, and
rittston, nearly 25 per cent, on an average; has just been issued. It was written by an inof all parties arc drawn to
Bock land. 25 cents per day for every day em- timate friend and contains a sketch «/f his life. rum sympathizers
Ex-Vice Hannibal Hamlin lias accepted an j the Democratic party like flies to a molasses
ployed; Sacearappa. 10 cents per day; South
Berwick, 10 to 15 cents per day; West Buxton, urgent invitation from Win. 1L IL Bice Post of I barrel, while the Republican party stands
s
per cent, in factory. 25 iifsawmill. There Ellsworth to deliver the address in that city |
squarely up to its professions and pledges, the
have been no cut-downs reported. The follow- next Memorial Day.
third party men will sec tliauhcre is no further
ing officers were elected for the coming vear: j
m........
»
«
i.
T
.-I
ville, near the Jefferson line, owned by Bow- ! need to maintain a separate organization. If
1
Hocklaml; District Worthy Foreman, Edward man, the cooper, was burned Jan. 2Jd. The such need has existed in the
past it certainly
Stafford, of Hallowed: Becording Secretary, cause is unknown. Loss,^2">uo; no insurance, j
<'. B. Hadaday,of
Messrs. Woodman, True »Y Co. of Portland does not exist now.
Saeearappa: Financial Seeretary and Treasurer, it. A. Williams, Portland. have arranged to settle with their creditors in
I,A|P1| IIIHU III UlIR'l .'UUV.'J UII3 ^uunil lllill
accordance with the recommendation of the
Tin; TFMPERAXCE CRFSADE IX HATH.
decided and aggressive stand on the liquor quesand will continue their business as
committee,
A special to the Kennebec Journal
tion brings back to the Republican ranks a
says that heretofore.
never before has there been such an
agitation
Mrs. Bod well, widow of the lat (iovernor
number of Prohibitionists. At tbe elecof temperance matters in Bath as
the Bodweil, has presented the State with a large large
during
tion of 18N0 the Prohibition candidate for Govpast six months. The movement for the supof the late (iovernor. The porcrayon
portrait
pression of the liquor traffic is general. The | trait is to be placed in the rotunda of the cap- ernor of Pennsylvania polled 32.422 votes. The
clergy, the Law and Order League, the tem- ital.
Legislature elected on that day was overperance societies, the churches and citizens genCalvin McXichol, Esq., of Calais, formerly
erally, are doing ad possible to enforce the pro- Deputy Collector of Customs in the Passamu- whelmingly Republican, and it passed what so
hibitory law. The city government under the quoddy District, but who was removed from far appear* to be an excellent high license law,
direction of Mayor Wakelield is also a power- office
some time ago has been restored.
besides voting to submit a prohibition amendful factor in the work. The crusade has been
Tuesday. February 71!i is the date for the be- ment to the
attended with wonderful results. Hotel bars,
popular vote. As a result of this,
of
the
term
of
the
Maine
State
saloons and restaurants have been closed and ginning instead spring
of I ebruary 1st as erroneously tin* Prohibition vote fell off forty-three per
the traffic is mostly carried on now by small College,
announced. A good attendance of students iA
cent., and last year it was only 18,471.
sales, pocket sales and by sales to Bath citizens expected.
in neighboring towns.
Whether this can be
Bar Harbor post office receipts for the past like result is predicted in New \ork at the
prevented or not, is a question, but some think
were S-L70S.2S; ahead of any other ollice j coining election, where a decrease of fortythat it ian he. It is tin* determination to arrest year
in the county.
Ellsworth ranks second, the three
per cent, from the Prohibition vote of
every individual that may lx* found intoxicate.!
of that ollice being £4,osi.J2.
and thus make the city as free from intoxica- receiptsA- (».
Dr.
French of Lewiston is dead, am d l*s7 would be lT.bllo, or more than the greatest
tion ns from sales.
Os. He was for many years in practice in Fay- 1 Democratic plurality of 1887. The MassachuI he amount of lines that have been paid into
ette. which town he represented, in the Legi'v- j setts Legislature has just passed a
prohibitory
the treasury is something wonderful. The Lealature. He also served as Surgeon in the anm.
resolve with practical unanimity among the
gue alone has by it" efforts caused a donation
Mrs. Thnxtcr Prince, the oldest inhabitant <>f \
of about $1.2<M).
A gentleman remarked the Yarmouth, died Jan. 24th at I he advanced age i Republican members. “Few
Republican Repother day that if the temperance people should of 04
Mrs. Prince had been a m< mher j r tentative*.” says the Boston Journal, “failed
keep on :i" they are doing now. in a few years of the years.
< umberland Church 17 \«*ar< and <*! i!u*
they would cancel the city debt. Business is First Parish Congregational Church ;:i O ar-1 to i-,> coirnize their honest obligations to their
just as good and some say much better, (irocery mouth for (id
years making a total period of j arty platform. As to the Democrats, they
men are receiving more cash for their
goods. church membership of so years.
were true to their traditions in the substantial
I his results from the efforts at abstinence
Mrs. Mcrc\ Cooper, Sargentville. during tin*
on the part of
many workmen who formerly year lss7. cleared from On bens £101.42 ami solidity with which they opposed the resolve.
;
spent their earnings for liquor and let their raised and now has 7'J
pullets. Tin* lien’s eggs Aliy measure, whatever the degree of its effigrocery bills go. \\ liatever opposition there i" amounted to £lld.ss and >h
sold dressing.! ciency may seem to be, which proposes to reto the temperance crusade comes from the rumchickens and pullets* eggs to the amount of!
mies and democrat": although a
strict the liquor business never fails to be remajority of the
and her expenses were sol.Id.
latter are too respectable to allow their names £.">'<.07.
Foster, who is in Bangor jail awaiting trial pugnant to them.”
to he mixed up with
anything that.tends to dis- for being concerned in tin robbery of IMei j Tin? new
party finds itself confronted by the
turb the peace and quiet of the »it\. Bath is
Bennett of Plymouth, is confident that he can
of tlie State and Nation, but
truly another city as far a> temperance goes, eiear himself.
He is assisted by New York ! Republican party
and yet there is a chance for more work.
friends and money seems no object to them. its leaders are used to kicks and cuffs, their
1 lie State constables made a seizure Jail.
Foster will not see anyone. ib* is shrewd and consciences like their hides are case-hardened,
25th at Shannon's Hotel and Daniel <>* Loan's
and does not intend to injure his and
their thirst for office is unquenched—and
shop, obtaining a small quantity of liquor>‘at calculating
each place.
Captain Henry I. Moors, who was years ago likely to remain unquenchable. The party orTHK PROGRAMME R)R THE XEXT STATE FAIR.
well known among seamen throughout New gan* thus far are Ren Hunker’s Democrat and
The full hoard of managers of tin* Maine England, died Jan 24th in Biddeford. aged 1*4. t!ie Prog. Age. and
certainly one would conHe
served in the navy in the war of lsl2. ami 1
Mute Fair was in session in Portland Jan. 24th
and 25tli, completing arrangements for the next after that followed the m;i for mam years.) shier the latter a poorly disguised trap in
He was the last of a family of 11 children, ail
which to catch Republican votes. Ren Hunker
>tate Fair, which has beci: fixed for
Sept. 11!•>. next. 1 heir chief work was the revising of whom lived to be very old. Four sons and says that the laws “intended to restrain the
three daughters survive him.
of the premium list, which tin* trustees
design
sale of liquor and suppress drunkenness” must
One of the Maine Centra! trains to Bangor left
to have published as
early as May. in order that
farmers may plan their season's work in view the rails Thursday afternoon between Newport go; and proposes at the next election in tbe
and Ftna. Two passenger ears rolled over on name of
of competing for the premiums ottered.
The
“personal liberty,” “voting only for
their sides brui-ing some of tin* passengers.
list has been very carefully revised and
many The road was
cleared in a short time aud other candidate* who will pledge themselves to vote
important changes made. The trustees have
decided to have **( hildren's Day*’ on tlx* first trains went on without delay. A man named in tin- Lc-Mature” for the repeal of the liquor
day of the fair, allowing all children under Thomas Porter who was brnUed in tin* accident law*.
The Prog. Age proposes the same
eight years of age admission to the Park, free: at Etna was afterwards walking on the track,
and ‘‘Old Polks* Day.’* the last dav. giving free at Bangor when a delayed train struck and tiling, and calls the Republican legislators who
killed him.
cnact-.d these laws “a class of impracticable*,
admission to all gentlemen over
eighty years of
The contract of the Hurricane (iranih- Co. intolerants and moral
age. with free admission to the (traiid Stand
visionaries.” Abuse of
for
its
share of the remaining portion <>f the
during, the passage of the prize cavalcade. A
irom that source is neither new
drawing match, the oxen to he driven by farm- Suffolk county court house in Pemberton Republicans
ers over eighty years of
Square, ltaston, has been executed. Tin? re- nor >urpri>ing; but why should Republicans
age, is also talked of.
A Maine Colt Stakes lias been offered, the con- mainder of the building will cost s:jn5.r»on. train under such a banner
Of
this amount tin.* Hurricane Co. does £101,o()0
ditions of which are as follows: Foals of IssT
and the Cape Ami Co. £144,000. Tieor later. $10: foals of Ism;. $15; foals of
" ruing oi tlie candidates now in tin
iss5, worth,
held
$20; foals of 1SS4, $25: with a consolation purse work. according to the terms of tin.* contract,
be
must
of $30 for yearlings, $50 for2-vear-olds: $00 for
completed by Dee. 1. lsss. The Hur- for tIk? Republican nomination for Governor,
."•-year-olds, and $70 for 4-year-olds. The first ricane Cranitc Co, will make a big addition a staunch Republican says, in a private letter
will be half mile heats, and the three others mile to its force about March lirst. The company to the editor of tin* Journal: “A bad candiheats; the first two best 2 in 3, the last two best has about sixty davs* work to do on itv iir-g date annot In*
got out of that lot. They are
.1 in .) all to harness.
In each class four or contract for this court house.
more entries to fill.
all men of exceptionally good habits and
The total stake money in
each class to he divided as follows: Winning
Generalities.
should be satisfactory to sensible, honest temcolt 30 percent.: 2d, 25 per cent.: 31, 15
per
perance men. of course no one expects to
liiunees
arc
in
a
cent., and 4th, 10 per cent, of the
I»:ul
a!>•
i
i!n*jv
llaytiau
way
purse. All
satisfy tin* fellows who sit in comfort and perprotits to go to the winner. First payment of arc* <li.-tant hints of a postil»!c rev •luliou.
entry money, 20 per cent, to be paid ‘April 1:
An eartla rn jar containing
in Aim-rican fect safet\ and denounce such a man as flitchsecond of 4o per cent. June l.and third of 40
ami .Spanish silver coin- was ploughed up Tut >- ell. who at the risk of liis life lias accomplishper cent, on the opening day of the State fair.
ed something for temperance, while these
1 he trustees will also offer liberal prizes for day at l’as> Christian, La.
dressed beef, mutton and poultry. The ManA Florida i icrfmnery company lias in acres carpers never did and never will do anything
agers have invited the State Poiiiologieal Soci- of tuberoses in Fnirlicld am! s’an Mateo, am!
for any reform except to shoot oft’their mouths
ety to unite with them in holding the next State expect* to plant nearly 200acres more.
in a most unseemly way.
Fair.
They are either
Many requests are being sent to Goiernor cranks or frauds. Indeed for the most
A TUAOEllY AT CENTRE SIDNEY.
part
Morehouse, of Missouri, asking him not to exSunday evening at Centre Sidnev, a town ad- tend clemency to Maxwell, the condemned they are both.”
joining Augusta, a mail named Edward Went- murderer.
worth, 40 years of age, was fatally shot. He
The explanation of the cut down in the cusIt is said Governor Semple, of Washington
has a family of thirteen
children, all of whom
toms service in Maine and other States is thus
were at home but one.
He was very cruel to Territory, signed tlie Woman Suffrage act to
them, and Sunday evening, after beating his please his sister. Mrs. L. V, S. Ames, a wealthy explained by a Boston Democrat: “In all
States hopelessly Republican the expenses will
wife, attacked one of his girls, and had thrown st. Louis indy.
her upon the floor and was choking her in an
All Mj;i Ilian, who has lost the use of his be cut down. Nothing will be saved to the
inhuman manner. The wife remonstrated, with
right ep\ his left foot, his left arm and shoul- Treasury—not a dollar—but the
tears in her eyes, upon which lie leaped
money thus
up,ex- der blade, has asked to have his pension inobtained will be expended in doubtful States.
claiming. "Damn you, I will kill all of you," creased to $100 per month.
starting toward the wall where his vest hung
You won't bear of any retrenchment in New
The surgeons have been unable to extract the
containing a revolver, but one of his sons was
ahead of him. He grabbed the pistol and ran bullet in Louise Michel's head. Lucas, the mail York. Connecticut or New Jersey. They can
toward a bedroom adjoining the apartment. who shot her, says if he lias killed an anarchist ha\e all they want—don't you see? Cleveland
The father followed, and catching up w ith the queen the revolutionary
party will disappear. and Vilas know what they want and they arc
bov was in the act of grabbing the revolver
boatswain Frank Kinney and Second Mate going to try hard for it."
when it was discharged in some wav. the ball
penetrating his chest four inches above the left Robert Jiavis. of the ship Vancouver, were
Richmond lias had a most satisfactory test of
nipple, and he fell to the floor, the blood form- sentenced at St. John, N. I!., to imprisonment
ing a pool about him. The children, whose ages sixteen and eight years respectively for brutal- her water works. A tire broke out Jan.
25th
ities practiced on their crew.
are only about a year apart, crowded around in
in a stable on Lincoln Street, and a special to
fear and agony, and their cruel parent expired
The owners of the steamer ( ity- of .Montreal,
in a few moments before their eves. The famwhich was burned at sea last August on her the Portland Press says: “A high wind was
ily was supported in part by the town. Dur- way from New York to
Liverpool, have pre- blowing at the time and with the old lire appliwar
the
Wentworth
was
a
ing
member of Com- sented to the
captain of the -liritish steamer ances the whole street would probably have
pany E, 30th .Maine regiment and has been a
York City ..1 a gold watch as a reward
member of the J. W. Lincoln Post <1. A. It. 113.
for the services he rendered to the survivors of been burned out, but four streams of water
from the water works completely drowned the
the
burned vessel.
STAIN AND CROMWELL.
lire out. This is the first time the water works
(ireat interest is felt in the coming trial of
Out of 1,107 steamers which last
year left
Stain and Cromwell, the alleged Dexter bank New York carrying grain for
only one have been used for lire and our citizens are
Kurupc
robbers, at the February term of the Court in was ail American
ship. And out of 74 sailing much pleased with its efficiency.”
Bangor. 1'here will be manv legal gentlemen vessels only one bore our flag. Great britain
in attendance from various parts of the state, has by far the greater
portion of the e.irrviw
W. L. P. writes to the Wilton Record to deny
as well Us a host of
relatives, witnesses and the trade. There were 52.704,407 bushels of grain
curious. The case of Stain will be taken
that he owns a cornet or intends to buy one,
from
New
York.
up exported
first, and he will, of eourse.be trier*, alone. The
and also that he was “moving into the tenecase
Reports from Cuba indicate a ino.-t serious
against this man, as well as against Cromwell, it is said, will be a strong one, and some condition of affairs. Citizens in Havana and ment over Mr. E. Allen’s store,” and says in
arc of the opinion that the vexed
question as to Matanzas have repeatedly demanded of Cap- conclusion: “In the future I would be very
how Cashier Barron met his death will be set- tain General Marin protection from outlaws
thankful if those who use my liamcjn print
tled to the satisfaction of all. County Attorney and official thieves, business is partially paraAppleton says that the case is 100 per cent, lyzed, opposition papers are suppressed almost would base their statements upon facts and
stronger than he first supposed it to be—much daily and the strictest censorship is kept over not from observation.” We hope W. L. P’s
stronger, in fact, than the public imagine, and messages by cable.
modest request will be granted.
he looks for certain conviction. The idea that
Colored people of Charleston, S. c„ are much
the men will not be indicted bv the grand
jure stirred up over the report of the formation of
This pen-picture of an Augusta rinnseller is
need not be entertained for one "moment. Sheriff
an exodus association in
Topeka for the colon- from a private letter from Washington: “I
Mitchell has been in Massachusetts lately, and
ization of negroes in South America. Fuel lias
since then has been in consultation with
been added to the flame by an article published have just met the notorious Mike Burns, who
Mr. Appleton. "A'o alibi will be
proved,” in the News and Courier,"warning negroes that has defied the community and sold rum in
origsays he, "that is certain. I cannot find that there is
danger of their being sold into slavery inal packages at
counsel for the defence have gained any real
Augusta. He is the lion of
if they go to South America.
comfort as yet, although, of course, they arc
the Maine Democrats here, but is a brutish
pot the men to give in until the last.”
Mr. Carlisle is not yet through with Thoebe,
looking, red-nosed Irishman, with as disgusting
it
seems.
Indeed
the
worst
is
to
yet
come, if
THE STATE PENSION DEPARTMENT.
Thoebe persists in his determination to run a swagger as is ever seen among the human
The following statement from Col. II. M.
again. Unless Ins workingmen supporters species.”
Sprague will show the work of the State Pen- differ from their kind in not harboring
resentsion Department for the past year:
ments they will give Mr. Carlisle a harder task
Mrs. 1 nomas A. Hendricks, widow of tile
un non
at the next election than he has ever had to hold
late Vice President, is angry because Congress
Applications. Bec’d. Allowed. Drop'll. Dec.
his seat in Congress.
**’
lias voted pensions to Mrs. John A. Logan and
Invalids .liitt
524
47
Lndcr tile present law steam vessels are exWidows.3115
235
15
220
from compulsory pilotage fees, but sail- Mrs. Blair and ignored her, although she says
empt
Mothers. 57
3!l
3«t>
vessels are subject to them in ten States. she does “not absolutely require assistance
Fathers. 32
24
1
23 ing
Sisters. 33
Ifi
front the nation.” Her closing remark is per10 A bill now before Congress proposes to extend
6dns. of ininrs.. 25
22
3
10 the same privilege to sailing vessels.
It is evident injustice that the owners of any vessel tinent: “Intellect, it would certainly appear,
Totals,
Slid
00
1,145
704 should be required to pay for services not need- is not appreciated by the Democratic party.”
Appropriations $35,000; expended $34,992.- ed and not rendered, but the pilots are lighting
88; balance $7.12; average to each pensioner the bill as hard as they can.
Governor Marble believes in Maluc.
He
per month $3.39: average to each pensioner
Mrs. Clarissa Jackson, a buxom colored
says: “Maine has not advertised herself as
per year $40.09; number of applications made woman
iii
Delaware
living
Hancock
township,
under amendment passed by tbc last Legislahas just become a grandmother at she should. We want to talk up Maine and to
ture 335. Of the 66 dropped from the roll dur- county, Ohio,
the a^e of twenty-live years. Mrs. Jackson was believe in Maine more deeply. Our future is
ing the year, lifty-three were on account of re- married
when but eleven years obi, and while in our own
ceiving Lid ted States pensions and the other
hands, and we must not neglect the
thirteen by death, marriage, etc. Number of vet ill her twelfth year gave birth to a daughter.
The
latter
followed her mother’s example, be- developments of our agriculture, our granite,
in
number
of
applications
claims al1886,816;
coming a wile at twelve years of age anti a our fisheries, our shipbuilding, our waterlowed in 1886, 680.
mother at thirteen, the child iust born bein a
power and our summer traffic.”

Republican journal Publishing Co.
Party.
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MAINE MEN AT THE NATIONAL CAPITAL.

The attorney of tbc Calais Bank, who is here
to defend the bank against violating the internal revenue law in circulating notes of St. Stephen’s Bank, Canada, says the Calais Bank officers
did not know they were violating the law.
Chairman Brown is here devoting himself
to ingratiating himself into the favor of the new
Postmaster General, who does not know him,
and getting bis son promoted from a clerkship
In the railway mail service to examining clerk.
Collector Anderson, of Portland, is here and
finds a bad job before him in straightening out
the difficulty he has made
by his discharge
and consequent hiring of employes.
Collector Mason, of Waldoboro, had an interview with Judge Maynard last week and
feels hopeful of having more discretion in making reductions in his force.
Ben. Bunker, of the Kenebcc Democrat, is
overseering the greasing of the governmental

girl.

The celebrated trotting stallion Happy Medium died at Fairlawn Stock Farm, the home of
his owner. General Wiliam T. Withers, near
Lexington, Ky., Jan 25. He was bv Old Ilambletonian out of the famous Princess, the mare
that came from California to boat Flora Temple.
Prjpcess was not equal to the occasion, but her
son has thirty-nine trotters in the 2:30
list, the
greatest number of any sire. He was the sire
of Maxey Cobb, who had the fastest stallion
record (2:13 1-4) and Ncta Medium, who in
double harness with Maxey Cobb secured the
best double team record. He was twenty-five
years old.

Is BitIKF. The Kuox & Lincoln passenger
train bound west, at ten o’clock Saturday forenoon jumped the track in a
deep cut near the
depot at Daniariscotta. The snow plow ami
locomotive collided with the bridge, causing it
to partially fall. The train was delayed an hour
machinery.
and a half. No one was injured.Jas. KodSTATE PRISON STATISTICS.
patli, the journalist, was stricken with paralyOf the prisoners in the Maine state prison, 21 sis Saturday afternoon at New York, and is
lyare serving sentences for murder; 11 murder ing very low at his residence on 84>tli street.
in the second degree. Thirty-six are serving His throat is affected, causing him to be
speechlife sentences; 2 twenty-six years; 3 twenty- less, aud there is little hope for his
recovery
three years. The average sentence is 4 years, .Parson Downs has been beaten in bis suit
4 months and 13 days. The oldest convict is 73 against the Bowdoin
.Square Baptist Church,
years of age and there are three but sixteen Boston, to recover his salary.Calvin Page,
years of age. The number received from collector of internal revenue for this district,
each county Is as follows: Androscoggin, G; has appointed Alfred S. Kimball,
Esq., of NorAroostook, 2; Cumberland, 7; Franklin, 2; way, deputy collector, in place of W. N. CromHancock, 1; Kennebec, none; Knox, 6; Lin- well, deceased.The eclipse of the moon was
coln, none; Oxford, none; Penobscot, 4; Pis- observed with varying success by the leading
cataquis, 6; Sagadahoc, 0; Somerset, 3: Waldo, astronomers of the country.The hcavv snow
2; Washington. 6; York, 2. One hundred and storm has cost the ice harvesters on the Kennethirty-four prisoners were native born and 31 bec iu the vicinity of $40,000.The Bangor
foreign.
Whig says: Coal sells here at $6.50 per ton, as
usual. In Boston furnace coal sells at $6.75 per
WHAT MAINE PRODUCES.
ton, egg for $7.00 and stove for $7.25.
The
An address of Worthy Master Bobie, before dealers here will not make an advance in their
the Maine State Grange, at Skowhegan, on the prices unless there is a
for
it.
necessity

The President’s jubilee gift to the Pope of a
copy of tiic Constitution is criticised by the
clergy me u of Washington: Itev. J. G. llutler
of the Memorial Lutheran Church said: “I
think the gift was in bad taste—very bad taste.

The platform of the Louisiana Republicans
contains a strong protection plank, but makes
reference to Presidential candidates. It is
a
majority of the delegates are for
Blaine
no

thought

Here is

pithy remark from the lips of Congressman Bourke Cockrau,of New York City:
“I never knew an honest man that feared the
press; there never was a rogue who did not
dread it.”
a

meeting

of cx-Confederates and mugheld in Philadelphia last week in
wumps
the interest of free trade. It will take more
than that to drag Pennsylvania from her protection moorings.
was

“Truthful James’’ of the Eastport Sentinel
says: “Our harbor Is apparently as clear of
Ice as on a June day, and has been

steaming

hot for the past few days.
Visitor to the sanctum: “What do you think
of this for an open -i” A dull sickening
thud followed, and the foreman was summoned to remove the remains.

(he

from

Lnw

The

Court.

Johnson & als.,

VV.

Mary II. MerrlApril, 1887, and was

vs.

thew. The action was tried in
obtain possession of real estate in Belfast*
Capt. A. W. Nickerson, wife and three children
sailed from Scotland, Feb. 3d, 1880, in brigJosie
C. Hazeltine, and were never heard from. The
property in dispute was owned by Capt. Nicker-

intense. .The storm extended from Nova
Pennsylvania. Railroads were blocked,
snowed in, stage routes abandoned and the

mails delayed for days.
The storm

but

•Suppose we call it the Rust-Hunker
ker-Rust, or Hust-ltunker party.

Hun-

or

snow

we

serious

j

Chief of Engineers, )
Cnited States Armv,
D. c., .Jan. 14,18**$.
)
Hon*. S. L. M ilia ken, l*. s. House of Representatives :
Mr;—Your letter ol'the (itli inst., requesting
that a survey he made of Belfast Harbor, Maine,
was duly received and referred to
Major.!. A.
•Smith, Corps of Engineers, who reports that lie has
a good map of Belfast Harbor, which is sufficient
for use in devising any improvement that will
probably be required. He will be instructed,
however, to make such additional examinations
of the harbor as will enable him to report upon its
necessities, and to submit a plan for improvement
with estimate of cost.
Very Respectfully Your Obedient Servant,
.1. C. 1 H ank.
Brig, (ien., Chief of Engineers.
To tiie Editor of the Journal: The above
of the

Washington,

to hack down to Brooks. Three miles above the
station the train again became blocked and reinained fast. The plough was useless, as it could

passengers, freezing
lie not only received

clearing out of the channel from Lewis* wharf to but a purse of
deep water, so as to give the same depth though reluctant
the

distance

at

as

Lewis’

wharf.

desired,
urging that the survey be
completed and the plan and estimate submitted as
soon as possible that it may be received sullicientand

ly early to get an appropriation for the work into
the river and harbor bill now being formulated by
the Committee of Congress upon that subject.
There has been

quite

an

unexpected

turn taken

the. House upon the Carlisle-Tho.die election
The majority of the Committee on Elections
reported in favor of Carlisle holding his scat,
without making any investigation except of some
in

case.

lated

rushed

way. This
floor of the

majority.
not his

they

And

dence that he

an

fairly

was

and

not a

claims,
by evi-

then

but

Knight

a

ally

the

ran

as

such in his

This

gress.

the

was

burden

of

much

of

the

He claims that there

was

his

movements of
Boston and

summarily

was

great

ironwork
had

wim

voted

In the House for

tion.

The

imif
a

iour

exceptions
full and fair investiga-

Democrats, with about

as

tions, opposed it, and the Republicans

many

excep-

were

beaten.

prepared

mer-

take the

engine

visible and the lireinen and

tinued

their

looked

would

on

have

particular account
will admit

case

“Exceptions
trial

new

work

tions.

Rescript :

s.

eighty

Re-

This

News

at a

At

engineer

insolvency

worn

court.

taken up in

were

Deft, claimed that the notes
good faith. The Law Court says

Andrews.

ith costs.”

dates.

prejudice, but

Rescript—

>ah-fy tin* ( «.urt that tin.*
apprehended injury would
im-j-aral'i.* l>\ an

that

a quorum, and there
the matter stands at present.*
A good many people here other than
Republicans
think Carlisle’s friends have placed him in an un-

fortunate position. If he has a good case, an investigation would show it and lift all the cloud
that rests upon his title to his seat, if Ids

case

will

the

but

cutter

schooner.

and

interesting stage.
night was clear and
the conditions very favorable for observation.
Astronomers say that on the night of July 22d
The

there will be another and better total eclipse of the
moon, as the planet will be longer in the shallow.

Negro Slavery In Maine.
Id the priDtcd volume of old deeds of York
county, to be seen at the Register of Deeds office in
this city, is the will of Sir William Pcppcrrill, of
Kittery. Among the bequests to his wife is the
“I also give her any four of my negroes
she shall choose.” Sir William

Pepperrill

was born at Kittery Point, .June 27,
1696, and died there July 6, 1759. lie was acting
Governor of Massachusetts and commanded the

siege against Louisburg. He
commissioned a Lleut.-General and England
at the

was
con-

ferred the title of Baronet upon him.

Good

interoting

an

on

crew

llaut.

The

she

missing

of the Riverside reported
the rocks and had to be

crew

was

landed at Rockland

for Portland.

The

The cutter then

reports all the

cutter

frozen in

was

the cutter

so

that she could

Levi

not

get out.

Woodbury with

gin Reach is «o frozen that teams
land to Little Deer Isle.
NEWS FROM

OI K

cross

Senator Hale and

No mails
and

none

were

Friday

house.

night

or

the main

Mansill’s

has been received from the
Rock

“Flowers for

by team.

a

Thursday

Friday.
Thursday

nishes
,

We

necessitated the postponFarmer’s Institute at Rockland. Secretary Gilbert of the State board of agriculture
I and Dr. G. M. Twitehell were in Rockland snowment of the

Friday morning

for home.

Sunday morning the mercury indicated 24 below. A mail was received Thursday,
the only one for three days. Postal Clerk Gilchrist,
on the Knox and Lincoln Railroad, came home
Saturday night ami says he went nto Rockland
with eighty-three sacks of mail matter. This is the
lirst storm to stop the malls on the Knox and Lincoln railroad.
A school master at West Win terport made a
At Tlioinaston

wager Friday that he could get through the snow
drifts and bring the mail from that town to Bangor. He started at 0 o’clock Friday evening with
the mail bag on a hand sled and arrived at Bangor
about 10:30 Saturday. The government ought to
a few such school masters to carry the
mails In big storms.
The Whig says that no stages came into Bangor
Friday except that from Amherst, which arrived
about 3:30 p. in., and none departed. The mall
carrier from Winter port pluckilv brought the mall
through from Winternort In two sacks over his
shoulder, as the condition of the country roads was
such that it was impossible to come through with a
horse. He arrived at the nost-oltice at half past
ten u. m., and deserves to be highly commended
for Ids act, which was one attended with much
hard w'ork.

designs

and cut-!lowcrs at all

housewife’s

mince

as

ABOUT

HOME.

Mr. Alden Merrithcw who lives on Waldo avein this city found himself snow'ed in on Friday
morning. The house was banked up above the
doors and windows and he was obliged to make
his exit from the chamber window.
Mall Agent Snow had more than he could handle
on Friday night when the delayed mails arrived.
He had seventeen pouches of papers and four of
letters. The mail arrived in Belfast Friday midnight and the postofllce force did not get cleared
away until 3 o’clock Saturday morning.

Newspaper

Notes.

Journal

j

i

jI

Herald is

the Union

regarding the

aw’aiting trial for the
Plymouth burglary: “While the whole story is
made up there is ample evidence in the despatch

itself that It

was

>ld winter of

gor.”
Thursday

last we received a copy of Cominis
sloner Matthews’ first annual report marked “for
.Saturday” and were much surprised to find said
report published in the Lewiston Journal that
reached this office Thursday night. We wrote t$
Augusta for an explanation and received a reply
saying that the Journal “stole the report from the

bindery.” | Bangor Whig.

overrun w

to

the Boston

a

people

who do not

come w

ithin the

demands,

who had been very persistbut had been refused assist-

ance, subsequently went to one of our citizens and
asked him to go to Mr. Johnson and procure the

point,

Postal Notes.
the Belfast

lug boxes

along by

post office

were

some

required

t»>

wen*

put Into

years ago those rent
pay 50 cents for each

and reissue them at 25 cents each.

In other words

postmaster will refund 25 cents for each key.
Those holding more than one key must return all
at the same time as otherwise the extra keys will
not be redeemed. Each key must correspond In
the

The

number with the number of the b<>\... The para-

graph recently published
lug the penally for manufacturing keys to
in the Journal

concern

No.

Transfers

to many of
who with no inti nt of

was

new

our

the

following are

In

Waldo

county, for the week ending Jan. 31st :W.

outer

Mr. A. A. Hurd

on the
of the side walk in front of his
phu e of
on Main street.
It nttrnetid much alien-

tion. Some
of

Monday

snow on

handsome

a

snow

monument

edge

business

lettered the plinth

one

ith in.-

w

riptions

local flavor.

a

A

Safk Bkokkn Ol'KN.

agent.

One of the American

The safe lock could not

forcible

entry

was

he worked and a
The money is in safe

made.

hands.
The officers of Corinthian

Royal Arch Chapter • f

Masons, were publicly installed at the Temple
Monday evening by William II. Eogicr, Past Hi-h
Priest. A fair sized audience was
present. Al'ti r
tlie ceremonies (be <onipanv
l ; n
icpaiinl to t!
‘loet hall where an oyster stew was smi
The

invited guests enjoyed

pleasant evening.

a

( harlcs Rhoades, a workman in the
shop of Dur
ham A Hall in this city, while
hoard
found
a
ten
dol
ar
bill
Thursday
frozen'on to a

sawing^

board.

The lumber

jdaned in P»ai:>oi and
was recently placed in Durham A
Hair.- -tore
house where it remained until taken out to be
manufactured. Mr. Rhoades lias the money.
was

Shipping Itkms.
Capt. Gilmore in -<-h. st.
•Johns, at Fernandina, has chartered to load lumber
for Baltimore.>ch. Prescott
Hazeltine, Kneland, had a very quick run from Charleston
Fernandina.Seh. Roger Drury left Boston la.-t
week for Belfast to load ice.\t Inst advices the
s(,h. Penobscot was frozen in at
Vineyard Ilav.-n
and the A.

Hay ford

Speaking

at

llyannis.

of the business In

Belfast in the o!m
times, Mr. David Pierce said that in l>:ii be had

n
a

contract to furnish all the

oars used h
the wliah
of New Bedford and New London. He
got
$H0 per thousand feet and shipped lno.ooo feet an
men

nually.

The

oars were

in Montville.

A set

ash and

comprised

were
a

made mo-tiv

steering ..ar,

two

twenty-two feet long, two* twenty feet long and
two eighteen feet long. The oars were made b\
band and were very handx.me and serviceable.
stationed
with a view

''inith, of tin- V.
Portland,

;tt

Engineers, who

>.

in

was

Tuesday

Belfast

reporting on.the proposed improxo
harbor, of w hich mention is made in a
letter from \\ ashington in another column. W
are eoidident that Major Smith w ill
report favorably, and our ellicieut Uepn-i ntativc. lion, s |/
Milliken, xxill no doubt secure the necessary ;:j
nient

of

to

our

<

propi iatlon. The work
cult nor expensive, ami
be done.

proposed i- neither dilli
is a work that -.uglit to

it

A letter from California gixi.tuinrs
of the I'nixersalist Church at Oakland ,,f which

A

Leak

in

the

storm of

M'

was won I•

Water

Thursday

W*»rks.
last it

was

Iniriu-

the

dl-e.*vored

was a leak In the pipe- of th< Belfa.-t
works, and that the stand pipe was nearlv
empty. In searching for the leak water was found
flowing freely from the sewer that crosses Church
and High streets in the vicinity of tin ( <urt House

that there
water

and which flows Into the harbor near the Maine
Central engine house. The leak was thought to be

High street, and the water was shut off from
the section from Howes’ corner to the ourt 1 louse.
The pumps were
to work promptly and pump

on

Coodcnougli

is

Mr.

pastor.

<

ngb

I.

--is.

leave

:t;

H

Parker ami

Monday

next

to

<

1‘otir,

o

join the Ba;

tl

im

i.d

<

California, xxhlch i- to leave lb.-ton tl e
7th. to be gone about seven xveckCol Halbard
iml daugbtt r, of \\ interport, are also of (lit
p-n
Hie tourists are to be sboxx n unusual amt i.mual
...
on their arrival in Nexv Orleans.
I
day s are to be passed In that city on account of
the Mnrdl Crus festivities.
\ letter from >eci
■

u

t

irv

S:
u

r-.<

’•

n tc

D. I

Mitchell of tin

that tl

••

lar guests

hamhet

f

mim r-

c

Raymond people ate t. he ttie
of that body. '1 he nt ces.-ary

I :111;

inxita

tioiis and

badges tire reatly fci tlu-u use. ami, under the guidance of the dimers td the hoard, they
will he given every facility for seeing the txxo
grand processions, attending tlie earnix al ball at.«I
the otliet

events

of the xveek.

put

!

ed into the

[

Fortunately
Saturday Mr. Kimball, the civil engineer In charge
of building the works, arrived and began a systematic search for the leak, which lie finally located
on

stand-pipe, but still there was a leak.
tire occurred in the meantime.
no

Church street,
worked all

opposite

the Journal

building.

V

day Sunday, digging down to the
main through the frozen ground, and Monday a
new section of pipe was put in to replace a defec-

crew

tive

one

that hail broken.

after

Thursday’s

storm.... It is announced that the

onn f.xin

Mr.

Renjamin F. Houston, —m of
* lie* I
Saturday in this city
nt the residence of ids sister, Mrs. Charle Wor<l.
lng, aged s-i years. He xvas the oblest member td'
the Congregatlonalist church, joining when Bex.
Silas McKcene was pastor VI yenrsago. His sister,
Mrs. Wording, is noxv the t»nly member left of a
the late

.Joseph Houston,

family

of

seven.

reader of the
took

an

Mr.

Houston

Bible, bail

interest In all about

kind hearted and had
He lived to

a

was

a

constant

wonderful

a

memory,
cheerful and
xvord for ox cry body.

him,

good

was

ripe old age and xvas ready to obey
the summons to "come up higher." Not a murmur
escaped his lips in all his sniveling. Mr. Houston
xvas born in Belfast living on the old Houston
place, East Belfast. He never man ini. During
the past four years he had received the loving ami
tender care of his remaining sister. The funeral
services

a

were

held

Monday,

Rev.

R.

T.

Ha. k

otticiating, and were attended by numerous relatives and friends ...Mrs. Ruth, widow of the late
Beni. Wentxvortn, of Waldo, died on Friday last,
aged nearly ninety years. She xvas the mother of
sixteen children, twelve of whom are living, and
leaves a large number of descendants. Five gi nerations attended her funeral on Tuesday. Mrs.
Wentxvorth left a wide circle of friends to momn
her loss.
PKUSOXAL. Mr. Charles N. Fernald, of this city,
left last xveek for Riverside, California, ami xx ill
be joined en route by bis son who for some time

past has been living in Michigan.

Mr. Fernald in-

tends to engage in the stone and marble working
Mis- Enna Cottrell and
business in California
—

Miss Nettie Brown, of this city, are visiting in
Miss Grace Heath, < f this city, is visitBoston
—

ing her sister, Mrs. Chester M. Walker, in Rockland—11. II. Parson has been appointed postmaster at Hope—Mr. J. W. Harmon, of l nitv,
who lias been chosen Superintendent of the Bodxxell Water Power Company at Old Town, is to
move Ids family to the latter place, where he will
make his residence in the future ...Mr. Charles
llarriman, of this city, w ho lias been at work in
the Waltham watch factory, has obtained a situation in Bath. Mr. Frank 11. Iloug, of this city,
Is making a tour of the west... Mrs. A. F. Austin,
of Boston, is in Belfast at Mrs. Baker's, for the re-

steamer

mainder of the winter ...Mr. l\ A.

boats

city, is in South Carolina, where he will remain for
He went south for his health.
a few weeks.

Kockland will make daily trips between
Belfast and Kockland during the time the Boston
are

off the route—The steamer M. and M.

I of the Bangor and Kockland line is now frozen in
at Bucksport and will make no tiips to Kockland
! Co. William A. Russell, Lawrence, Mass., to over her route for the present, at least. According
Sherman A nls., Belfast.
Catharine ! to the present outlook she will not run on this line
, Isaac 11.
Sweeney, by admr., Searsport, to Thomas M. much more this winter ...The Kockland came up
| Sweeney, same town. William Moody, O. R. Pat the bay Wednesday on her ilrst trip but she was
iiliable to reach the wharf here aud landed her
| ersoii, Alary K. Webster, Mrs. Lettie Mayo, Miss
j .Annie Al. Rolx, tax deeds, to flic city of Belfast. i passengers and freight on the ice.
I f>. Wellborn, Prospect, to M. M. Lanplier,-.
; Kphralm Hatch, Burnham, to Maine Central R. R.

shovelling

carved out

Rex.

boys netted $110.

The

severe

and

the transfers in real estate In

tin-

to.it

letter;
< hap
ter on Water; an
interesting summary i- given of
the report of the Labor
Commissioner, and there i s
the usual miscellany and news matter.
land

post

fowl.

breaks

Estate.

on

readers*

> Mr. II. E. Melnui.. claiming the
the members of the e«nnpau> drew lots for
and Howard French carried <>tV tl

handsotno cake

A

uld.

her side and offered

Real

Maine series Is pub, -hod
‘‘Occasional” sends us a gossip v
Mr. Geo. M. Cole contribute- A

■

just as the steamer
Next day a strong southeaster

In

of the 10th

has at s.mta ( lava, bis plan- of n-M.Ui.tc. a Hi,.The Firemen’s Bale. The benefit ball given
orchard that is just coming into beat
by Washingten Hose ompany, No. 1. at the Belfast opera House last Friday evening was largely
Pensions have been granted {.. J.,
I.,.,I p p.
attended, and a great success socially and tinan | original, Cnion; Charles I.. ,?ep*..i •. 1,1
\\ i.
•;■
of
hall
the
dally. Three tables the entire length
terport; Llexvcllyn ilan- ii. mcr- a-.
|
\pph toi,.
were bountifully supplied with viands, and after I
<
n
.h11 M.
Renj. V Fish, original. Wliit«
supper the tables were removed and the c ompany
Rinley, original, .Jackson ; Muhuln. mother
danced to music by Sanborn's orchestra. Among barn JMummer. Freedom: Oliver
Neal, Increase,
the devices for raising mmicv was a gold headed ! Rclfa-t; ( barb s 11.
Elxvcll, rcissim, >x\an\iii»
cane to be* given to the Mayor or ox Ma or who reEverett Whiteliouse, ( liina; .John Scates, origin 1
ceived the largest number of vote*, each \"tc c-tK.'i't 1‘alerm.o; Wilde v Giant, iiwiva-r, Isleing ton cents. Ex-Mayor Baker go( the ai r. which boro, Hem
I'emlletoii, navy, im-rca.-e, N oth
votes were
cost $20. Eight hundred and thirty tw
port. Hilton R. Wright, increase. Washington;
I i for$*> 7
east, stocking $S3.20. A turkey which
Lewis Thompson, increase, l nitv.
lalined It.
was drawn by ticket No. 52, but no •on*

more

Greenings Island

ti

lirstpngc;

established the church after hi- «-ttI« n.« j. :il < ;iij.
fori da, and by hard work h.o built
up a i..igc >o
Some people,
doing wrong, iclety.it having increased
twenty p. «« i.j Uu pa-t
the
to
them
returned
have
manufactured
had
keys,
year. A lot has been bought J..| a <
el x\ ;i| I e
postmaster and taken out government keys.
built to lie dedicated on I-.astei
Mr ( ,.,
m iu-Ii

office boxes

.Steamer Notes. Steamer Katahdin left Bel
I
prevailed and broke the ice up above the wharf.
Last Sunday afternoon Mr. Reuben F. Keene fast Wednesday afternoon Jan. 25th for Bucks|
was crossing the harbor on the Ice and when
port, but off Fort Point encountered heavy lee, and
nearly ashore, but on a portion of the lec that had after vain efforts to penetrate it returned to Belfast
frozen over the night previous, broke through. where she remained until Friday, when a second
By keeping perfectly still he kept his head above attempt was made to get up river. At Fort Point
water until help arrived. A boat was soon hauled the ice was firmer than at the first trial. The boat
abreast of the shore and launched and In a few | came back and discharged her Bangor freight,
minutes he was got ashore with considerable some live or six carloads, which has been forw ard
difficulty, after having been in the water about ed by train. The Katahdin left here for Boston Sattwenty minutes. He could not have held on much urday afternoon, and left Kockland that night.
longer as the thin Ice was settling and the water The steamer Caroline Miller made her wav to
llowing up on him. Mr. Keene formerly resided Bucksport Tuesday, Jan. 24th, and while backing
in Scarsmont and Appleton and will be well re
and trying to make a landing through the ice which
membered in that vicinity.
obstructed the way, the wheel, w hich was being
handled by two of the sailors, suddenly became
Death of John K. Rogers.
unmanageable and turned around with a rush.
broke an arm of one of the men
Mr. H. I*. Thompson, of tills city, received a tel- The sudden turn
In two places and the arm of the other in one place.
“Cgram Saturday stating that his brothcr-ln-law
left Bucksport Friday morning and
Mr. John K. Rogers, of Brookline, Mass., was The Miller
ice without difficul-dead. Mr. Rogers had suffered for some time made her way through the
ty, and left Kockland early Saturday morning for
from a stomach trouble l ut kept about until Wedreceived the following Monday
nesday before Ills death. Ills age was 67 years. New York.We
Air. Rogers was connected with the Boston Type from W. 11. llill, Jr., General Manager of the B.
Foundry for nearly lifty years and since 1S71 has B. S. S. Co.: “Nearly all the ports being sealed by
been treasurer and agent. In his earlier year# ice the steamboat service of this company is pracAir. Rogers was an officer in the Boston* City
closed until the opening of navigation.”
Guards and for three or four years, in recent time, tically
was Selectman of Brookline.
For many years he This means no Boston boats for this port. Mr.
was Treasurer of the Boston Art Club, resigning
Geo. Wardwell, who has been engineer of the
that position about five years ago. In all these
steamer Electa during the fall and winter has left
positions lie won both respect and regard. A widvw and three children survive him.
The Journal and gone home to Bucksport. Mr. Chas. Bu/.zell
has had business relations with Mr. Rogers for has taken his
place on the Electa.Agent II. T.
many years and can testify to Ills courtesy and
of the Boston and Bangor
fair dealing,
indeed, most of the newspaper Sanborn, Bangor agent
fraternity oif Maine will feel that by Ills death they Steamshlp(C'ompany, started for Belfast Thursday
have lost a personal friend. Mrs. Rogers Is a
morning by rail to look'out for the steamer Katahsister of Mr. II. 1*.
Thompson of this city, who din, but was snowed up at Brooks....Steamer
went to Brookline to attend the funeral.
Electa made no trips across the bay last week

The

;

Charles K. Coombs, of this city, is
very ingci.
devotes his spare moments to useful ami
ornamental work. He is a taxidermist and has re
cently made a ease to display his collection which
includes, among other specimen-, a bittern, wo. d
duek,'-ea gnII, and fox.

Major.J. A

When the boxes

key. The department recently reduced the price
of keys to 25 cents, and Postmaster Kilgore has received orders to redeem tin* keys for 5u cents each

harbor and the Cran-

soon

at

Mr.

lief from the Johnson fund.

fourteen years ago when

southeaster that it

Encainpimnt

ions and

I

particular,

In

man

ent in his

bays were frozen over ami it w’as
sight to see people moving about on the
our

to the Grand

having cut o.T the -upprlocal markets have been decidedly bare this
week ; but we are no worse otl' in this
respect than
other places. New York
city was threatened with
a milk famine, and
Bangor with a potatoe famine.

mar-

worthy poor of Belfast, Is much annoyed

class of

a

One

take a line and assist her through the ice but
rapt, saw telle declined his offer. He also stepped
on hoard, took a short ride, stepped off on the

men

written many miles from Ban-

some

city,

Last week’s storm

very
ith them,

turkey
It Monday,

has been

paper

Sears’

|

a new comer, pnblished
i
Publishing Co., Bangor, Dr.
i». G. Wild, editor, Mrs. E. C. Landreganassistant.
;
The Bangor Whig says of duplicate specials
from Bangor to the Boston Herald and Lewiston

The Oldtown

weekly by

on

meaning of the clause In the will creating the fund.

harbor thus far this winter than since

reached her wharf.

Its

kind published in America.

for the

by

back to the steamboat wharf

The Tribune says of this publication, and we fully i
endorse it, ami can further recommend it to our
readers as the most useful and complete work of
the

There

a

nun.

our

were

one of tiie Worthless Book. Mr. Charles
K. Johnson, the almoner of the Johnson annuity

choir.

responded.

circulating

Portland Feb. nth and loth.

There is

waste of fuel.

was a

pressure

Correspondence.

other side and walked off to

as a

engage

nue

!

abstract of public laws j
is a digest in sixteen columns of the legislation of
Congress. Its epitome of the party platforms of
State conventions relates to the live issues of the
i
clay—the tariff, temperance, Civil Service and education; and all parties—Republican, Democratic,
I
Prohibition, Labor and Personal Liberty—contribute to these annals of political literature. In i
the same way all the great issues of American
politics and National life are allotted a proportionate share of the Almanac’s contents. Tliat is w hat

secondary importance.

J

to

Its

crammed with the essential facts
politics; and no space is wasted w ith matters of

our

the ice and walked

very

pages arc
of American

Ift'strt

W. 11 vititoi:, Jan. 3o.
in
<

A. 1{. of this

(>.

one ses-

County Commissioners were in town last
week In regard to the steam heating apparatus at
the Court House, complaint having been made that
the heat was a long time getting through the pipes.
Mr. Ward, of Augusta, who put in the works, was
sent for and demonstrated that the pipes were all
right and that the fault, if any, was not with the
works. He got more heat from live pounds of
steam than from the twenty pounds which had been
kept up. Mr. Ward said that all above five pounds

delivered

night as
through
the ice in the harbor to make her landing at the
steamboat wharf—the harbor being frozen over
nearly to the lower end of Greenings Island and
two or three inches thick—Mr. Kunnell, our school
teacher, armed with a long pole, left the wharf and
went down and met the boat as she had entered

seasons.

full of meat

pie.

Baldwin

a

Clark is

<>.

contributors

A W. llassan and John It. Walton have
been
elected delegates and I <>. Pendleton nudGc. \\
Boulter alternates from Thomas II Marshall p -i

at

The

address of wel-

an

early

our

publish their
date as possible.

Mr. William M.
Thayer, of this city, went to
Searsmont last week ami was
storm-stayed there
Monday the roads were almost impas-ablc, tor
teams, but Tha\er wanted U/get there, ai d did so.
lie footed it to Belfast.

they arc very destructive to young
rabbits have been captured in other

auctions of the county and sent
ket.

up before an easterly. Last WediWsday
the stmr. Rockland was slowly steaming

for a copy of his first annual report. It contains
240 pages and is crowded with valuable information.

Tribune Almanac is

Bro.

outside swell and

indebted to Hon. S. W. Matthews, the
Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor Statistics,

The

the Island is

now

Many

trees.

berry Islands and Suttons. But ice stands a hard
showing in our harbor, as it Is so exposed to the

arc

Yankee

which

Cole gave

ice with sleds between

Mansill,

One” Is the title of

to

a common

Price 2f> cents.

Every

<■

the

price list of flower work received from
Moses the artist-llorist, of Bucksport, who fur

received at Camden Thursday,

left

author,

rare, but that
lie says that

all the harbors and

artistic

from the back towns of Lincoln-

days. They

Island, 111.

U.

sister Carrie

s.

i

public

Almanac of Planetary Meteorology,
Weather Forecasters Guide,

breeds rapidly. Mr. Dow, who lives
Island, says that four years ago they

Grange,

by the

thaw out

Express safes, containing $7000, was broken open
at the Express < )fliee in this
city one day last week
Rabbits arc very plentiful this winter. Two boys
It was done in broad
daylight by Mr. Gilke., the
on Scars’ Island have captured 150, snaring as

January session of Waldo County Grange
Grange, Winterport. Owing

Mount

Almanac Makers and

NEIGH JJOUS.

No mails arrived from the west

bound for two

Representative

thanks for various favors in the way of
documents.

The Storm

!

de-

Millikeu have

our

mail received at Rockland from over
the Kennebec since Thursday night, was brought
the river at Bath

principal

Acknowledgment.

much

The lirst

across

while the

destroyed it. The ease presents an ancient milldam though the mill on the dam ha-been idle for
the past nine years with three or moiv am lent
mills below on the same stream, one of w ii'u h belongs to two of the owners of the dam ; all of them
operated by waiter vented through the dam and.
coursing along the natural channel; and the plaintiff's land llowcd by the dam, covered with ice in
the winter season wdiieh the plaintiff has more or
So long as the data
less frequently harvested.
rightfully stands, itAs the bounden duty of its owners to vent the water thereof l'or the use of the
millowners 1 low, so that each shall have the natural lloW of the stream except so far as that llow
is modified by the reasonable use of the w ater by
the successive riparian proprietors. The jury have
found that the defendants were guilty of no malicious intent since they only vented such water as
had been done for the long series of vears during
which the mills have existed, if the defendants
had let less water from their dam they would have
been liable to the lower mill owners for the injury
caused by unlawful detention. " e think, tlien*
fore, that the instruction was not prejudicial t<> the
plaintitt'and that the verdict is neither against law
nor the evidence.

from Mr-

of the

maliciously,

let out

Rockland Courier (duetto says.

at as

Mr. Charles

10 o’clock in the forenoon.

at

to

inconveniences

Liberty.

question regarding the use of phosphates was opened by Bro. Dyer in the all*., and Bro. Win.
liitehie in the neg. Bros. Phillips, Shaw, Halev,
Oha-e, >now, Geo. liitehie and others took part in
the discussion, sister Dyer snug a song, and the
meeting adjourned to meet with Dirlgo Grange,
Feb. 21st., at Freedom. I am indebted to Bro.
>now for this report.
The following is the programme for the next meeting
1st, opening exercises. 2nd. report of granges. 3rd, address of
welcome by >i.-tor P. W. Ayer. 4th, response by
Sister D.o. Bowen, both to be in poetry, ath, topic;
Location of t o. Grange, to be settled at this meeting. Hope each grange will report the decision of
their grange either by delegate or letter. Gth,
question regarding phosphates, A If., Bro. Dyer;
Neg., Bro. Bellow.-. 7th, quartette by Bro. J. 11.
Vo o and wife, .J. II. Hall and Sister Maria T.
Mitchell, sih, noon recess, nth, recitation by sister Jennie Johnson. Pith, fifth degree. 11th, question Resolved, that derorative art has become a
necessity in our homes. All', sister F. W. Ritchie;
Neg., sister s. F. Vose. 12th, select reading by
sisters. IF Fuller. 13th, song by sister Mitchell.
1th, -b>ry by Bro. Jessie Cook. Pith, closing. F.
?»I. Bellows, Secretary.

vs.

exceptions are overruled. The following is
rescript
Nothing herein is involved which is dependent
upon or afleeted by the mill act. Thegravamen of
the plaintilTs complaint is that the defendants
during several of the six years next preceding
the date of the writ, maliciously drew oil* the water
through their dam and thereby let bis ice, w hich
formed on the mill-pond, dow n into the mud and

dilliculty succeeded in cutting her way through so
The cutter
as to get the Electa from her position.
had to pass around below the islands as Eggemog-

Templars.

annual meeting of the Sagadahoc district
lodge of Good Templars was held at Bath, Jan. 25,
and was largely attended, every subordinate lodge
In the district being represented. Marcel I us J.
Dow, G. C. T., was present and addressed the
meeting. He also installed the officers mm! conferred the district lodge degree. Wm. II. l^emont was
elected district templar. The delegates were banquetted In the evening by the Bath and Popliam
lodges.
The

The

Friday

Monday

Moon.

M.
m.
u.
m.
m.
m.
m.

tried

was

the

half-past

ville, Hope and Searsmont. The icy crust cuts tiic
horses’ feet. Grocers delivered their goods on foot
and milkmen hauled their pangs from house to

r.
r.
l*.
i».
i\
i*.
i*.

there
Stevens

ring

ring

had

of the

gatiize a society for healthful amusement, to be
called the Belfast Dymnastic ( lull. John >h <
p« r
is Instructor. No
liquors will he allow.-d on the
premises.

if there

the bell will

favors

crons

great religious Interest in the upper part of our
county and in the neighboring towns in Waldo
county. Religious meetings with successful results
are being held In Washington, while in Balermo
and Liberty great interest and profitable results
are reported. Justus Clark, a 17-year old hoy, is
holding meetings in Balermo Center, while many
conversions are reported in the eastern part of

severe

come,

and

thoroughfares frozen up solid, with a good sized
fleet of vessels therein. All the whistling buoys
along the coast are iced up and silent. The cutter
left at once for a further cruise up the bay.
The steamer Electa went fnto Castine Saturday

The total

troops

captain

sea.

and at

the Isle An

near

assistance.

fused

The town has gas,

eclipse of the moon took place last
Saturday evening according to the following programme, by eastern standard time :

J.

The

day

If there Is to be but

morning.

ion the hell will

held with Sunrise

out.

years. The jury gave tin* verdict for the •lefts,
l’lff. tiled exceptions and it went to the law court.
The law court has passed upon it and the motion

steamed up to Merchant Row and found the sell.
Kate Foster, of Calais, at anchor there. She re-

place.

most

sea

Island
The

and left

water, street railways, and is now talking of an
electric light plant. Last year there were expended in new enterprises $6,105,000. It has one club,
the Jekyl Island club, whose members represent
$800,000,000. Brunswick may he called a live southOur people have done business with
ern city.
Brunswick through the coasting trade, and will be
interested in these notes on the prosperity of the

Moon enters penumbra...3.27.5

to

signals flying

abandoned.

Journal.

received from Mr. Fred W. Angier,
Brunswick, Ga., a copy of the Atlanta Constitution containing a full page, illustrated acccount of Brunswick. A new hotel, the Oglethorpe, built with home capital and costing $100,000,
lias just been dedicated, and is expected to entertain a large number of winter visitors. Four years
ago the population of Brunswick was less than 3,000, ami to-day it is estimated to exceed 8,000.
Brunswick has a line harbor and lias become a
large shipping port. More than 100,000 bales of

the

saw

the reef to

over

her distress

that bis vessel went

We have

of

city,

school for the

one

been snowed under with correspond-

Me have

schools in the

were no

This is

continued cold weather.

the past t\M» weeks, and
must have patience. M e shall

the wharf

of the Unitarian Church hell,

no

T.Bo in the

cold weather ami bad reads but three
granges were represented. The meeting was call
cd to order and the programme in part carried

fendant says he lets the water out solely for mill
purposes, as Ids father did before hint for forty-ti\e

a

that the schooner Riverside had lost

proceeded

then

Glathery’s

who resides at

Eclipse

not felt

was

woonm ltv.

steamed thither and found the

Brunswick, Ga.

The

Tin;

her anchor and beaten

*This letter should have reached us in time for
publication last week, and although we gave in
that issue the ending of this case, we
publish what
our correspondent has to
say as a striking illustration of the methods resorted to by the Democrats

following:

reported

twelve

last year.

kept red hot,

was

captain and crew of the wrecked British schooner
Riverside, of St. Andrews, hound for Boston with
turnips. The cutler left Bar Harbor Thursday,
cruising westward. Lying eastward of Deer Isle
she found the British schooner Sower with signals
of distress flying. The schooner reported the loss
of an anchor, and refused assistance for herself,

Presidents.

shipped

was

and the heat from the small stove

work or

part of the bourbon Democratic method

were

car

The steam cutter Woodbury, Captain A. A. Eongar, arrived at Rockland Thursday night with the

carrying their points as holding caucuses and
conventions. It is to-day a part of their political
machinery upon which they rely'.to control Congress, .State and municipal governments and elect

[Ed.

but

that the

opportunity for rest.

of

to obtain and retain power.

this

to

Benj. Kelley A als.
The plff. sued for $l,r»0u alleged damage to an ice
crop. The upperjpaper mill dam, so called, on
Goose river stream, in Belfast, Hows a large b..dy
of water on the land of the plff. and affords a good
ice field. The water in the pond is <-ontrolled l«\
the defendants, who let the water out at times from

few feet away. The men were about exhausted
and were fc'lH' 1 that Sunday would give them an

brethren. It is only another of the already overwhelming proofs that election frauds have become

cotton

baggage

used, although it

perpetrate such fraud upon a fellow Democrat, who is guilty of no worse sin than
being a mechanic and Knight of Labor, is coining a
little too near home to some of our Democratic

a

in

at

pipes.

by the

cnee

new

i he

April term, 1.SS7, of the s. J. Court,

case—A.

Is to he

lion. /.. A.

a

was

shoulders of tlie
their own mill and for those below. In letting out
drifts they had worked through wen* very high
I the water the ice settles to the mud underneath
and that it would take but little snow to again
which renders it worthless. I 1IV. allege tin* water
Snow and ice covered the floor of
block the road.

reported

the trainmen

But to

much

prevented sight-seeing,

The frosted windows

it up is
Had

as

At the

others.

bear examination, then the purpose in
covering
easily understood.
Thubc been a Republican the case would
not look so badly, as it lias become so common
to
defraud Republicans of their elections in the
South that the most horrible murders and outrages in accomplishing such results have been too
often excused and applauded in the
north, until
the contagion has infected the
Democracy of New
°i’k and many other of our great northern
cities,
and whoever has protested
against them has been
answered and silenced by the
of
cry
“bloody
not

shirt.”

contract in

stone

to the storm there

sounding

agricultural society he organized bv
tiie grange in the county, and a fair held in some
of
the
part
county the coming Fall.”

reached Belfast at mid-

Augusta, Mr. E. 1*. Walker of
Yinalhnvcn, who had been snow bound and ice
hound down in Washington county; Hon. It. W.
Lllis, from a farmers institute tour, Mr. and Mrs.
C. A. l’ilsbury ami Mr. George A. ljuimby from
the Maine Press Association meeting at Portland,
Miss Grace Lord, from Gorham, and a number of
his

Democrats could not muster

railroad. While

Fellows eould obtain light for

Friday night meeting they

the gas
caused

Haney, the agent, says that in future on stormy
days the teachers and pupils will he notified by the

is i.»r the interest of the farmers in Knox county

action at law.

Isaac Jackson vs. William 1’. Castle. This was
immediately thereafter a resolution was
presented, declaring that Carlisle was and Thabc night. The corresponding train Saturday was an the ease where plaintiff's horse was killed by runhour latent Gardiner and made up no time between ning away, caused by defendant’s
was not elected, the Republicans refused to vote,
sliding in the
that point and Burnham. At Burnham Mr. Mace’s streets. The case went to the Law Court and the
on the ground that there
having been no investigation and no facts in the case presented to the train was waiting, and he brought down a goodly plff. has been non-suited. The following is the reHouse they did not know to whom the seat belong- number of passengers, including Mr. U. G. Criteh- script
“The declaration doc.- not -how negligent or
ett, who had been to Boston on shoe factory busied and could therefore not vote
intelligently upon
conduct to have been the proximate
ness, Mr. C. -L Hall who had been looking after unlawful
the question. Without the Republicans
cause of the loss or injury.”
voting the
W ben

rendered

Before the Odd

Gilbert, and Messrs. Twitched
If possible. He was put off, hut seating
and Ellisof the Maine Board of Agriculture, were ! money
himself by the stove remained for half an hour In
present, and made interesting remarks. It was
deep meditation. At length, arousing himself, he
decided to hold the next session of Pomona at
enquired : “Say, Frank, don't you think I'm one of
'Vest Camden on Friday, February 24, at 10 a. m.
the worthless poor of BelfastFrank agreed
The .pie.-fion lor debate will be, “Resolved, That
with him on that
hut lie is -till without re-

1 he cvntenet* Moo not

ordinary

Owing

bountiful supper was served. In the evening,
the Fifth degree was conferred upon thirty candi-

Benj.F. Haskell, in equity, vs. Mary Thurston A:
•als., Belfast parties. The Court says: “Injuncw

was

Megautic.

the

on

«>

King Solomon Council N>>. |. will
publicly installed at the Temple next Tuesday

their

central district last Thursday and Friday. Friday
morning the janitor null lied all the teachers. Mr.

A

The evidence shows that the defendant had reasonable cause to believe his debtor insolvent, and
that the defendant received the property- a d for
in fnu^l of the insolvent law

Bill dismissed without

Fine music

wav

Fuller, of Bath, was unable to visit Bales
tine C’ommandery, K. T., of this city, on Thursday
evening as previously announced, hut as prepara
tlon had been made for a turkey supper the meet
lug was held and the supper eaten. The Ucv < ieo.
F.. Tufts, pastor of the Baptist Church, was Knighted, and notwithstanding the severe storm outside a
very pleasant evening was spent.

b> A. J. Toiman and responded to by ( apt. D. P.

—“Defendant defaulted for £l,ooo and interest
from March (J, ISMj. Rescript

tion denied.

was

the

now on

many as fifteen in a single night. They are sent to
Boston and sell for ten cents each. The rabbit

officers of Narraniissle

An address of welcome

load Is

with

of dinh-

one ease

< hlef Engineer McDonald lias
been uotilied b,
Sibley A Co., Seneca Falls, N. V., that the hose
carriage, hose and other apparatus for the tire de
partment have been shipped by rail.

at

Dr.

a

E. Lucas.

car

are

Bird, who was settled in Stockton, last
fall moved to New Yolk, and recently entered a
competitive examination for House surgeon of the
Women’s Hospital in New York city. He obtained
the position, which is a desirable one, and will hold
It for eighteen months. Dr. Bird has reason to feel
proud of his success, and his many friends in this
vicinity will extend congratulations.

meeting of Knox County Pomona Grange
Valley Grange, last week, officers for
the ensuing year were elected as follows: Master,
Avery 1‘. starrett; Overseer, F. A. Blackington;
Lecturer, Rufus Stone; Steward, Elmer E. .lameson; Assistant Steward, II. F. Lucas; Chaplain, E.
s.CTandon; Treasurer, I). B. Titus; Secretary, L.
Norwood; (into Keeper, Win. Pice; Pomona, Mrs.
A. Gurney; Flora, Mrs. T. S. Bowden; Ceres, Mrs.
D. P. Andrews; Lady Assistant Steward, Mrs. H.

deft,

One

live

painted

Dr. A. S.

with Pleasant

par
held

Seventy

hite to be finished and

Friday night.

fast

the session.

members.

new

w

measles, and Castlne with

evening. All Royal and Select masters and thenfamilies are Invited.

Hanson, of this city, has begun to buy

the

for the

The officers of
be

city the foreigners broke into the store
house, opened some of the freight parcels and did
more or less trilling damage. They w ere forwarded to fiangor over the Maine Central, leaving ltd-

interest in

land, have been installed for the ensuing year:
•L Wesley Eldridge, M.; George Hancock, <>.; J. s.
Condon, I..; A. s. Jlarriman, S.; A. G Page, A. S.;
Charles Partridge, (\; Mrs. Clara W. Soper, T.;
Mrs. M. J. Page, Sec.; Fred Buck, G. K.; Mrs. I>.
P. Eldridge. Ceres; Mrs. s. E. Eldridge, Pomona;
Miss Anna M. Partridge, Flora; Miss Fannie M.
Partridge, E. A. S. This grange is in a flourishing
« ondition and
steadily increasing by the addition
of

The

in this

(.ranges.

the

Main stieet.

for next season’s sales.

repository.

work

b

«

£2,000. Mrs. M. was surety on a note
and transferred the shares and took up
the note. I’lff. claimed that Mrs. M. put her prop,
erty out of her hands contrary to the rules of the

by

following

The

of

on

passenger list last w eek
Included twenty-live foreigners who came east to

was

evening meeting closed

store

The steamer Katahdin’s

completed he said an cfl'ort would be
get a low rate from the railroads and
have a Maine day at Gettysburg. Major Stevens’
interesting remarks opened what some of the
veterans present called a camp lire. Capt. C. W.
Keyes, of Farrington, who lost a leg at Sputtsylvania, -aid lie hoped measures w ould he taken to
place monuments on other battle Helds, as was being done at Gettysburg. Among the speakers who
followed were Major E. Powell, of Hallowed, and
Mr. George s. Powell, of Portland, father and
son, who wear army badges, Hon. J. <>. Smith of
skowhegan, J. C. Chileott of the Ellsworth American, and President-elect Miller of Waldodoro.

A-a V.

shares of Coliseum stock

lively

a

of

thelra.

The farmers of Clinton are discussing the matter
i>f starting a creamery In that town—the result of
the farmers’institute recently held there. It would
make the town of Clinton smile in a way that the
selling of hay never can do, if the farmers would
stock up solid with cows and feed out their lmv.
They would find through a term of years a larger
income, more net prullt, and better farms from
such a course. [Maine Farmer.

made to

of Belfast. Single sale,
The Law Court overrules excep-

offence.

retains

new

business the last of

his

move

from Ohio.

descriptions of the monuments to be placed there
by Maine regiments and batteries. When this

of,

sustain-

granted.”

value of

was so

frozen into their hair and beards and

to

a

Henry Wyman,

vs.

second

recover

The lirst train to arrive
The

proof of loss,

the nature of the

following:

Riggs,
Belfast parties. Trial at the January term, Iss7.
I’lff. is assignee of the insolvent estate of Mrs.
Christina F. Morison, and brought this action to

and ice that but little of the

snow

“No” to the

Spencer W. Mathew s,assignee,

went to the
to

Ids

Association and their friends. President Owen
then called upon Major G. T. Stevens, of Oakland,
secretary of the Gettysburg Monument Association who briefly referred to the deeds of valor by
Maine troops on that historic Held, followed by

An Indictment for single sale containing an
averment that at a specified term of court the defendant was convicted “of selling a quantity of in
toxicating liquors” is sufficient.

out.
garments. They
About
i*. m. a train arrived from Boston ami a
train \\a- then made up for Bangor, leaving at
3.30, about three and a half hours behind time.
< Mice under
way there was no trouble or detention,
the train making the usual running time, and the
cars were very comfortable, as are all those in
which steam heat is used. The coal and wood
stoves, which heat the upper part of the car ami
leave the lower part cold, are abominations and
ought to be wholly dispensed with. At Gardiner
we left the train, as the Belfast branch was reported completely blocked up, but had we con-

shut him out

nv|»umu:,ms

w as

snow

clinging

District of Ohio.

***»-

at noon we

Ogdensburg.

from

one

covered with

of, though there are
numerous Democratic precedents for granting his
request, one of which was favored and supported
by Carlisle himself, in the case of Ben Butterworth, Republican representative from the Cincinnati

trains, and

Maine station

first eastern bound train.

corruption in making the returns; that they lirst
appeared with fraud on their face; that the original poll books were altered, and that his lirst attorney was bought up by his opponents—all of which
he offers to show if he can be granted an
investigation. This the majority <>f the committee
purpose
to

fell,

cury was about zero and remained there during
the day. But little could be learned as to the

spereli. His appearance was that of an honest,
fairly intelligent mechanic, who would have a
hard chance resisting the practices of the trained
vote-counters and returning boards of some of the
Southern states.

again at night, and Friday morning the

answer

The law court says,

state

and the street cars finally had to suspend their
trips. In the afternoon the temperature rose, but
fell

[carriages
coming in

held at 2 o’clock
II. A. Shorcy, of

I)ecring Thursday night, but the storm
prevented, and so a pleasant evening was spent Indoors. Prof. Eastty, who happened to he In Portland, volunteered bis services, and gave four selections, from Longfellow, Dickens, Mark Twain and
the drama, which were most effectively rendered
and highly appreciated bv the members of the

An insurance company can neither be subjected
to a suit upon a policy of insurance by tin* as?ur
red nor to the trustee process, in favor of the mortgage or other creditor, until the
preliminary
proofs of loss, as required by statute, have beeii
furnished or waived. After the notice provided
by the statute has been given by a mortgage of
real estate to an insurance company having issued
a policy of insurance upon the same, he becomes
the equitable owner of the policy </ua his mortgage, and, inasmuch as preliminary proofs are required to lix the liability of the 'insurance com
pany, and be must commence his action within
sixty days after the loss, l:e may furnidi the requisite proofs of a loss in his own' name if the assured neglects or refuses to furnidi them, in order
that he may at.iil himself of his rights under the
policy, and he may avail himself of any waiver of
such'proofs by the insurance company. Such
waiver may be a question of fact for the jury, and
was so in this case, and the ruling of the presiding
justice touching that question was erroneous. The
issues of fact submitted to the jury in this case are
not supported by the evidence.

kept

it

to

ed; motion sustained;
script

NCfc ON THE UOAH.

as

jury
as

taken.

No further

continued to fall and to drift

snow

Mr. E. F.

home in

of burn

made to the company or waived by ii under tlie
rules which I have given you.” Exceptions were

began to snow, gently at first, but later
more violently.
Thursday morning the street cars
w ere running and no dilliculty was experienced in
getting about, but by afternoon the storm was very
severe, and those not obliged to go out remained
indoor.-.. Snow plows drawn by twelve horses
were drawn over the street railway tracks, and
efforts w ere made to keep the side walks clear, but

Republican support.

son

Hunt

Saturday evening.
Reports to the State Board of Health
ending Jan. 28th credits Islesboro

week

premises were occupied as a clothing store
thirty eight years ago by Samuel U. Tliurlow.

Bel fart and lias many friends here who will appreciate her noble poem.
The Association "as invited by Mrs. John M.
Ndains and Miss \dams to a reception at their

mort-

was no

The father accused the

“Was sullieient
thereof

Portland it

District, hut has generHe is a mechanic,
but thinks that because of the disparity of position
between himself and his distinguished rival, he
should not therefore lose hi- rights and that his
district should not lose its right to choose by a
plurality of votes its own representative in Conor,

told the

12 to la below; at Thorndike 20 below; at
Knox .Station H» below ; at Burnham 20 to 24 below,
and at Riverside BO below. Wednesday night in

of Lab-

parties said there

Mrs.

The many friends of Mr. and Mrs. A
Clements,
of this city, extend
congratulations. It is a bov,
and was born

same

seasons.
In JS40, a very pleasing revival was enjoyed. and three years alter a stiil more general

were

at 7.0T» the writer took the
Belfast for Portland. The mercury was

at

this week to his

com-

j

work.”

local trains have been late for the past week,
by detentions on the main line.

eases

Waterman will

for the leak in the water works two
found in the ground.

w as

We have received from Mr. C. X. Black, of this
city, a very neat calendar Issued by the Weir stove
company of Taunton, Mass.

orders.

■

Both questions
gross negligence of Kufus E.
answered in the negative. The Judge then

or

Wednesday morning
train

elected and that the seat

Republican

EXfEUIi

literary exercises were
Thursday afternoon. Major

digging

The

Tuttle, of this city, has returned home
From Kent’s Hill, where he went to photograph the
pupils. As usual he received a large number of
Mr.

school

caused

Mr. W. C.

Resolutions of thanks were passed to the
Railroads, and all others except the clerk of the
weather, for courtesies shown the association.
The

In

feet of frost

Universalist society had a supper and sociable at their church vestry on .Saturday evening. It
w as a very enjoyable occasion.

mittee.

cumbrance upon the property increased the risk
ami the burning of the property w as the wilful act

on

PERSONAL

belongs to him. Of course if ho does that he will
take his seat, if lie can get it. lie was admitted to
the floor of the House and made quite a respectable speech in his own behalf.
Tim be is

so

open.

the

by

not denied

Tinebc appears and
opportunity to show

now

scat, but

ing

in the most summary
stated in their speeches on the
was

do

it is believed the branch could have been

through

House, and it

to

elcome ami thanks

w

made up for him, ami
he was forced to accept

experienced, and had a snow plow
the outward trip Thursday morn-

was

been taken

parte affidavits. The minority of the Committee
make a report in which they say they were not allowed time even to read these affidavit*, but the
was

was

pail of food, for the
in making the trip,

mails and belated travellers

trouble

ex

case

gage upon it.

Rich, of Waterville, who had been
vi.-.iting at his former home in Thorndike, was on
tiie train, and sat up nil night to keep the tires
going ami the car warm while the passengers
slept. He w as rewarded with a purse of
Friday, the main line having been cleared, a
snow plow and two engines were sent from Waterville to the relief of the snow bound train, and at
a.la i*. M.,the train arrived at our station with four
engines and two snow plows. An hour later the
train left for Burnham, and returned to Belfast
at midnight from that point, bringing the accumu-

Millikcn has replied to the department saying
instruction given to Major Smith expresses
is

hearty

a

£4

appointed

excursion

Capt.
business, has taken Ids son

partnership.

The

annual excursion to Mooseliead Lake, the last of
July. Dr. W. B. Lapham, Dr. J. F. Hill and
were

out

It is quite remarkable that during the month of
January there was not a publishment of marriage
In this city, and but two deaths.

George 8. Rowell of Portland was elected
for the next annual meeting, with Mr. E.
II. Ehvell of Portland alternate; poet, Mr. T. R.
Siinonton of Camden. It was decided to have the

Rowell

Wood, who recently bought

freeman Into

Mr.

dancing

a

In East

\. E. Clark’s marble

essayist

s.

Mr. J. C. Whitten lias opened
Belfast.

week.

Mr. Mark

successor, and Mr. F. G. Rich of Portland was
made one of the vice presidents. The other officers
were re-elected.
The county historians reported.

ing the premises, and the son ne\er claimed the
insurance, surrendering the poliev to the company,
the latter agreeing not to bring a criminal action
against him. The mother, the plff., w ho held the
mortgage, claimed tiic insurance. At tin* trial the
Judge asked the jury to decide whether the in-

Mr. R. S.

it.

Mr.

that the
what

tin

a

one car

insured the

was

was

Crossing carrying

er’s

>er

George

When Ice Is thick and deep’s the snow,
And winter’s days are drear, O!
Man wants little here below
Zero.
[Philadelphia Press.

Vicinity.

the

pany. Rufus L. Nickerson had taken his parents
to maintain them for the farm, the mother taking
back a mortgage of the place. When the place

!

unable to furnish food. But
walked out from Brooks to Loath-

George Dickey

letter explains itself and is sent to you because I
think some of your readers may be interested in
the subject. The improvement asked for is ti e

all

j

around, and the passengers had to
make a night of it in the ear. The farmhouse of
Benjamin Leathers was opposite, but his family
sick and he

News of Belfast and

Mr. Jones E. Davis, blacksmith of this city, shod
1,200 horses last year, an avernge of twenty-three

Dwelling

not be turned

was

Association.

\

fast, but a few minutes hip*, with a passenger list of
3f», mostly commercial travellers. There were three
ladies. No dilUcuHy was experienced until after the
Summit in Knox was passed, when heavy drifts
were encountered. The engine was detached from
thetrain, but got stuck in a large drift,a short distance away.j,Thc passenger ear was near the farmhouse of Deacon Bralev, four miles from Brooks,
where food was obtained.” Mr. Maee proceeded
to Brooks, the nearest telegraph station, and tele,
graphed to Belfast for the spare engine and snow !
plough; hut trouble having been anticipated the)
1S*7, and was to recover the insurance on a dwellplough had left hours before. The plough reached I
ing house burned at aearsmont Dec. •'«, lss.*>, and
the train in due season, hooked on and endeavored j
insured in the
House Insurance ( >m

Proposed Improvements In Belfast Harbor.
Office

with-

plough. It was snowing at the time
thought we could make the trip without
dilliculty. The train left Burnham for Bel-

out the

A Lewiston cashier has robbed his firm of
several hundred dollars, lie was no doubt a
reader of the Lewiston Journal.

Press

of death may be inferred from facts proved. The
Bridgton, read an essay, and Mrs. Anna 8.
court considers Hint the vessel upon which Capt.
Hunt of Augusta a poem. The essay was written
Nickerson and his family sailed must have been
lost with all on hoard within six months following from tlic standpoint of the country newspaper
her departure from Scotland, and that her master j man and embraced the
personal experiences of
and his family died prior to Sept. II, l>so. When :
the author, who is the editor of the Bridgton
several lives are lost in the same disaster, there Is
j
no presumption from age or sex that either sur
one
of
the
best
of our Maine weeklies.
News,
vlved the other, nor is it presumed that all died at The
essay was an able one and well received.
the same moment, but the fact of survivorship,
Mrs.
Hunt
is
a poet born, not marie by vote of the
like every other fact, must be proved by the party
asserting it. In the absence of evidence from Association, as were some of her unfortunate pre
which the contrary may be inferred, all may be
and
certainly the Maine Press Associaconsidered to have perished at tlu* same moment, deressors;
not because that fact is presumed, but because tion is to be congratulated on including in its memfrom failure to prove to the contrary of those as
ber-hip so talented a woman. We shall print the
selling it, property rights must necessarily be setpoem in lull next week. Mrs. limit is the daughtled on that theory. The children of ('apt Nicker
son are not proved to have survived their father, ! ter of the Rev.
Sylvanus G. Sargent, who became
and, therefore, he died without issue, and his one- | the pastor of the
Baptist Society in this city June
third of the demanded ’premises <t •seends to his
father, Aaron, prior to the date of the hitter s <jult 13. In-Js, and remained here until Pit, when he reclaim to the tenant and passed t > her under it.
quested and received a dismissal. “I’nder his
Mary I.. Nickerson vs. Rufus L. Nickerson, ti n
labors,” remarks the author of the History of Bap
tee. This action was tried at the January term tists in Maine, “the church had many
refreshing

Thursday morning

Rangor Com- Friday afternoon. Conductor Mace said:
have always
left Belfast Thursday morning as usual, but

Maine

The annual meeting of the Maine Press Associa
lion held in Portland Jan. 25th and 26th was
largely attended and of more than usual interest. At

Wednesday evening and Thursday morning
sessions the routine business was disposed of. Dr
W. 15. Lapham, the treasurer, reported cash in hand
$77.37. The following were elected members:
Clarence 15. Burleigh, Kennebec Journal; Herbert
M. Lord, Courier-Gazette; Ernest W. Morrell,
Home Journal; O. 8. Haskell, Advertiser, PittsHeld. President Owen liaviug served two years,
Samuel L. Miller, of Waldoboro, was chosen Ills

to

for Burnham did not get back to Belfast until Ji.l.l
“We

The Calais Times taunts the
mercial with cowardice. Hass
been considered gamey fish.

which of them

A

Emily

Scotia to
trains

The train that left Belfast

The moon entered the earth’s shadow before
sunset, but when the total eclipse began at 7.30 It
was dark enough to watch its progress through the

now

Decisions

Clerk of Courts Wudlin has received the rescripts from the Law Court in the following cases:

the cold

their customers would break.

played-out politicians

who go from party to
vain quest for office, and who arc
howling for “personal liberty.”

Blizzard.
blinding

began here Wednesday night, in- son, he receiving it
by deed from bis mother. Six
creasing Thursday as the day advanced until at months after the
supposed death of Capt. Nickernoon it was at its height.
It continued to rage all
son, Mr. Aaron Nickerson, the father of the cap
the country. It impresses me as an acknowl- •lay and far into the night. More than a foot of
tain, deeded the property to deft., who is the mothedgment of the hierarchy, and the reply of the snow fell and the gale piled it up in huge drifts er of the captain's wife. The
pill's, are the sisters
and filled the air with the frozen particles. Streets
affords
an
to
influence
of Capt. Nickerson. They say first, their mother
Pope
entering wedge
and
were
soon
made
Busihighways
impassable.
the Catholic vote. Such a thing as the vote of
was next of sound mind when she deeded the propness was suspended, and no one, unless
duty de erty, and second that, in law, the father could not
a part of the people of this country being inmanded, was seen upon the streets. The snow claim and transfer the
fluenced by outside pressure, and especially
property, for there had not
shovellers attempted to make the sidewalks pass- been
a sullicient lapse of time after the supposed
that of a church which is inimical to the princiable, but had to give it up*.. Many of the milkmen death. The law court
gives judgment for the deples of this republic, should be condemned.”
abandoned their routes, aim did not get around
mandant for an undivided two-thirds of the premuntil late the next day—Friday. The stages had
ises demanded. Rescript:
A Watcrville lady objected to the making of
a severe time of it, but all except the Centre
Mrs. Hatch, one of the defendants, is a comthat town a city because she had heard that Lincolnvillc
stage arrived Thursday, although petent witness in her own behalf, as she demands
cities were very unliealthful places to live in.
behind time. The Searsmont stage did not go out in her own right and is not made a party as “heir
®f a deceased party.” The court is of the opinion
on Thursday, and the Searsport stage omitted a
that the supposed deed from Margaret I*. NickerIt is good news that fire insurance men are
son to her son, Aaron Nickerson, did not operate
on
trip
Friday.
as a conveyance of the property to him.
The time
breaking rates. It had begun to look as though
ON THE BELFAST BRANCH RAILROAD.

Moon enters shadow. .4.30.2
Total eclipse begins.5.30.7
Middle of the eclipse.6.10.0
Total eclipse ends.7. 0.0
Moon leaves the shadow.8. 0.3
Moon leaves penumbra.0.11.7
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Maine

howling, drifting,

snow storm,
WITH THE MERCURY BELOW ZERO.
One of the severest storms for many years visited tlds section ln6t week. The wind blew a gale
from the northeast, the snow fall was
heavy and

It was done for political effect, and for that
reason will, I think, be looked upon with disfavor by the Protestants of the country. Rev.
Dr. Little, pastor of Assembly Presbyterian
Church, expressed himself as follows: “I regard Mr. Cleveland’s sending the gift to the
Pope as a direct bill for the Catholic vote of

Joe Wood, of Saco, is described as “a human
prodigy possessing the powers of distention of
a snake, the appetite of a shark and the calibre
of a hog.” In short, he is as greedy as the

party in
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necessarily in-

the expenses in our town for the present
year ...Frank F. Niekerson closed his first term of
school in the Ford district in Monroe hist week,
lie is quite young but wo learn he was well liked
and he i- well adapted to the business....Mr. Albert s. Dane reported, very sick last week, i s on the
mending band—Hr. Could has moved his oiliee
Horn < uimingham’s building on the west side of
the stream to his dwelling house on the east side.
The Ladies Aid Society will meet with Mrs.
Frank Cleaves Thursday Febiuary bill.

crease
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(lipped
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The school in Di>t. No. 4. Islcshoro, taught by J.
1». Pendleton, of Belfast, has closed on account of
the measles.

reported in dit-

not

mir.mic

here he left hi

Carrie

IrvingCray.one of thepupilsof the Cape Hosier
school, recently closed, lias gone to Belfast to attend school the remainder of the winter.
Mr. John M. Blake, of Cape Hosier, has a line
yacht of about 20 feet keel, in Ids workshop, ready
to put into the water in the spring.
Mr. Blake is a
builder whose work is well and favorably known.
In

seven weeks Mrs. Joel
villc, a lady about OS years of

Blodgett,

of Brooksage, spun, doubled
and twisted 2.’i"> skeins of yarn and knit on an
average one mitten a day, besides doing tier own
housework and taking care of a cow, hens, etc.

Saturday with two days’mail....Almost no business Is
being done at present. Even the clam dig- |!
gers

w

siiv.eding his father. Finery
Nickerson, in that position and has proved himself
to be an obliging, prompt and honest ollieial.
Mr.
Mason is a young man just commencing the life of
a merchant, having bought the stock of J. \V.

fell.

Castink.

here

-Mr. Niekerson has held (he otlice of Post Ma.-ter

badly that we got no mail from Thursday morning till Sunday night. It is tho tight that is inches
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on Thursday-The Po-i oiliee in this
hanged Irom the -lore *»f li. ii. Nicker
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for many years commenced last Thursday.
It continued through day and into the
night. The
next day the wind blew and blocked the roads so
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the mail hag on hi-
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Mr. Ferdinand L. Freeman arrived at his home
in North Bucksport from Man Diego, Cal., SaturMr. Freeman sold his vessel last
day, Jan. Till.
spring and went to Southern California for the
hcuclit of his health, but the change did not prove
beneficial and he was obliged to give up his position there. Mr. Freeman is one of Bucksport's
most promising young men and his many friends
are triad to welcome him back.

their

(has. I.. Stevens Post, No. Ttf.of fasti lie, was inted l»y fo|. LaGross, of Bucksport, on TuesMary J. Shaw died quite I spec of last
week. A comrade of the Post save:
day
suddenly on Saturday night, after a short illness, It was a great pleasure to Co. B, Second Maine
at the advanced age of 70
to
take by the hand an old comrade,
Regiment,
years and <i months.
who we had not seen for twenty-five years. Col.
The funeral services were held at her late residLuGross went out as Corporal of Co* II. Second
ence, the home of her brother, Rev. Win. Shaw, on
Maine. Many of the old stories he retold carried
Tuesday afternoon, eonductcd by Rev. W. Baldwin. us hack to the daws of lm»l. It used to be said
that the Second Maine never stole, hut General
.Mr. Kidder Cole, a well known citizen, died
.Sherman o c.e said that if he had two regiments
at Ids home on Sunday night, of heart disease.
like the Second Maine, that they would steal the
State of Virginia. At the battle of Hull Run, our
Dr. Atwood is much improved this week.Mr.
color hearer, Serg’t Dean of Bangor, was shot,
J. C. Atwood is slowly improving_Mrs. Bertha
and left the beautiful silk Hag on the Held. Col.
Atwood was able to ride out for the first time on datneson called for volunteers to go with him to
it, and comrade LaGross went and brought it
get
Alice
Morris
is
still very sick at
Monday....Mrs.
‘'IT- This was the Hag that was presented to the
her father’s home, and is not expected to recover.
Regiment the night before the battle, by the Maine
Mrs. Clara Merrill and Miss Josle Dunton at- ladies of California, and was carrie'd often by
comrade La Gross and comrade J. II. Sylvester
tended the annual meeting of the Woman's Relief
until both were wounded—Comrade Sylvester at
Corp Department of Maine—at Lewiston this week Hanover Court House; comrade LaGross at Malvern Hill.
as a delegate from Warren W. R. C....Mr. Arthur

W'lNTEuroin.
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Miss

...

—

Snow has returned from Boston ...Mrs. C.

M.

spending a few weeks In Bangor..’..Quite
a delegation from No Surrender Lodge I. O. G. T.
of Bangor visited George Pratt. I*odge last week.
A very pleasant programme was carried out and
Wescott. They will reside in Rucksport..
Mr. the occasion was enjoyed by all... .The following
We-iff »n Pierce, of Pros pert Ferry, and Miss
Irene officers were elected by George Pratt Lodge on
Fid ridge, of Rucksport, were married
by Rev* Monday evening: F. W. Haley, C. T.; Lillie Hardy,
< lets.
Harbutt, Monday P. M., at Mrs. L. lilaek’s. V'. T.; Rose Eaton, F. S.; Nellie Damon, T.; Anna
.Joseph Patterson has *«> far improved as to be Scott, Sec., Benj Eaton, M.; George Howland, S.;
able to be out.
Willard Carleton, G.; Emma Crockett, Chap.
..
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n
h -'t t%'o weeks, closed his labors:
day she went out to Dice’s Head but seeing nothwent to Frankfort where lie
Momhiy
ing hut white ice ahead, came back.The Rev.
this week
Notwith- Stmr.
Woodbury arrived from Rockland on Satur,;*'id g the .•»• leniency of the
weather, meetings
day and lay here until Monday morning, when she
;• en held
every night excepting two, with a
sailed for Kastport— Sell. Chase was started from
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good atti-ndane,
her mooorings at Hatch’s Point
in "till
| an: 'piite a number have
by the ice and
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l* -i b"| e in Christ. We hope the interest
heavy winds on Thursday, ami was taken to Withmay eric’s
1 "t abate,
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m! others may follow in t licit
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Mi
stage started out on Thursday
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but got only as far as No.
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by the people and be informs us that it has also
been very enjoyable to him. Kev. Charles HarI ut:. who iias been here
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tuned to liangor
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fuller,
McDowell,
Cooper and Austin Maifiner have been
drawn as jurymen to attend the V. s. Court at
Portland next week-At the last meeting of
Searsniont Lodge A. < >. I \V. the following otlieers
were elected
M. \\\, .1. W. Farrar; F., v
«*•Dyer; <>.. .1. C. Knight; Recorder, F. A. Jones;
F
II. L. Holmes; R., L. Lincoln;
.1. W. PearC. K. Morse; <>. \\\, A. T. Toothaker.
son; 1 \\
L. <
Poor representative to the (Jrand Lodge.
The otlieers will be installed Monday eve. Feb. 0
Dr.
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originators, Mrs. Cam Whittierand Miss Ada Ridley, wini deserve the thanks of tin* reading public

1 i reimiin in
Mr-. I

teams

cattle with

prim lilt V M is.se- going about among the tablewith -mirtei- and tray t«. trim the candle wicks. A
feature at tin* opening wa- the grand march of the
waiters and attendants to seats in the front part of
tin* hall, where in the closing piece they arose and
mined the club and entire audience iu singing
Ani l Lung Sync.”
The entertainment netted
about !iiiy dollars. The affair does credit, to tin

i*
u

Thur-day

About Is indie-of .-now fell,
r> inches <f the1 other storm make-

tin:

■—

lift*

The

morning

up of tin* waiters wa- the lincst ever seen here.
An ancient reminder, at the supper, was .*nc <.f

little

,-t

iteriallv

Chase is

Saccharine, the new sweetening product, is
produei-d from toluene, a substance obtained
froii! cokeing coal.
A ton of coal yields ninetenths of a pound of toluene. Saccharine is
said to be 280 times sweeter than sugar.

Dane
Manley, ex-paying teller of the National Hank of Commerce, Cleveland. Ohio,
w ho embezzled *100.000 in 1*M> and lost it in
wheat -p< eulation, was sentenced at Cleveland
to State Prison for live years.

David Wliitner, the last one of the three **witncs-es to the truth*’of the hook of Mormon,
aged eighty-three years, is dying at Richmond,
Mo., where he has long resided, having left the
Mormon l hiir.-h when it allowed polygamy.
The Chicago Tin.es estimates the broom crop
raised in 1**7 in the Cnited States at 11,000 tons,
about half an average crop. Kansas is credited
with one tilth of the crop, or 11,000 tons. Illinois heads the list with s.ooi) tons. Kansas being second.
President and Mrs. Cleveland gave a rccepti"ii hist Thursday evening to the members of
Congress and tin; justices of the District and
l nited States courts.
M rs. Cleveland was assi-ted by Mrs. Fairchild, Mrs. Whitney njid Mrs.
J >on M. Dickinson.
The Reading Knights of Labor have asked
tin; attorney general of Pennsylvania that a
warrant be is>ued against the company with a
view to the forfeiture of its charter. They
claim that the company has violated the constitution by mining coal.
The vanilla bean, which i> the costliest bean
known, flourishes in Mexico, where it grows
wild. dtiM as they come from the forest the
beans sell at *10 and*12 per 1000. After being
dried they are worth from *7 to *12 per pound.
They are used by druggists and confectioners.

Wednesday evening. Mlden IVa-e drew hi- arm
>]uicki\. striking Kalph ( ain in the eye, hurt
ing him «pnte badly.

received with another round of ap
Miss I.i/./.ie Lane played a line ;utuiii
m

>o-ealii d fashionable trade is not always desirable. A New York tailor, who has been in
business forty years, lias been obliged to suspend because his fashionable customers failed
to pax up.
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play checkers. Maud lain, Cora reuse,
Werner and Mamie Bennett Isave got the mumps.
.The town of Montville voted last spring for

The inhabitants in the
vicinity
levied upon for provisions. Coffee was made
with steam from the air brakes, snow was melted
for drinking purposes, and
every convenience was
afforded in the caboose for the morning bath. The
ladies speak in high terms of the conduct of all < n
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It lias been a very sue-ec.-sful
t ini.
Tl:e teacher gave gooel satisfaction. Mr.
antiquarian supper and entertainment Tilt'sday, for the benefit of scars Library, not withstand J 1 ‘anied e.ordon will open a private school at the
ing the bad travelling, called out a full house, j school hou-e in this district Feb. 1,’Jth_'I he storm
Although a little deception was used in regard to j which began lu-rc Thursday morning was very
tin' Ihtngor t.lee Club, there was a good ileal of sc\ ere. At twe*l\ c o’eh rk the* wind w as blowing a
gale* from the mrihea-i am, snowing very fast. It
truth in the advertisement, for the
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continued n, snow through the night and next
lire- on the curtain did come from
Ihtngor, though
j
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the voices, faces and hands were local. The ! morning the road- were impassable. N
were -mi from Thur.-day until Monday morning.
figures of the club represented a family of six j
Kieed-nn ami Fa.-t Thormlike were without mailpersons. The voices were supplied by Hr. Horn
during this time. The fall "f snow is estimate*! at
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comb, Mrs. Helen Stephen and Mrs. Abide s. Met*
rill, left home Thursday morning before u o’clock
arriving in Lewiston about three o’clock Friday,
afternoon, having been :J4 hours on the train, and
the most of them started without breakfast.
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The bakota farmers who have survived the
blizzard are happy in the thought that the
i"oi>t ure from the heavy snow fall will give the
early wheat a good .- tart.

flippings.
The Belfast Age calls upon the people of Belfast
and Waldo county to organize for the
repeal of the
prohibitory law. Tim response will probably not
he so deafening that the Age w ill have to stop up
its ears. (Portland Press.
internal Revenue Collector Page of Portsmouth
may have a powerful personage behind him hut lie
cannot afford to keep defective records of those
people in Maine who pay a liquor tax. Another
rebuke from his official superiors may he accompanied by a request for his resignation. | Boston
Journal.

AMKIilCAN I'OUT".
Bniusw irk. Da., .Ian. 2d.
Arrived sell. F. C.
Pendleton, I leteher, Savannah.
Fortress Monroe. In Hampton Boad Jan. 2.‘M,
w ind-bound, sehrs. Yale
for Boston, and Marv L.
Peters lor < ardenas.
Portsmouth. Jan. 21. Arrived sell. Iving Phillip,
Coouihs, Baltimore.
"an Franeiseo, Jan. 24.
Arrived bark C. 1). Brvant. Lee, Honolulu; 2bth, e eared
ship Flizabetii,

oleord, Liverpool.
Baltimore, Jan. 2!. Arrived brig Charles HenHaskell, Boston; .-ailed st-!;. Beni. Fabens,
Condon, Boston.
Calveston, Jan. 2d. Arrived sell. Welaka, Cot-

trell, Baltimore.
Tacoma, Jan. 20. Arrived ship B. P. Buck, Car\ r. "an Franci-eo.
Mobile, Jan. 21. Clean 1 ,-eli. Stella M. Lemon.
Williams, New York.
Bailey's Mills. Da., Jam 2c. Sailed sell. Palatka,
C iiaple-, New A ork.
Jacksonville. Jan. 20.
Arrived seh. Nettk Langdon, Bagiev, Nt w A ork; at the bar sehs. Lois V.
< hriples, for Baltimore. Ilaitie H.
Barbour, for
Barbados waiting for weather to moderate); doth,
•’•i'.ived ,-eli. Charley Uiieki. French, New A ork.
< linrleston. Jan. 27.
sailed .-eh. Prescott Hazel
tine, Kin-eland. Fernaudina.
Ft rnandina, Jan.27. Arrived -eh. Meyer A Muller. Patter.-oii, New A'ork : 2sth. arrived -eh, PresIt Hazeltim*. Kneeland. ( harie-toii.
Pori land. Jan. 2". Sailed brig H. II. Wright,
Me\ ers, Rosario.
"I■ Augustine, Jan. 21.
sailed sell. Kennebec,
Wails, Jaeksom ille.
Bo-ton. Jan. 2d. < le.ue 1 sell. M. c. Moseley,
'l orivy, W ilmington. N.(
2dtli, arrived sell. Marv
l-.liza, Morrissey, from Belfast via Provineetown
lowed from Provineetown, ; 27th, sailed sell. Roger
1 Many, for Belfast.
New A oik, Jan. 2d. Cleared hark Aloonbeam,
lumbar, Barcelona; sell. I>. I). Haskell, Haskell,
Point-a-Pitre. doth, arrived ship (iovernor Bobie,

Blanchard, Hong Kong.

Cape Henry, Jan. 2b. Passed out sell. Alary L.
Peters, Williams, Cardenas.
Darien. Da.. Jan. 2S. C Scaled seh. William Fred
eriek, Burgess. New York.
Pensacola, Jan. 2>.
Arrived sell. Je. se Lenti,
Bose, Calvc.-hm.
27.
Jan.
In port seh. lYiiobVineyard Haven,
of. ( artcr, Jacksonville, for New A ork.
Norfolk. Jan.
Arrive'l sell. ('avrie K. Lane,
Dver. New London.
FOIiFKiN

I’tlRTS.

Padang, Jan. si. Arrive*l 11i}• Lucy A. Nichols,
Nichols, from Philadelphia.
Matan/.as, Jan. 17. In port harks Carrie L Long,
s’arU; Kdu. Cushing, Dow; brig David llugbce,
>; overs, for Phi!a*lelphia: 21st, c!eare*l Carrie JO.
Long, for ll<iston.
Singapore, Dec. 2J. Sailed hark Fred P. I.itch
li'-’.'i, Young, Hong Kong.
Morant Hay. Jam., Jail. *1. Sailed sch. M. IS.
Milk n. Dyer. New York.
Adelaide, Dec. 21. In port hip >. F. Hersey, for
Port Darien.

Melbourne, Dec. 2<>. -ailed hark A«!am \V. spies.
Fields, lu-1.-11.
Newcastle, N. s. \Y., Dec. ID. Sailed hark Herbert Black, Nichols, Valparaiso.
Ponce, P- IL, Jan. 17. Arrive*l sch. Lackawanna,
<'losson, New York.
Sagua, Jan. 21. Arrive*! bark John 11. Pearson,
Sparks, Philadelphia
( ienfuegus, Jan. is. Arrived sch. Geo. K. Hatch,
< ondon, New ^ ork.
MAUITIMK

MI S< 111. L A N V.

Barque P < Merriinan at Portland, is reported to
have been sold to be converted into a barge.
Barque George Treat, from N Orleans for
Almeria, which put. in to Nassau, X. P. in distress,
has been condemned.
Schooner Lizzie M. Lolls, of Uoekport, lime
laden from Grain I lie K. ( arleton. of that place, arrived at Seal Harbor 2'kl nIt with her cargo on
lire. The vessel has been sealed up.
steam sdi Walker Armington, of Uocklund, has
been refitted with new boilers at Newport ami has
resumed her place on her regular route between
Providence and Baltimore.
Spoken. Dee ID, hit 7 S, Ion Mi W. barque Edward Kidder, Staples, from N York for Valparaiso.
Dec 2<! on the equator, Ion JO, bar*pie lfcury A.
Litchfield, Davis, from Portland, Me. for Uosario.
The schooner J. F. Pillsburyof Uoekport,Maine,
which has arrived at Jacksonville, Fla., experienced a tremendous gale the 17th inst ami was only
prevented from foundering by the use of oil.
The schooner C. W. Locke, of Addison, before
reported sunk at tlx* Isle of shoals, registered 218
tons; she was valued at $J,oooand was insured.
The cargo was insured for $1,300 in the Boston
line Company.
A'ue Bureau of Navigation, Hydrographic Ollire,
has received information that a rocky patch has
been found by the pilots of Vineyard ilavenrfMass,
with only 17 'j feet of water over'it at half tide. It
is located J,‘.* miles
(magnetic) from Bishop
and Clerks shoal.
Manila, Dec. li. Ship Henry s. Sanford, which
was towed here yesterday from Cebu for repairs,
having hist foremast and maintopniast in a typhoon Nov. 2"», had on hoard at the time l.'H) bales
of hemp loaded here and 1,700 loaded in Cebu, and
a> soon as repairs are completed she will return to
Cebu to linisli loading.
Vinalhaven, .Maine, for New York, with granite,
was in collision off Pollock Kips the night of the
23d, with an unknown schooner an»l lost her jib-

boom. She set her colors tor assistance anil yeswas boarded by Captain Tuttle
and crew, of the Monomoy Life Saving Station, and
worked up under the lee of Monomoy in the face
of a terrific northwest irale in an almost sinking
condition.
Barbadoes, Dec. 13. Barque Lizzie Perry, which
was wrecked near South Point Lighthouse, had on
board two of the crew of ship Alfred Watts (before
reported lost). The A. Watts capsized Oct. 18, in a
hurricane, when 22 of her crew perished. The five
survivors idling to some wreckage and three succumbed. The remaining two reached the ship which
had righted some four days after, and there they
found some water and codfish on which they subsisted for several days. They subsequently found
some salt work and this varied their diet until taken off by the Lizzie Perry on Nov. 20.
These were
the only survivors of the ship’s crew of 27, and
when rescued had been 30 days on the wreck.
Ship Cora, from New York Via Key West, at New
Orleans Jan. IS, reports night of Dec. 24, encountered a severe S. W. gale, at 6 a. M.; 25th, wind
shifted to N. W. accompanied with terrific hard
squalls, during which lost and split several sails;
at 8.30 a. M. shipped a heavy sea, flooding the cab
in and knocking off the top of booby hatch; at the
same time carried away
supporters on maintopmast, letting the topmast settle, which broke cap
on mainmast head; shortly after sounded pumps,
and discovered the ship had sprung a leak, ami
had four feet of water in her hold; put all hands
to work at the pumps, and continued pumping almost constantly night and (lav, the water gaining
every day; Dec. 31, oft* Bioinc islands, took a boat’s
crew on board to assist the ship’s crew in pumping. On Jan. I, put into Key West, as before reported, with 0 feet 4 inches of water in the hold;
stopped some of the leaks, putina windmill pump,
shipped extra men, and proceeded to destination.
The Freight Circular of Snow &
Fueigiits.
Burgess, New York, for the week ending January
28th reports: In the Kiver Plate trade vessels are
wanted to load both general cargo and lumber,
but tonnage is scarce, particularly at the East
where lumber awaits shipment, anil rates in consequence rule with considerable strength. Brazil
freights are inactive. In the Culm trade more interest was shown early it the week for sugar tonnage, but subsequently this interest subsided and
the market closed quiet at unchanged rates. Kates
upon molasses are quoted $2 from North Side
port to the north of llatteras, hut, however, only a
moderate business passing. Outward
coal and cooperage are offered in moderate quantities at unchanged rates. Some few' vessels would
be accepted for the Windward upon the basis of
former quotations. The coastwise lumber trade
shows a moderate degree of activity with sturdy
rates ruling. Colliers are in better demand at a
slight improvement in Eastern rates. Charters—
Scnr. Florence Lcland, from Mobile to New York,
lumber, $7. Schr. Thomas \V. Ilyde, from Hoboken to Boston, coal, $1.50 and discharge.

terday morning

cargoes*of

Previous to moving into our XE W STORE OX MA IX STREET we
propose (in order to prevent trouble of moving) to inaugurate the
greatest slaughter of prices ever heard of, and will enumerate first
a few of these unapproachable
bargains :

IOO

poses

One

at

Valley Kcho,

THIS

DAY

$10.00,

price

our

$1.90.

Men’s

Pur Beaver

Heavy

Overcoats,

HI.I /,, HI,ACK or HKOWX, well made with a
good lining, regular price $7.00, our price
1 .**&,

» FULL INDIGO BLUE CHINCHILLA OVERCOATS,
( warranted fast color )SILK l EL VET COLL A It,a regular
made Coat, former price $13.50, now
fto.igfl!.

BOY'S
> Eli }

Riverside, C alifornia, ii> its
issue of Jan. 5ih published, under the caption of
“Our (jranite Quarries,*’ the following concerning
two Waldo county boys. Their friends rtf home
will be glad to know of their success
About a year ago, Messrs. Ward & Clark, stone
cutters, qtiarrvmcn and contractors from Los Angeles leased the i.asa Illnnea stone bearing terri- j
torv, haying discovered a line ledge of bard blue j
granite just at the foot of the bald peak know n as
Wildcat hill. Since then, this lirm has been doing
lots of good work, though little has been said about
it in the papers. To show' that they are an impor-

ODEIN

MEN’S DARK MIXED OVERCOATS

DARK

SE li i 1 Cl Li

ISLE,

XpIIXS

custom

OVERCOATS^

age 14 to 111, reduced

from $3.50

to

$2.50.

IN ALL THE

out ENTIRE STOCK OE

Haido i'ountr Stone Cutter* In California.
The

WILH,

made of the celebrated Hamilton Mills Cashmere, sold
everywhere

DoSla-r

1 yr38

Geo.W.Bnrkett

Men’s Heavy Dark All 'Wool Suits i

Sold by all druggists. £1; six for jp5. Mado only
by C. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries,Lowe 11, Mass.

ELEGANT SHADES OFTHE

SEASON

of

factor in Riverside’s business we need
only state that they have now orders in process of
completion amounting to $20,000. They have lately freed 12,000 cubic feet of rock which tliev unhesitatingly pronounce the best stone in Southern California. and which one experienced worker in
quarri- s enthusiastically declares is the finest
stone if its kind in the* Vnitcd States.
Messrs.
Ward
Clark have already shipped :i.*i carloads of
this material. The trimmings of the new (Joint
House in Los Angeles comes from here; also for
the new Hank of Commerce of .San Diego. As is
known, the Eighth street hotel on the Everest
block is using this granite wherever stone is needed
and our cement sidewalks are being curbed with
the same. It is well worth a drive out there to see
the operations of this company.

equally low.

IVe offer for Christmas and New Year's Presents
AN ELEGANT LINE OE

Velvet and Satin

Neckwear, Silk

and Cashmere

These Goods

worth and

are

sold at

were

Mufflers, Siik Sus-

penders, Kid or Buck Gioves, Fur and Cloth Caps, Hals and
Fine Underwear, all at unheard of low prices, at

Sl.OO Per Yard.

tant

Ex-Governor Warmoth head* the ticket jus
nominated hv the Louisiana republicans.
The negotiations between France and Italy
for a treaty of commerce have been ruptured.
Maine is not the only spruce gum Held. A
is obtained in the Adirondack*.

large quantity

An Ohio man is charged with having live
wives, and a young man in Georgia has ju*t
eloped with his seventh.
Fifteen prominent citizens of Brainbridge,
Miio, have been arrested on charges of extensive
thefts of coal from the Ohio Southern Railroad.

<

Valentines are beginning to appear in unusual costly and elaborate designs. Whether they
will revive the old-time enthusiasm in Valentine’s Day Is doubtful.
The monument which Indiana is to rear to
her soldiers and sailors, is to cost $250,000, which
is $100,000 greater than that ot the famous (human national monument at Xicderwald. and
will exceed that of anv monument in this country except the Washington monolith.
The Postmaster General states than the convention for parcel post service between Canada and the I'nitcd States has been signed by the
postmaster general of Canada. It only requires
the signature of President Cleveland to make it
legal. It will go into operation March 1.
The Senate took up, debated and pas*ed Friday 55 to 7, the bill paying General L"gai»*>
widow a pension of $2,000 a year. Senators
Berry. Cooke, Colquitt, Harris, Reagan. Salismobury and Vance voted against the bill.
tion of Senator Vance, a like bill, increasing t<»
a
$2,000 year the pension of the widow of General Frank P. Blair, was passed.
Boston

(

uis.

GREAT CLOSING OUT SALE!

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

President Corbin refuses to arbitrate in the
miners and railroaders’ troubles. Collieries at
Hiamokin and Shenandoah are again in trouble
with their crews.

ice.

sch. Geneva,

the work of the seteral

it ii

u at

pit
iatlmio-

apt. Janu s .1. Ferry died Monday evening.aged
( apt.
at year
Ferry folloxxed the sea for main’
years. Among the vessels he has commanded are

d tin.- Post in line condition

■
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vessel out.
and others have been making daily

it
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An experiment at Chester, Pa., of heating a
furnace by powdered coal sprayed into the lire
chamber showed a saving in fuel of from fortv
to fifty per cent.

to thaw the

passage.- !d l.nti.’s Islam! on the ice. Old residents toil us that it is the tirst time for a
great
many years that the same thing lias been done in
da; nary... All coinmunir:-. lions wit!: North Haven

(

in-

so

the members

of

(loo. (,ii

—

money.
I

stuck fast in the ice lu re, indications
she will rtuiaiu scaled up until

llaltie

already

Mrs. Augusta Fvans (Wilson), the novelist,
lias
gvranium collection that some botanists
are said to have declared the finest in existence.

11'.

nfliciently

crack open and bleed. He tried various preparations without aid; finally took Hood’s Sarsaparilla, and now says: I am entirely well.”
“My son had salt rheum on his hands and
on the calves of his legs.
Ho took Hood's
Sarsaparilla and is entirely cured.” J. B.
Mt.
Stanton,
Vernon, Ohio.

"ii Sunday there \y?rc twelve murders, one
>ul -ide, eight highway robberies and four stabbing allrays, in Havana and Cardenas.

that

now

we;;ther abate.*,
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Kiigcne Cilloy, teacher.

captain and male v.civ seen this week
tin ir way to the Pioneer
seeking a pas
to
their
home iu Ldhi-f, until the frigid
sago

past year expended for church
purposes 4s 1**7, and hope to raise an equal amount
the present year. Their entertainments are al
xvax
liberally patronized and their patrons are
always sure of receiving an equivalent for their

known in

badly

wen-

absent

not

Tin' school in the Martin

—

wending
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Mr.

Wakefield, the manufacturer of the cel-

1 n seven days 287 houses and stores have been
robbed, 6 axesblown open,7men sand bagged
and 8 women assaulted in Chicago.

vc we

is

spring.

trial of them bx

Amanda Mathews taught an
-f -rl.o.d in distih-t No. 7. The

have

blizzard of
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to

this time..
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Lclfast,

the pus; ..dice.

suggest

Friday,

Is one of the most disagreeable diseases caused
by impure blood. It is readily cured by Hood's
Sarsaparilla, the great blood purifier.
William Spies, Elyria, O., suffered greatly
from erysipelas and salt rheum, caused by
handling tobacco. At times Iiis hands would

ebrated Wakefield rattan furniture, died suddenly of heart disease last week.
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to an

arc

of New

e

< yrus

spend

tardy during the term:
II last
Ldgar M aid, Bax
Ward,
Fcikcr, Kate Kueeland, Hal scicie in town, and Minday the mercury w.:- the
*>
ii this winter—1.'»
Kneelan i. Bennie Mmlgett, Bert Mmlgett. Webster i '"we-t r.
deg. below in
staples, Butii Staples. th.-e not absent, but tardy, I the » al ly tin ruing.... I'mlcr the present mania 1 of
Frank Woodman, Harry Bandall ami Bert Ki.co | breaking roads ii took until Minday night to make
s me of the sections
land.
passabk*. Tla method adopted tliis win eris a no\el one, adopted to save e\I
1 he ladies of the Cong,
society wiil give their !
pettse ;
Long sections of road were sold to the
annual supper and sale at I'nion hall
Thursday
lowe-i bidder, lienee Hie delay in I leaking them
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New York State democratic committee, is a se
vere defeat for Gov. Hill.
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eruptions, boils, swellings, enlarged joints,
abscesses, sore eyes, etc. Hood's Sarsaparilla
expels all trace of serofula from tlio blood,
leaving it pure, enriched, and healthy.
I was severely afflicted with scrofula, and
over a year had two running sores on my neck.
Took five bottles Hood's Sarsaparilla, and am
cured.” C. E. Lovejot, Lowell, Mass.
C. A. Arnold, Arnold, Me., had scrofulous
sores for seven years, spring and fail. Hood's
Sarsaparilla cured him.

Hon. Joseph Chamberlain says the report
that lie is to be appointed governor general of
Canada, is unfounded.

lucky

ing a few weeks with his parents.Mr. F. II.
Lcvenscller ha.» just clo-cd a icri tirressful term
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Lincolnville. Quite a number of our young
are laid up with the measles and canker-rash.

"The cheapest, quickest and best saxx repairer» ver
in the state.'' And after
watching his xvoik, we
have concluded to more than endorse his slat
ment and make il New
Knglnnd. He is Dm at* 1 at

better than

ej.e. -m the cit\
i,‘ U. me ting t"
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and ice

Scrofula is probably mere general than ary
other disease. It is iusilij..s I a eharuclti,
and manifests itself in running sores, pustular

The St. Paul ice palace Is 200 feet square and
200 feet high and 63,000,000 pounds of ice were
used in buibliiig it.

Those who did their

mails from

no

Beware of Scrofula

There Is a quarrel over the distribution of
the funds raised for the families of the executed anarchists.

folks

are

from the fact that the

sledding.

had
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School in

older citizens

Dearborn, the lightning
(*•-

p i-sing the city ordinal!
c\ '-ed and compiled

M •;i
■

particular* ad
Billings, Freedom.

worst

Monday.

Mortland will begin a tenn of pr.vate school in luion district
high school room M« n
day, Fell. Glh. Miss Mortland has made a line reputation as a teacher, and will no dmiht receixo
bl.eral patronage, as she t- heartily endorsed
by
all xviio.have had children tinder her tuition.

,-pring term oi this
: A. mull
charge of a comThis academy stands

••

caught here l>y

were

teaming on bare ground

Miss Linma

Tie

\i’b\n.

our

not our

ones.

nary—the ruling day for the next month—the tliermoim ter stood 10 below with a
strong north wind.
V party from stoekton will take a sleigh ride to
Searsport next Saturday afternoon, with supper at
(oiimcU's, and a dance at G A. K. Hall. Gilmore's
orchestra will be In attendance, and our Scarsport
dancers are cordially Invited to join the Stoekh n
friends in a social evening.

Frankfort man who is much
i- a \ei
hand-.-me till\ that
pin of much merit. Her sire
I 11.« ■, and the dam b\ l.en. tirant.
..!mg i> i-riaiitlN emu gli to make a line
1
ii i- m>NN eight months old, stands
i !; :!, ai.ti shows a beautiful gait f *r
mage
( Bangor Commercial.
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nit
of the liquor saloons in this
hu\e been clo> •! the fluid isjdispi used on the
hi ii;«
pocket-"I half a do/cn luimniers.
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The postpone 1 Home Market Club dinner In
Boston will be held Feb. 9. Senator Sherman
will speak.

r

regular monthly meeting Tuesday evening, Fell. 7th. Members
take
please
notice, as business of importance

Not

presented to hold him and he

n\ a-

sails f,

at New York.

The J. O. J. Club will hold their

quitted.

a.

work on

suspended practice for the present....Dr. 1*.

K. Luce and wife

Chicago Beef Co. at Jersey City.

Ueynulds, of Waldo, was before Trial
Liver, on Wednesday charged with dis-

l.iai-

.a-_

the storm.

.Jolin Carter arrived home last week_Mr.
an,l Mrs. ( has. Hellows are much
improved l»y
t their long visit in Massachusetts.

at the M.

A. M. Bennett while here secured the services
of Miles Towers and Nathaniel Ladd to work for the

iiccn made.

1

at

crew arc

There is a deficit in the Manitoba treasury of
half a million dollars.

over

Palermo. The last two weeks of January have
Captain James C. Gilmore will leave soon for
been very cold and
ship Henrietta.
trying to cellars, and two
j
falls of snow followed
by high winds have
Ship Gov. llobie, Capt. W. II. Hlauchard,arrived hea\y
tilled the roads with
deep drifts. We have had but
at New York, Monday, SI days from Shanghae.
| little good sledding thus far although bare ground

I leal, of Lincolnville, turnkey at
jail, left last week, his wife being dan-is ill. V» appointment of a turnkey has yet

M

now

taken

since

us

Archibald For be*, the famous war correspondent, is living in Washington and is in verv poor
health.

has
will be

No mails have reached

Thursday last and to-day (Monday) we are completely snowed up ...l)r. Hillings is poorly and

at

New York to take command of

af.

1

(Thursday) evening

Mrs. Win.

club, of this city, have enlarged and othimp'-owd their rooms in llayford Block.
annual ball will take place during the win*

\ll

lie

Freedom.

percent

Produce
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Waldo

-BELFAST.rr

filO.
Cuttle

iii

Pnultu'o Market.
A

CURRENT.

A RARE CHANCE

Price Paid P: mincers

FOR

pities

tv hush
-10£7.1 May y on.
*.00313.00
dried 4" lb,
4 go I lilies {' lt»,
5 g5k*
B ‘:u:s.|m a.t* l>u, 2.40 a2 Ofi Lamb y lb,
.sail
2.< )0g2.2fi Lamb >kins,
medium,
1.00g 1.50
yellow-eves, I.sog2.00 .Mutton y tb
037
B.liter tr ft,
lT;«2(t oats y bush, 32 tb 42345
Beet if- lb.
fig7 Potatoes,
(55g7o
IVirlev 4’ hush,
ft.igOO Pound Hog p P
0‘ag7
Cheese W ft,
11 411 straw y ton,
0.00&7.00
Chicken 4* ?T>,
I2all Turkey y lb,
ltiftl*
Calf .Skins 4 lb,
Sglo Veal y lb,
037
l>uek 4" lb,
12411 Wool, washed y !t>, 31&32
2l! Wool, unwashed, 23324
Kggs 4* do/..,
Fowl IP ft;,
Sjjlu Wood, hard,
LOOga.OO
Geese 4*' ft*,
log 12 Wood, soft,
3.0033.50

Retail Market.

Wliteli
For tlie

three-year-olds, *1733-3.

sheep and Lambs. The arrivals w« 10 all from
the West and consigned to slaughters, taken direct
from cars to slaughter house, costing landed:
Sheep, 4>a35.‘aC P it.; lambs, 5L«be P tb live

from $3.50 to $15.25 per barrel.
We claim that the l nlted Slates cannot produce
belter Flour than we sell.

Wbat

haw, peiiitod .nit ab-»w if fat ;
and
'vo cam and will, if railed
upon, back tluaii up.
Tin* old and true saving is. A W « »KI * To THK
WI>K I" SI 1FI( Ii;S i
Take advantage
this
sale.

FOCND "AT

TO.

Moody’s.

MARRIED.
In Camden, Jan. 25, L. M. Paul and Miss Virginia E. Ames, both of Camden.
In Camden, Jan. 21, Johnson J. Dunbar and
Louise C. Merryfield, both of Camden.
In Camden, Jan. 21, Arthur A. Barnes and Miss
Nellie E. Thorndike, both of Camden.
In Kockport, Jan. 21, Daniel George of Rockland, and Mrs. Lucy A. Thomas, of Kockport.
In Warren, Jan. 19, William G. Robinson and
Clara L. Richardson, both of Warren.
In Waldoboro, Jan. 19, Rev. C. W. Longren, pastor of the Congregational Church at Freeport, and
Mary A., daughter of Hon. S. W. Jackson, of Wal-

years and 9 months.
In Camden, Jan. 18, Miss Abby M. Thompson,
aged 37 years, 11 months and 10 days.
In West Camden, Jan. 19, Walter G. Clark, nged
22 years, « months anil 14 days.
Jan. 25, Cant. Charles II.
In Brooklyn, N. Y
of Rockland, aged about 50 vrs.
Conant,
In Montello, Wisconsin, Jan. 23, Charlcnn, wife
of Wm. J. McLaughlin, formerly ol Rockland.
In Rockland, Jan. 23, Sophia C. Perry, aged 70
years.
In Thomaston, Jan. 21, Madclien, daughter of
George and Ella Elliott, aged 9 months.
In Waldoboro, Jan. lO.Capt. Benj. Creamer, aged
85 years and 4 months.
In Vinalhaven, Jan. 10, Louise Wentworth, aged
0 years.
‘in Ellsworth, Jan. 18, Grafton, son of Pearl and
Lcttic M. Carter, aged 3 years, 1 m >nth, 18 days.

formerly

W.

BURKETT,

Main St., Belfast.

Having finished taking

account cf stock. »c find ourselves
OVERLOADED wiiii goods. Wo shall make ?f;a LARG—-!ESY REDUCTION IE-

Francis’ Shoe Store.
lOO

RUBBER BOOTS & SHOES

Bradley’s L L Phosphite 100

SEMEMBES THE PLACE.

Just

W. T.

COLBURN,
■

managers of tin* ( <)•< >i’KllATIVI*. STORE,
.MORRILL, Ml'er the same for sale. Possession
tfiveii immediately. A good i«»<*ntion for trade. For
term-, i-te.. inquire of Cornelius I. Whiteomh,
1’Mill-- 1) </. Howeu, Morrill, or the undersigned, l’er order of "aid managers.

fjMIE
1

Morrill,

30,

BOYS’ WEAR.

fairs AH Wool Pants

6t

former

CO.

of

huidingo\er Mr. Waterman's
Apdvto
ARN >ld harris,
137 East Mill St.. New York City.

upper part
Store.
Till-,Clothing

A chance to yet

sonic

only 81.75 (former price
Wool Pants only $2.00,

50 Pairs All

BOOKS
good reading

cheap.

price §2.CO.

100 Pairs Pants

OLD AND SHOP WORK

E. MERR1 \M. Treasurer.
isss.—: w.M

only $150,

by

-OF-

TO LET.
3w."»

For sale

Clearance Sale!

■r.T^,r.i«—rai..«

KTotice.

dan.

received.

HOWES

jfci'liiiiork'a Tilorh\ llhfh St.
»T,r

FOR MEN AND

Tons
-Ever offered in Belfast.-

kinds ar.c! qualities constantly In stock.
a^Kvcrythins at way down prices.

01 all

$2.50

Former

price $2.50.

50 Pairs Pants $2.50.

former

price S3.50.

50 Pairs Pants $3.00.

forn;3r

price

S4.00.

—-ALSO ALL SKY FINE-

Clement.
2(5, isss.—t f I

CHOICEST

-Pants, Suits, Overcoats and Ulsters!-

BRANDS

-op-

Tobacco &■

Cigars

SScrkeii stay dawn to close bi-fora getting in my spring stock.

-CAIjL.-

-at-

HOWES &

FACTS

Steady Work.

;

they

are

Good Prices, j

-APPLY AT-

W. _A.
Pants

Clarli’s

Factory, formerly occupied lay Pendleton iC* Company.
4\\ t

Cm ii Com

Yon Can Save 50c. Per 11.

a

»H

o

FORSYTHS

MOVED!

RICHARDS lias removed to No, |H Main
over Bean’s Hat Store, w here he will
see all of his old customers and lots
new ones.
Call and see his large stock of Sewing Machines, and if you don’t wish to buy bring
In your old one and have it cleaned and repaired.
Oil, needles, ami parts for all kinds of machines.
Belfast, Feb. 2, 1888.—5tf
•

druggists.

R. C. Flower Medical Co., Boston.

To

pleased

Freedom

be

They art so quickly.
They »re so sure.
There's nothing like them.
They never fall.
This is the record, and these are the endorsements of thousands who have suffered from the
variety of Stomach Troubles caused by
DYSPEPSIA AND INDIGESTION,
gained no relief until they used

and have

D. K.’S
when they received immediate benefit, anrt were

permanently

cured.

An ocmsional

use

of

Dr. Mark R. Woodbury’s Dyspepsia Killers,
prevent Heartburn, or any disorders of the
Stomach, and correct all conditions which lead to

will

Dyspepsia and Indigestion.

“Take

D. K. ami be
O. K.” lias become almost a world wide maxim.
They cost only 50 cents for a large box (trial box
for *25 cents), and will be sent by mail to any part
of the L'. S. on receipt of price, by
Doolittle & Smith, 24 and 20 Tremont St., Boston.
a

A Rare Chance.
account of the present Landlord’s eyesight
the CLEAVES HOUSE is for sale or rent at
reasonable terms
Furniture will he sold at private sale.
For further particulars enquire on
the premises.

ON

RICH

We Make

a

freshly roasted,

are
-as

and
you want it.-

Howes dBs

ground

Oo.

a

Finger Kings.
WARE
CASKS,

full line of other

HEHVEY.

gooih.-

—

Belfast, Me.

Main Street, Belfast,

Earache!
Toothache!
I Hud your Kkystom; Rain
Cuu: to Ih‘ a sure cun; for Toothache and Earache, as I have had abundant proof in my own
family. A bit «»f cotton wot with it and piit into
the cavity of the tooth or into the ear will stop
either ache almost instantly.
MRS. MATTIE NOEL, West Andover, Mass.

CJ«‘o. II.

Wesitgato, I3ro|».,

LOWELL. MASS.
Bottlrs 25 and 50 cents.

22 Ots.

A. A.

HOWES

si

Pair

-AT-

Francis’ Shoe&tore

lyrls

Foil SALK 11V

CO., Belfast.

ART CLASS.

Specialty of

Teas & Coffees.

Stone

SILVER

IX FIXi: FI.FSIl
-With

<it

Stockton, Me., Feb. 2,1888.—3w5

Our Coffees

Engraved,Plain &

F.H. Francis & Co.’s,

SPRING

j

Store,

[.(lilies' Eteijnnt Hold Watches,
CHAINS &. CHARMS.

C.

Academy.

TERM OPENS FEB. 28th with R. II.
CROXFORI), A. It., in charge. He willjbe assisted by Mr. Seldon Peabody and Miss Flora D.
Marks, who are both thoroughly fitted for their
work. Instruction will be given in all brandies
taught in any academy in the State. Students can
prepare for college here. The commercial department will receive especial attention. Tuition same
as formerly.
For further information address the
4wf>*
Principal, or
DR. A. »J. BILLINGS, Freedom,Me.

found only

Jewelry

a<ltling to my large stoek

■

WILStreet,
to

be
of

THEY ARE SO CONVENIENT !

Me.

OEEM\H AT

Hervey's

OWES^&^C O Corn Cure,

MOVED!

One hundred Pills in every bottle.

\0 II

•in»l

BY BUYING YOUlt

permanent.

all

Belfast,

«

WITH A BOTTLE OF

pure Nerve and Brain Food.
They
cure as by magic, and their action is

Price, $1.00.
For sale by

How,

ANDREWS,

TO TAKE WORK HOME.

Sleeplessness, Nervousness, Loss of
Memory, Prostration of Vital Force,
rapidly give plaec to Healthful Slumber, Nerve Strength, Vigorous Mental
Condition, General Increase of Vitality
and Life, when Dr. R. C. Flower’s
Scientific Nerve Pills aro taken.
Remember, these Pills are unlike
preparation

MARK

EXPERIENCED PANTS FINISHERS I 11 iPhoBnb

FOR THE SICK-

any other

CO.’S.

WANTED!

DIED.
2s, 1L F. Houston, aged 84 yrs.
27, Mrs. Ruth, wife of the late
Benj. Wentworth, aged 89 years and 11 months.
[New Hampshire papers please copy, j
In Belmont, Jan. 23. Mr9, Amy Adams, aged 89

make another effort.

-AT-

doboro.
In Deer Isle, Jan. 14, Charles C. Russ and Lucv
V'. Merchant, both of Deer Isle.
In Union, Jan. 9, George E. Robinson, of Appleton, and l assie G. Robbins, of Hope.
In Ellsworth, Jan. 21, Oscar H. Morrison and
31 iss Jennie A. Savage, both of Ellsworth.

In this city, Jan.
In Waldo, Jan.

QE©=

SIZES II ID 2, All SOLID,-

OF ALL KINDS.

never

successful,

not

SPEOinaTfilALEl

OVERSHOES

BRAZILIAN?

2,1888.—5tf

shall

City Block,

(BUTTON^BOOTSJ

Ladies, Gants, Misses & Children’s

blood, liver and kidney diseases by Rell’s SarIt will stimulate the liver, cleanse the
stomach from bile, strengthen the kidneys, give a
hearty appetite and make you strong. M. S. I).
Staples, of Levant, Me., says: *1 was all run
down with general debility and felt that 1 needed
a good blood medicine which 1 found in Roll's Sarsaparilla. I cannot recommend it too highly. 50
cents per bottle. Call for it. All druggists.

Wm. 0. Poor & Son’s and E. H.

:bj±L£lisl

Wool Lined Boots.

saparilla.

Feb.

L.

Shoes,

Of

—AT—

we

trade, and it

j

Boys' Felt Boots,

Thousands Hats Been Cured

Pries, Largo Pottle, 25 Cts.

out this FROZEN

we

A.

it*

make this otter in order to THAW

Searsmont, .Ian. 23, Is4tf

Moccasin Boots &

a

for 25c.

TEAS from 15c. to 05c. per Ib.
MOLASSES, 25c., 35c., 40c. and 50c. per gallon.
We are at the head of ihe list lor selling CLEAN
MOLASSES. No one e\cels and but few, if any,
equal us.

Old Established Shoe Store.

“

than

more

-week at most.-

t.> t not your eyes der,in you, in tins t/rml vnliyht
ened day ;
/
Of your expenses ic ran relit rfy>n //■/;’/'
call this tray.

Mens &

$1.25 Per Yard.

at

50 cents each, and cannot last

35c. per ib., 3 lbs. lor $1.00.
1350 cakes FRENCH VILLA SOAP at 5c. per take,
0 cakes for 25c. A good soap.
433 cakes LIBKItTV SOAP at 4c. per cake, 7 cakes

Wear

-

a

per lb.
E. L. It. COFFEE,

to, Stas id HuVagrs

sold

We expect a GRIND RUSH on these Goods, as
they are CHEAPER than GOLD DOLLARS at

We sell the best KOASTFl) RIO COFFEE lor 25c,

Belfast. Jan.

Cough Syrup

Formerly

-FLOUR S-

SPECIAL NOTICES.

if as been found the most speedy and certain Cun
of Coughs of any preparation in use, curing
Coughs and Colds in a few hours. Also speedily
relieving Hoarseness, Soreness of the Throat and
Lungs, Pain and Tightness across the Chest, the
Cough in Pleurisy,and Inflammation of the Lungs,
llronchitis. Relieving Asthma and Catarrh, Whoop
ing Cough, Croup, and aided by “Dr. D. 1*. Ordway’s Celebrated Handmade Wasters” will cure
many of the advanced cases of Consumption.

At 55c. Per Yard.

OVERCOATS A ULSTERS!

weight.

Try

tve oll'er the following named
goods at the following prices:

piece* t'amden Indigo Blue Flannel al I3r. pr
jd. The best trade in Ibis country at 50c.
7 pieces Farmers’ Flannel al 22e. per yd., a good
trade at 30c.
Pet ail Market.
3 pieces Drab Flannel al lOr. per yd., the best
trade
on earth yet heard from.
Lime y bbl.,
1.00§ 1.05
oat Mealy If,
5 5 pieces Chambray at 5c per jd., regular price I Or.
onions y lt>.
334 A lot of Scotch Caps al 25c. each.
1 »i 1,kerosene,V
gal.,10312
Pollock y lb,
3,a'g4
Pork y lt>,
0510
Plaster y bbl., 1.0031.10
3
A BIG TRADE IN TIIKJI.
Pyc Meal y tb,
Shorts yewt.,
1.35
Overcoats from $1.00 lo $15.00. listers Trout
Sugar y lb,
(;>*§*
$4.00 to $9.00.
45
salt, T. I., y bush.,
Sweet Potatoes y tb, 030 A lot of
BONANZA l.NDERSHIRTS and DRAWERS at
Wheat Meal y tb, 3*a'34
45r. each.
Great reduction In FI R CAPS from 75c. to $2.25.
Former price $1.00 to $3.00.

—ALL KINDS OF

Market.

ItKKillTON. -J.' a. 24, Is"’.
Amount of Jive st«>ek at market—Cattle, 71.'-:
and
Lambs, KJUO; Swine, 21,052: lh«r.-c-.
Sheep
l>b; Veal Calves, To.
Prices of Reef Cattle p1 loo it. live weight—
Choice quality, *5 Hut; oo; lirst qua.ily, *.'> ’1)03.5
25; second quality, *4 7534 l»i; third quality, v!
50a4 f>(); poorest grades of coarse <>vn, Ruli.q
&<•., *3 50a4 00.
Rrighton Hides, OgOk'c. P »>; Rrighton Taliow,
•3Q fl3:*4cp lb; Country Hides, 5#j.V,c P' I! : Cuunfry
Tallow, li-a32?.»’c. Cr ib; Calf Sk ns,
p It.’;
Lamb Skins, 753D.V each; extra heavy wool .-kins.
*1 75 a 2 each; Calf Skins, (JflTc t!~ 11*; Cow iiidi-,
be P lb; sheared skins, 7o<jN)e each.
Working Oxen. Trade during the past week ha
been weak in the demand, and values were v. ,y
unsettled. Drovers sized up their customers, anil
he who made an offer was sure t<> hi* a purchaser.
Sales noted : 1 pair, girth 7 feet 1 inch, live weight
300 lb. Silo; 1 pair, girthing *'• feet 10 inches, live
weight 2voii 11., *122; 1 pair, girthing 7 fi t 3 inches,
live weight 317o It., *152: 1 pair, girthing ■; feet
Inches, live weight 2700 It., *10...
Milch Cows and Springers. The demand during
the past week, did not meet with the approval •>!
tin* selling interest, as values received left hut a
very narrow margin of protit. Quotations .* • hoice,
*b»o3so: ordinary, *45355; common, *28 3.37.
Swine. Quotations: Western fat hogr, b4b'4v P
1!. live weight; country dressed, TaT'-jc P ibT store
in light supply; the demand -low; those on oiler
brought to market from the neighboring cities and
towns and disposed of in all manner of ways from
*1 50310 p head,and from <13 10c P Ii» live weight.
Veal Calves. Trade was fair and the offerings
were taken at a decline from last week.
Qu< tritons: Choice, 5>3 3b'4c P It.; ordinary, 4b 3'>l .c P
It.; common, P-iSo^c Ptt»; bobs, *1.253* 1.75 each.
•Store Cattle. Receipts light, demand full. The
offerings in fair condition for slaughtering. Quotations: Yearlings, *12315; two-year-olds, *11321;

next30days
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CAN 3E

lcnrn from good authority is the
country store in New England.

we

best

Keep) Your) Fiet)

Wmter

HAK(;AI>S

AT OUR NEW STORE,

41

Beef, corned, F' ft,
7gs
Butter Salt, 4 hex,
Is
Corn 4" hush.,
7:i
Cracked ('orn 4 hush., 7:1
Corn Meal & hush.,
7:1
Cheese 4" lb,
11 $17
Cotton Seed IP cut., 1.40
Codfish, dry, V ft,
f>gs
Cranherries 4* *|t.,
‘4)2
( lo\( r Seed 4* 11).
llala
Flour 4P h!d.,
f>.00<J(i.0i
II. G. Seed 4*hii.,2.sOg:{.0l,
Lard tr' !!».
10.812

We shall also open 50 boxes of

lliiHB—

PRICE

Curre -te I Weekly for the Journal.
By ('. IS. Sargent, No. <N Main Strrct.

dairy, 2u32he; selections, 2sj2'.c*; eastern <n ameries, 27 3'-'<‘.
Cheese ruled steadv, with sales of line northern
at 12J2313c t" R».
r
Pggs steady at 24<j2.> for P.isti ru and 24e
Southern. Old stock U»j2(V. V do/..
Beans are tinner: ( Imice Vermont hand poked
pea, $2 7"»a2 i»o; medium, $2.hoq2 go; New York
small hand-picked pea, $2 7o«2 7h; large. $2 ho.j
GO; yellow eyes, $2 ah32 Go.

Krighton

n'U"

BELFAST

FOR-

Potatoes tii in. lluiilton rose fcv hush. -1 ; hcl.iwuy
$1. Aroostook rose, $1.
Poultry was rather dull, though q jotations are
the same
Choice western turkeys Bring Ida Id ,r
in round lots, with fancy w estern and northern at
J4c. Chickens are selling at l lr. tor the best f:
n
western. Chickens and fowls are sold at 11 a ld<
The market on some classes of feed is tinner,
though hay ami straw are quiet. Choice to prime
hav, $17318; fair to good, $ir>310; eastern tine.
$I2fi!h; poor to ordinary, $1231». Pastern swale.
$10311; rye straw, choice, $17hlx; oat straw, $11 ho

£3

Strictly One Price Clothing House

Markt-i.

1
Boston, Jan. 31. The Butter market oju
with a tinner tone y« slerday on all line awl ehm-p
stock. i»ut transactions were light and no material
change was made in quotations, Presh ercamei i
31.‘, 33-l2e; imitation creamery. 2t y <j2V ; winter

9

A JXl

CLASS IN DRAWING AND PAINTING will
meet at my studio, Savings Hank building, on
TUESDAY and FRIDAY i\ M.at 1.30,commencing
Jan. 27th. A limited number of pupils will be accented.
II. L. WOODCOCK.
Belfast, Jan. 10, 1888.—2w3

FRED T.

Graduate

A

AT

Hiram

THE

Chase

CHASeT
Optician,

STORE

OF

<£ Son, Jewelers,

25 Mala 81., Beirut.

tlm2U

Waltham
PATENT

Dust Proof

originally made for railway men, whose service particularly required an abso-

were

case.

satisfaction, and their reputation has spread so rapidly,
that they have become the
standard Watches for Millers,
Miners. Lumbermen, Far-

nothin’ about tbe farm
Disting’ished Jim ;—
Neighbors all list to wonder why
The old man ’pcared wrapped up in him:
1
But when Cap. Higgler. lie writ back,
‘At Jim was the bravest boy w< bad
In the whole dern regiment, white er black.
And lii> rightin’ good as his farmin’ bad
‘At he had led. with a bullet clean
Bored through bis thigh, and carried the flag
Through the bloodied battle you ever seen,—
The Old man wound up a letter to him
‘At Cap. read to us, ’at said—“Tell Jin:

Engineers,

Mechanics,

travelers and others whose

watch
against dust

occupation requires
which is

proof

a

and moisture.

Over 150,000 Waltiiam
Patent Dust Proof Cases
are now

in actual

use.

The Waltiiam were the
lirst Patent Dust Proof
Cases manufactured, and arc
the

which com
only
pletcly exclude dust and
ones

moisture from the movement.
they are far superior to
all others claiming equal

advantages.

was

Good-bye;

And take keer of hisse'f."

Jim come back jes’ long enough
To take the whim
’At he'd like to go back in cal very—
And the Old man jes* wrapped up in him!—
Jim 'lowed 'at he'd had sich luck afore.
Guessed he’d tackle her three years more.
And the Old man give a colt he’d raised
And fullered him over to Camp Ben Wade.
Ami laid around ter a week er so,
Watchin* Jim on dress-parade—
Tel finally he rid away.
And last he heerd was the Old man say,—
"Well: good-bye. Jim :
Take keer of yourse’f!'’
Tuk the papers, the Old man did.
A-watchin’ fer Jim—
Fully believin' he'd make his mark
Softu- way—je>* wrapped up in him!
And many a time tin: word *u’d come
'At stirred him up 1 ik«• the tap of a drum—
At Petersburg, fer instance, where
Jim rid right into tin ir canons there.
And tuk ’em. and p'inted 'em t* utln r way
And socked it home to tin* boys in gray.
And they skooted fer timber, and on and on—
Jim a lieutenant and one arm gone.
And the (fid man's words in bis mind all lav,—
“Well; good-bye. Jim :
Take keer of yourse'f!"
of a private, now, perhap-,
We'll >av like Jim.
\\t*s elunib clean up to the shoulder-strap*—
Ami the < >11 man jc>* wrapped u p in him !
Think of him—with the war pinin' through.
And the glorious old Red-White-and-Blue
A-laughin’ the news down over Jim
And the old man. bendiif over him—
The surgeon turnin' away with tears
’At had n't leaked fer years and years
As the hand of the dj in' boy clung to
IIi> father's, the old voice in his ear-,
“Well: good-bye, Jim:
Take keel* of yourse'f!"
[Jaim s Whitcomb Riley, in the Century.
1 innk

liach

genuine case is
marked
with the
plainly
name and trade mark of the
Amkrican Waltiiam Watch
OuMI'ANY.
Tin: AHOVK N V.MKI> WATCH CAN Hi- KOI Nl> AT

H. E. MMi’s, Masonic Templo,
BELFAST, MAINE,
-ALSO

A

IT l.L

LINK

OF-

WATCHES. CLOCKS, JEWELRY, &o
repairing

Watch

done in

manlike

mil ;
1"
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our
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•'

a

thorough

and work
Owl

manner.

hair becomes dry. thin, and
g.ving lie attention needed

beauty

its

'crvc

and

-vitality.

bottle of
yoir
P.ec's flair vigor -1 lie only dressing
reeiiir*- for the hair—ami use a little,
I il.y. to preserv* the natural color and
; ev cut baldness.
T; oa.as Munday. Shar n drove. Ky..
writes: “Several i:
ago my hair
commenced falling
and in a few
weeks my head was almost bald.
I
tried many remedies, but they did no
good. I timilly bought a bottle of Ayer's
liair Vigor, and, after using only a part
n

1

toilet-table

'ti

;i

■

the contents, my le ad was covered
with a heavy growth of liair.
I recom-

of

mend your preparation a-, the bot hairv
r« >torer in tin* wm hi."
My hair was faded and dry." writes
Mabel <\ Hardy, of 1 >.•'
mi. 111.;
but
ai’er using a L..:i]e of \
: *> i
V.... «r
51 beeatue Mark ami L' i* -s -y."
••

Hair Vigor,

Ayer’s
Id h\

S

Druggists am! IVrfuiuers.

Pimples
So

dsiigir':
g.

1‘*
u

A;

:

•«

to

!

m

and
*!:i• fa

Blotches,
e.

forehead, and

oM'oiy removed by the
Sarsaparilla,the host and
O

r/.s

s;ifr-.t ,\1: :a
I’lood-Durilierever
discovered.
Dr. J. C. Ayer 8c Co., Lowed, Mass.
Sold t.y
gl; nix ! ott], Mr.

Iyr27

Literary

News

th™.
'I',;™

years ago it

r.ngland

as a

introduced
toughs,

was

remedy

f..r

EEST REMEDY FOR CURING

Coughs, Colds & Asthma.
v

Mtidi-onlv by

u.

«.-,r
->th

tWStVIAW & OO.5 Apothecaries.
and l i.urth

N «-t

’r Ma“'

by ail

Au-nue. Nrw York.

^
nn«I 7H Ci'iiis.
ike* heat l>ruggi.*«tij.
1 yrti

"terrible'
Kidney and Liver diseases,

and
when once they have secured a firm
hoid on the human system there is
no time to be lost if life is to bo
saved. Many remedies have been
tried, but none have been so successful as Ath-lo-pSo-ros. Many unsolicited testimonials have proved
that Ath-lo-pho-rcs has curedtvesa
diseases when physicians and all
other remedies had failed. Backache, pain in the side, dullness,
weariness, and headache, are often
symptoms of these fearful diseases.
Athlophoros, in connection with
Athlophoros Pills, will give speedy
relief. If your druggist doesn’t
keep them, write to
are

i>\

ruicssur

.noise.

r.uwaru

mi-

4 DECADES
HAVE

COME

AND

BLE3
FIRST

GONE SINCE
FEUERB

^COUGHS,

AND
TROUwere

j
|

CURED

BY THE

USE

ram'
OF

OF

BALSAS
CHEBBT,

WlLD^^j

AND YET IT

TIRES

NOT

SEE THAT «I. BUTTS”
IS ON THE WRAPPER.

OF CURING.

ly»

pARker’4
HAIR BALSAM

Cleanses and beautifies the hair.
Promotes a luxuriant growth.
Never Faile to Reetore Gray

Hair to He Voothfiil Color.
Cures scalp diseasesand hair falling
BOc. at Druggists.

Iyr3

CHEAP,

NO OUST ! NO ASHES !
By USING

THE

III DESTRUCTIBLE

T “Y

JLa

m

Set, largest size $2, for three
blocks, in tin can. Smaller sizes
In proportion.
Expense in any
stove or open grate, 1 ct. per hour.
PRATT & CO.. Gen'I Managers, 44 School St.,
Boston, Mass. Local and General Agents wanted.

FUEL

Full

Im2

The high promise with which the Atlantic
Monthly began the current year is well sustained in the February number. A most important
crisis is reached in the fresh and fascinating
story by E. II. House, entitled “Yone Santo: a
Child of Japan.” several characteristic chapters
are added by Charles Egbert Craddock to her
“Despot of Rroomsedge Cove," and the serial
story by .Mrs Oliphant and Mr. Aldrich, “The
Second Son," is concluded in this issue. Among
the prose articles those on “The Media of
Euripides,” by William C. Lawton, and on
“The Marriage Celebration in Europe." by
Frank Gaylord Cook, are particularly valuable.
George Parsons Eathrop contributes an interesting critical article on "George Meredith," and
James Breck Perkins an essay on “Madame
Necker." A clean-cut bird-sketch, entitled “The
Rlue-Jay,” is furnished by Olive Thorne Miller
All of the above articles are excellent; yet attention is more likely to be turned to this
number of the Atlantic on account of the notable poetical contributions* which it contains.
First among these, “Endymion,” a poem of live
pages by James Russell Lowell, which he himself describes as “a Mystical Comment on
Titian’s ‘.Sacred and Profane Love”' deserves
especial mention, as one of Mr. Lowell's most
striking poems. “The Gifts of the Fates,” by
Paul Hermes, merits ami will receive warm
commendation, as an unusually powerful production; and the briefer poems “AtGibraltar,”
by George E. Woodberry; “No Songs in Winter,” bv T. R. Aldrich; and "Carnations in
Winter,” by Bliss Carman, are literary jewels.
This number carries, in addition to the above,
the usual number of book reviews, notices of
new books, and the Contributors’ Club. Hough*
ton, Miliiin & Co., Boston.

How Corporations

Ii2 WAIL ST.. H. Y.
Iy36nrm

Talks
today

on

The Favorite

spend

ran

Everywhere.
New York MAIL AND EXPRESS, the
favorite American newspaper of many peopl*
intelligent aud cultivated tastes, has roccn;
!y made Sonic noteworthy improvements, materially increasing its general excellence.
It

$1’> or $20.

are

is in the broadest

A. National

Made.

Marshall McDonald of the District of Columbia, has been nominated for commissioner of
tish and fisheries.
Senator Hoar has introduced a bill to increase
to $100 per month the pension for loss of both
hands or the use of them.
The President has approved the act amending the law concerning the commissioner of
fisheries, and also the act prescribing the
character of marks, printing or writing which
will be permitted oil second, third and fourth
class mail matter.
The Supreme Court of the United States sat
with a full bench Jan. 18, for the first time since
May 4,1885. The judicial oath was administered to Mr. Lamar iu public immediately after the
session opened and he took his scat in the chair
of the junior justice at the extreme left of the
bench.
The poultice which draws out a man’s virtues
is the sod that covers his grave. If you don’t
want all your virtues known too soon, regulate
your regulator with Warner’s Log Cabin Sarsaparilla. It makes pure blood, which gives
sound health. Largest bottles in the market.
Manufactured by proprietors of Warner’s Safe
Cure.

34,641,017

i 1 E< >R(.E W. '!'(>\\ NSENI>, named Executor in a
certain instrument purporting to he the last
will and testament of GEORGE II BARTLi. I
late of seal-mold, in -aid County <•! Waldo, de
cased, having presented said will for Probate.
Ordered, That the said George \V. give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of mis order to Ite published three wCek- si|ccc.--[\ eh in ticRepublican Journal, printed at Rcifa.-t, that tle-y
may appear at a Probate Com:, to be lu Id at Bel*
j fast, within and f-»r -aid County, on the -c .iml
Tuesday o| February next, at ten of the clock be
fore
and -how cause, if any they haw why
| the noon,
same .should not be proved, approved ami ai
lowed.
GEO E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest
Rohan P. I ti-.i.u, Register.

v.T

sense

Newspaper,

most carefully edited, aud adapted to the
wants and tastes of intelligent readers through
the entire country—North. South, East and
West. It is a thoroughly clean paper, L<
from the corrupting, sensational aud demur;;:
Ling trash, miscalled news, which defiles tl.
pa ges of too many city papers.

OUR POLITICS.

|

|

bouse of the dead, the attendants were surprised at finding among the occupants a living man,
>• > 1111d
asleep. It seems that the night before
the man had been overtaken by the storm and
had taken over much bad liquor, and so caw led
into llii' place for shelter. Jle was too drunk
to walk and therefore was rolled into the same
conveyance that brought the corpse, an open
wagon which at that time was used as a hearse,
ami taken to the guard house and there restored to sobriety.
The plant from which licorice is made is
found on the shores of Lake Erie and farther
West. It is called glyeyrrhiza. It grows very
erect, to the bight of about four or live feet,
and has few branches. It bears a flower
formed like that of a pea, but of a violet or
purple color. The root in its raw state is well
known as the licorice root of commerce. It
attains a length of several feet and Is often an
inch in diameter. After three years’growth
the extract of licorice, sometimes known as
Spanish licorice, is made from it by boiling in
water, the decoction being decanted oil' and

Ihc
I

never

Advertiser’s

Greatest

in my life used such

a

Opinion.

thing

as a

poster,

dodger or a handbill. My plan for liftcen years
has been to buy so much space in a newspaper and

a

fill it up with what 1 wanted. I would not give au
advertisement in a newspaper of four hundred circulation for live thousand
or posters. If I
wanted to sell cheap jewelry or run a lottery
scheme 1 might use posters, but I wouldn’t insult a
decent reading public with handbills. [John Wanna maker.

dodgers

“Father comment is unnecessary,” she remarked with a wave of the hand, as the old
man began to remonstrate
against her proposed

officially stated at

tons against 32,136,363 in 1886, again
of 7.7 per cent. The production of 1886, then
the largest on record, was only 343,335 tons, or
1.1 per cent larger than that of 1883. Since 1860
the production of anthracite has increased about
300 per cent, the output in that year having been
8,513,123 tons.

Committee of Fisheries ami Game of the Massachusetts Legislature.
among the earliest
reports of the committee will be a bill for the suppression of umpires.

Probably

How

it is to see a beautiful child’s face disfigured with
vile humors, bursting through the skin in
blotches, and sores, and sadder still, when the
young ami innocent are laughed at and twitted iu
all such cases. Parents should give then) thatgiood
and pure remedy, Sulphur Bitters, whfch’ wifi
search and drive out of the blood every particle ol
humor.—Health Gazette.
2w5

pimples,

It is painful to see the surplus of calendars for
1888 already burdening the country, and to reflect
that many a poor family in Kansas has to burn
cornstalks, school books and frozen cats for fuel.

:i;;t

cvri-.i-

--nd for
~'hey

liavo not

one

free In all who ay}.I

now

Special Circular
liberal offers.

at work.

Bend

for

Agents and

to

our

Cry

Baby was sick, we gave her Castoria.
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria,
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria,
When

When she had Children, she gave them Castoria.

cur

Cash Commission offers

or

working for our valuable and popular premi
unis. Address the MAIL AND EXPRESS, Nev
xork City.

•‘1 don’t mince matters, I can tell you,” observed
Mrs. Brown at dinner yesterday. “I should say
not, judging from this mince pie,” grumbled

Brown.
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Is a combination "f tv.- m-*st potent remedies known to Medi. ii S.-iene.- f
the fluid*Jy
p-e-ervin
mill n UiT\ of the Bleed, ai d the i::t. grity of the Blood Vessels, should «»u suiter trom Di//.: n«-s
t Heart
or Pressure in Head. Spots Before Eve.-, pain Around or Palpitation "f Heart, Pain in Th-aimi
with feeling of Suffocation. Hinging Sound iti Ears, NninBuess or Prickly Sensation of Bind s, e.-p*
dally the Arm, Pain between Shoulders and in sid«». Pry Cough, Flatulence. Sour Stomach, or if suffering from Geueral Debility with Loss of Appetite, pr •eitre a bottle of Anti Apoplcciine. it not only

I
You would be stirjtrised to

see

how
1

many small accounts ire Jind on
our books.
Many of them, against

good parties,

that hare been negApoplexy, but cures Pa. ! -is. Rheumatism. Heart Disease. An rina, Pectoris, Ch.ronie Bro .Hdtis. Liver
Complaint, Kidney and Bladder trouble Dyspepsia, Ac., Ac.
For Sale by all Druggists. Price SI.(M) a bottle, six bottles
S-j.00. Send t-> PR. F. S.
HUTCHINSON A CO., Enosburoh Falls. Vt.. U. s. A., for circulars, testimonials and a treatise on

lected for months. We have advertised requesting payment amt writletters,

ten

seen

of

many

you

personally; while many hare responded, there are still hundreds
that hare not.

where their accounts hare
stood for months requested us to
wait a little while longer, and then
taken their money and made their
and

purchases of

some

next week.

ing goods

We

are

EXTERNAL USE.
Diphtheria. Croup, Asthma, Bronchitis, Neuralgia, Pneumonia, Rheumatism, Bleeding at tho
Lungs, Hoarseness, Influenza, Hacking Cough, Whooping Cough, Catarrh, Cholera Morbus, Dysencc‘
tery,
Cures

still sell-

for cash.
largest and

lower than ever

Oar stock■

still the

newest, well assorted.
W. li. MO li I SOX,
1IA It 1) If A li

I- IIX TS,

dc„

^Chroyc^Di-

i :: k island & pacific it

>>

■

Chicago,

Kansas &. Nebraska
“Croat Rock Is anci Route.”

Atchison, Kansas City and Minneapolis and St.
Paul. Its Watertown branch traverses the great
“WHEAT AMD DAIRY BELT’’
of Northern Iowa, Southwestern Minnesota, aud
East Central Dakota to Watc-i«own, Spirit Lake.
Sioux Falls and many ether towns and cities.
The Short Line via Seneca and Kankakee others
superior facilities to trawl to aad from Indianapolis, Cincinnati and ocher Southern points.
For Tickets, Maps. Folders, a.- d.-sired information, apply at any Coupon Tick, t Office or address

E. A.

HOLBROOK,

All

'_‘\Yl

Probate < ourt In Id
'< .'.inly of Waldo,
January A. I >. |s».

can

furnish

\t

ILL.

work at

good prices to

any

Don’t

rare

if you

never

worked for

me

before.

1

Shingling

Made

a

Specialty.

%

WILL
PERMANENTLY
CURE

CANNED GOODS!
Corn, String Bean., Tomatoes, Peas, California
Apricots, Peaches, Pears, Cherries, Ac.
The best goods in the market at the lowest prices.
HOWES »V CO.

GEORGE 0.

HORN,

M.

D.,

Physician and Surgeon,
BEABBFOBT,

MAINE.

Offie Main Street, formerly occupied by Dr
Office hours, 2 to 4 and 7 to 9 P. M.,
and other hours in the day when not otherwise proGEO. C. HORN.
fessionally engaged.
Searsport, March 8,1887.—tf 10

A Full Line of New

Nuts, Raisiis, Citron, Spices, k,
-AT-

-HOWES

& CO.’S.—

CO., including

accounts,

shall hereafter conduct the business on my ownac- i
count and under my own name. An early settle-,
ment of all outstanding accounts is requested.
!
A. CLEMENT.
Belfast, .Fan. 17,1888.—3w3

Pork, Lard, Hams,
Aai the heat I
hraaAef |Ui

I la the mar06611 het at

IIIENIf

HEN

miBmAm All

curetbemi.lv*,

PHrateWKluHWUrrrp,

This is worth

TO ANY MAN,
WOMAN OR CHILD
who is not blessed with

At
2V.

made to

me

BY

E.

Physician

and

MAINE.

BELFAST,

Office and

Surgeon,

residence at the Win. If. Me I, EL TAX
tf48
House, Hiyh Street.

Office Hours—7 to 9

a.

m., 12 to 2 and 7 to 9

r. M.

Fire Eitiie for Sale!

BELFAST Waterworks being completed,

THEthe city offers for sale

one of its hand engines,
viz: WASHINGTON ENGINE NO. 5. The machine is a first-class Jeffers engine, is in good order
and ready for use. It will bo sold at a reasonable
price. For further particulars address,
3w3
C. J. HALL, Chairman,
Com. on Fire Department, Belfast, Me.
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A Healthy Skin may be obtained through
I’almcr-- skin success ointuuMit and snap.
•Sold at drug store of It. It. Moody, Hrlfa-l.

C-r»-

publio notioi :■> a il
duly appm i.h I m-l

F snbsorilior horobym
fpil
1 ennoornod, that In-hits bo«-ri
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At druggists, ‘Skin-Success25c. &, 75c. *Skin-Sucre-s Soap’
25c. Palmer ('hendcaK\>.,N.V.

'TED VITALITY
<?»’<licnl

Work

>1 i <!<!

for Yount? n-ni

44«>«1 >1 «*i«.
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Wint.
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domands thoreon. t<> ovhibit tin* -aim* for -o’tb
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mont tu him.
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6 Per Cent.
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LUGE,

druggists,* Skiii-Rucerss’
il 75c. Skin-Success Soap

FOR rough or scaly
skin.
Indispensable
for the Toilet. Peerless as a Preservative.
Perfect as a healer.

For 18S8 is better than ever, and should be in the hands
of every person content plating buying Q C C h C

PLANTS-BULBS.
tains
thousands
and

3 Colored Plates.
of Illustrations,
nearlv 150 pages, telling
What to buy, and where to get it, and naming lowest
prices for honest goods. Price of GUIDE only 10cents.
Including a Certificate good for 10 cents worth of Seeds,

FIRST

State
Waldo

ss.

of

Maine.

T1I1S

HARVEY & CO.’S

California Excursions
LOW RATES, FREE SLEEPING ACCOMMODATIONS.
For full information consult your nearest ticket

agent or A. C. Harvey & Co., 3(H) Washington
3m5o
street, Boston, Mass.
j
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Principal and interest payable at

Court of Insolvency.

of DANIEL II I BA DEN, of Belfast,
Insolvent Debtor.
ia to give notice that pursuant to an order
of Court therefor, a second meeting of the
creditors of said Insolvent Debtor, will bo held at
the Probate Office in Belfast, in said County, on
Wednesday, the 15th day of February, A. D. 1.SH8,
at *2 o’clock in the afternoon, for the purposes
named in Section 43, Chapter 70, of the Revised
Statutes of the State of Maine.
Given under my hand and the order of said Court
this 11th day of January, A. I>. 1888.
2t4
Attest:—BOHAN 1*. FIELD, Register.

THYSELF.*
♦

WATER GO. BOMBS. CHEW FOREE’S

JAMES VICK, SEEDSMAN,
Rochester, N. Y»

1

MORTGAGE

SJFiKBBG FUFwO

Comity,

P.

Cl
II

t

.>

by
of Directors of the BelF majority of the Board request
written

or

is troubled withhumors.

-oa

fair, healthy Skin,

a

Medical Profession.

Belfast & Moosthsaj Lake R. R. Co.
KM'A NT to

a
..|

1

HIGHLY ENDORSEO

J. F. MERROW & CO., Proprietors.

4s
i:
.1

..

S I ,GOO.

On S6

PLAN.

fast and Moosehead Lake Railroad Company, notice is hereby given that a meeting of the stockholders of said Company will be held at the Court
House in Belfast, Maine, on Thursday, the second
day of February, A. D. 1888, at 10 o'clock in the
forenoon to act upon the following business, to wit
To see if tin; stockholders of said Company will
authorize and instruct the Directors to issue bonds
and secure tfte same by a mortgage of the Company’s property for the purpose of renewing and
refunding the first mortgage bonds of the Company
maturing in 1890, and to transact any other business that may be necessary to carry out the purC. B. IIAZELTINE,
poses aforesaid.
President of the Belfast and Moosehead Lake
Railroad Company.
Belfast, Me., Jan. 10,1888.—4\v2

,1 lady at Grand Rapid-. Mich.,cured
rolilury disease by Palmer’s >kin-*Micre<>.

For Falo by all Druggists. Frico 2"> cts. for box;
3 boxes f>r G5 cts.; or sent by mail, postage free, on
receipt of price. Dr. J. II. Schem-k & Son, Fhilad’ft.

Rooms all large and comfortable; elegant suites
with baths attached; ample public parlors; gentlemen’s cafe ami billiard-room added, and lirst-class
in every respect.
0ni43
ROOMS FROM $1.00 A 0AV IP.

Dr.

bought
WELL in the firm of J. S. CALDWELL A
HAVING
stock and trade and
J

into \nostril< / fpiivkh/ a} sorlxd. It elm uses
the haul. A nays inflammation. Heals the
sores. Heston s thes< uses of t t*te and smell.
50 e ■/)(* iif I
>*.•/*.',s; by mail, reoisb-reil, tit) cents.

*«?

Remodelled, Returrmncd, Newly Decorated, and now kept on the

EUROPEAN

I'LY'S (REAM BALM
Is vot a /.■'/' /■/, ,«?/? vff vr po/r/Jt r. Applied

Mrs.
of a lo

Near Boston and Maine, Kastcrn, Fitchburg and
Lowell depots, centres of business and places of
amusement.

i'

..

j

HEADACHE!

Rouse,

!

|

>

BOSTON.

fin EL be given to anybody finding the body of
?? Mr. BENSON SEWALLj of Bangor, who was
drowned at Hampden, Wednesday, Dec. 27, 1887.
Notice should be sent to either of the following
persons: Prof. C. J. H. Hopes, Prof. F. B. Denio,
or Abel Hunt, Esq., all of Bangor.
F. B. DENIO.
Respectfully yours,
Bangor, Me., Jan. 9, 1888.—4w2
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EL-' BROTHERS,druggists,Owcgo,SY.

F. C. STURTEVANT.
Sold by A. A. HOW'KA k C«.. IIKLKA-iT, MAIN

Revere
Om Hundred Dollars Reward

Sedative,

Dr. Schencks

been found necessary to the formation of eggs.
The proportion ot Imperial necessary to mix with
the food is very small and costs only from ** to 1
cent a week per fowl.
.Samples by mail .*>oc. and
SI.DO. Delivered to express company, 2** lbs.,*!;
Gibs., $2; 10 lbs., *3; 2."> lbs., SG.2'>. Sold by your
local tradesmen. We also manufacture all kinds
of poultry supplies. Mills 102, 1G4 and 100 Com3m.'»2
merce street, Hartford, Ct.

IIAJLL
COOPER.
Belfast, Sept. 1">, 1887.—37
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Both are Symptoms of a Disordered STOMACH AND LIVER.

MANDRAKE is
as Compounded

Tii'
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HEAD-ACHE,
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wa-uirur-i prrp.MMiutii 01 n- kiiiii ever pm 01
get the Vests made in good shape, and j the
market, its popularity has induced imitator-,
shall be glad to furnish them to any one who can !
They arc imitator- in name indy, however. 'I heir
make them nicely.
spurious compounds nia.-tjuerading under the name i
of Kgg Food rely solely on stimulants, and their I
If you cannot come yourself, address
effect on poultry is harmful in the extreme, inducing inflammation of the internal organs and often
Goo. A. Qulmby.
re.-ulting in chronic, congestion, siurtevant’s lm
perial Kgg Food is prepared on purely scientific
I>ec.
Belfast,
15,1887.—tf.11
ami physiological principles and contains hut 3‘..
per cent. of stimulant, the remainder consisting- of
ingredients which by analysis and experiment lia\ e
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undersigned are prepared to make contracts
to build or repair buildings of every description. Competent workmen and designers fund lied at short notice. In addition to lumber of every
description we are prepared to furnish workmen,
staging, and everything needed in building and re-
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MOST WONDERFUL
FAMILY REMEDY
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At a

who buy or order direct from us, and request it, shall receive a certificate that the money shall
bo refunded if not abundantly satisfied Retail price, 35 cts.; 6 bottles, $2.00. Express prepaid tt>
any part of tho United States or Canada. I. S. JOHNSON & CO., P O. Box 2118. Boston, Mass.

Coliseum, 47 Main St., He!fast. Me.

•3 : MK- l A HJ.E.
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Gui Tkt. <5c Pass Agt

CHICAGO,

Maine Central R. li.
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R’y

The Famous Albert Lea Route
the favorite between Chicago. Rock Island,
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E. ST. JQHM,
Gen’i Manager.
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At a Probate ( Hurt hell at Itelfa-t, u ill
the County of W.a’.-io, on the second i
January. A. l>.

D branches include CHICAGO
1*IE, ROCK ISLAND. DAVENporI Dr. MOUSES, COUNCIL bluffs, musCATIN:• KANSAS CITY. ST. JOSEPH. LEAVEN WORTH,
ATCHISON, CEDAR RAPIDS,
WATERLOO. MINNEAPOLIS, and ST. PAUL,
and scores of
Choice ot
intermediate cities.
routes to and from the Pacific C- ast.
All tiausiers in Union depots.
Fast trains of Fine Day
Coaches, elegant Dining Cars, magnificent Pullman Palace Sleepers, and (between Chicago, St.
Joseph. Atchison and Kansas City) Reclining
Chair Cars, Seats Free, to holders of through
lust-class tickets.
I*
V'F;

Is

of our competitors.
We are fast losing patience ',
with such people.
Why not come
in and settle ? If you can’t pay
all to-day, pay part and the balance

f

a

Eatords West and Southv
71:.. -us City
and St. Joseph to NEED
••N.. BELLE.-/iCiilTA,
VILLE, TOPEKA. Hit.
and all points in
HUTCHINSON, CALDV :
KAKSAS AMD SOUTHED? fcSESASKA
and beyond. Entire? passenger equipment of the
celebrated Pullman mum. tact'arc. All safety appliances and modern improvements.

Some hare called

HOWES & CO.'H, Belfast.
SyrsSO

sample

fur
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You Can Make Money
by accepting

Pelfa-d, within and

At a Probate Court In-id
the Count' <d' Waldo,
da unary, A. I >. P ».

*ur

see

at
on

■

<

the interest of Mrs. J. S. CALD-

for Pitcher’s Castoria.

is

rer

...

II Mill !’. W I A M* d 'Til. widow of \ AT 11 A N
•i
11; 1
F. W ! A Mi d 111. late of Troy, in -am
County ot Waldo, deceased, Ini'iny presented a
petition for an allow ame from the per-oi.al * -late
oi -aid deceased.
»nd« red, '1'iiat tin- -aid Judith _n\. m re (■> ali
>rd*
p*-1 -«>n i n t i-re-t *'* 1 b\ iMii-inua *■• p ot I.!
to li«> puldidird three week- suer«,--!\,rP ill tin- P*
puhiican .lournal, print* *1 at Pella -!. that thr\ ma\
appear at a Probate* >urt, t>> !>*• Iiehl at Prlfn-t.
w ithin and
for said County, on tin
-r.-omi Twrd.ty of February next, at ten •!' tin* eloek I■ t• r*
tlu-\ luce. w h\ tin
n**o|i. and show cause. :i an
prayer of .-aid petitioner shotihl not he mantt-d.
(> l a >P(. F
.1 < »llN>oN. J
1
_v.
\ true eop\
A'tr.-t
-1 »< > 11 \X P. I II Id-. Pe- -lei

Sample Cope

sent

are

At a Probate Court held
tin* County of W aid**,
.JanuaiA
\. I>. !s>>.

f?ri»30lUPTION RATES.—WKEKI.Y, pe,
vr, pi LOO; six months, Co cents; thn
month •, ST cents. Daily, ]>er year, 15*0.00;
Lx I'luii! hs,
00; threo months, 81.50; on
month, CO cents.
VALUABLE PREMIUMS are given to all
subscribers and agents.
"Wo want a good
agent in every town and village where we

Notice.
Children

Id

JAS. S. KIRK & CO.,

fort* noon, am. -le w rau-e, it :m\ th« v. ha1, e win
the praver of -aid petition shorn.; n..m mand-M
(.Id ». I-., .h dl\ "t »\. .I,, ....
\ true ropy. Attest
11« .11 \n P Fl IJ l», Pryi-trt

of the

great Anti-Saloon K
It believes that tlx
S* r i. .a movement.
in
trail’.x ns it < xi.-,; a to-day in the Unit
'••des i;; tlio enemy of society, a fruit:';
of eo; uption in { dities, the ally of an
'!r
a Si hool
f ( rime, and, with its avowi-d
of
i•'
fcv.ehing to corruptly c«mt:<
s
and !< islation, is a men.a e t >
11
] a1 die w elfare and d .serves tile eoudi
t ■: u of all good men.

Stepenson.

Unpleasant

send

—

....

XaL'

evaporated.

Charles H. Morton, of Maine, chief of the
United .States bureau of navigation, lias been
compiling a new list of names of vessels in
this country.
Here are
some of
them:
“Let Her (io, Smith!” “Chestnut,’’ “Hats,”
“Honey Cooler,” “Tom and Jerry,” “Crazy
Jim.” “Come On!” “Dusty Miller,” “1 am
Here.” “Never Left,” “1 Don’t Know,” “I go,”
“Impossible,” “In Time.” “Katydid,” “Let
Me Alone!” “On Time,” “O, Thev Know Me,”
“Let Me Go!” “Let Me Pass,” “Shoo Fly,” and
“Hilly Patterson.”

CHIEF

For the Bath, Toilet and Laundry.
AhWhite and
lut<
Pure.
T? vnnr dealer does re t keen White < '!••ud Snap,

Snow

|

he apparent w hen the tariff Is reduced. On this
point Mr. Hart says:
“This is the way it would affect the produce
market if mechanics were thrown out of employ ment or their income reduced half unless
produce should be reduced in proportion. I
have looked through our hooks for example,
and can furnish customers’ names by the dozen
with ligures and items.”
**A family of two. while the husband is out
of cmphviuent, uses about £11 worth of groceries and produce a month. When the hushanb lias employment their bill averages from
£17 to £22 a month. Our oil pumpers lately
thrown out of employment through the shut
down use not more than half the amount of
provisions formerly used while receiving full
pay. Our position here is similar to other
mining and manufacturing districts. Nearly
all produce passes through the retail grocers'
hands, consequently we can estimate to a certainty tlie quantity customers use.”
••rieiity of work at remunerative wages for
our mechanics will make the farmers prosper.
We should stick to a certainty.
Foreign market- are fluctuating and uncertain for farm
products.” [The Press.

There had been a death at Togus, and the
body of the deceased veteran was to be placed
In the tomb until spring. Upon entering this

-IS-

THE

At a Probate Court held at P.ellast, within and for
V.'obelievo the Republican party to bo the
tin* Countv of Waldo, on the second Tm -da\ of
instrument cf tlio POLITICAL J’KOC- j
.January, \. 1). |>s,s.
UL s of the American people; and holding !
! V I >1A lii.I.I A W A IH », widow of Ill-Ad A M IN
t hat tlio hones* enforcement of its
W Allb, late oi Thorndike, in said omit;
Iprinciples
of Waido, deceased, having presented a petition
H i* best guarantee of the national welfare, v.
lor an allowanee from tin1 personal estate <d -aui
r):;:!l support them with all our might; but we
derrasrd.
^aa 11 always treat
Ordered, That the said I.ydia l-.ilen yi\e man-,
opposing parties with co;:
to all persons interested Ic eaiisinir a eop\ .,t ib;.mdeiaiiou and lair play.
"l'llerto be published t hive w r* k s ->ier. •’-i>. r. v in
the Pepuidi.an -Journal, niinn d :>.■ Ilelta i. it
appear at a Probate ( .>md to !. ;
AGAINST THE SALOON. the; nia>wit!
mi and lor said (
Helfast,
.* t
on :h
biauim next, at t. a m tin
7‘
Tuesday of
MAIL \ND LX PRESS is the recognized

as

Away.

FLOATING SOAP

j

true

a

marriage.
During the year just past a larger number appear to have been organized and recorded than
any previous year, the whole number being 380.
When a laboring man reaches for a match
Iu 1880 the number was 240. A corporation or- look out for a strike. It’s sure to follow.
with
a
of
or
more
is
ganizing
capital
$50,000
required to pay $50 to the State; less than$50,The man with a boil on his neck never bor000, $10, besides each corporation has to pay
their attorneys a fee of $50 or more for mak- rows trouble. He has euongh of it.
ing out the papers. It has to he recorded by
the register of deeds in the county where orThe coasting season is about the most unganized, and he is paid $5. Next the attorney
general of the State has a hand iu it, and for pleasant one for coasting vessels.
examining and certifying that the same is in
conformity to the laws of the State, etc., gets
The worst feature about catarrh is its dangerous
for his service $5. Then it comes to the Secretendency to consumption. Hood’s Sarsaparilla
tary of State to be recorded, and the law allows cures catarrh by purifying the Mood.
for his service $5. The Secretary of State, I
Senator Howe, of Lowell, who Is captain of the
learn, pays all his fees into the State treasury,
which is quite a revenue, amounting to $12,129. Lowell base hall club, has been placed upon the

Coal production for 1887 is

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
tint ( •unity of Waldo, on the second Tuo.-da\ ot
January, A. I). 1888.

of

much as a mechanic with
The error of this supposition will

buy

of

Tlio

produce dealer of Bradford, Pa. As a rule dealers
in groceries, provisions, etc., don't interest
themselves much in the tariff. Some of them
ha\e an idea that a mechanic with $10 a week
to

Newspaper

People of Refined Tastes

the Tariff.

from Mr. W. I>. Ilart

That the said Mears and Clark give n
ice to all persons interested by causing a copy ot
his order to be published three weeks
successively
in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
dicy may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of February next, at ten of the dock before noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
the prayer of said petition should not be granted.
GE< >. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. AttestBoil an P. Fikij*. Register.

Ordered,

of the

Home—The Hue my of the Saloon.
The Friend of American Labor.

**In speaking of its consuming insects she
says: ‘I should think it would be a nice thing
to have torches in the orchard, and thus consume the moths that are so destructive.' Well,
why not? Perhaps the possibilities with gas
have not ail been dreamed of yet. Perhaps in
the future we can utilize gas for defeating Jack
Frost when lie comes to lock our fruit buds in
icy fetters, thus destroying one of our most
healthful articles of diet. If our strawberry
bed* are threatened we can save them with gas,
instead of sitting up at night to keep tires
around them, or making artitieial clouds by
burning pitch. We will produce an artificial
climate, so that seekers after health need not
he humbugged into going to California or
Florida. We will luxuriate in peaches and
semi-tropical fruits. The labor of getting fuel
for winter tin s, which consumes so much of
the farmer's time, will he a thing of the past
Hut l leave the rest to your imagination.” [Indianapolis Sentinel.

Giving

Iu the Secretary of State's ollicc at Augusta
may be found eleven large volumes of 700 pages
each, containing records of corporations organized under the general law of the State.

THE ATHLOPHOROS CO.,

THE 8UFFROM
COLDS
LUNG

The Advocate of tlio Host Interests

sale.

ite

Eastern and Western Weather.

Responsibility." Literary .Notices.—Popular
Miscellany.— Notes. Price, bo cents single
number; So per annum. I). Appleton A Co.,
Publishers, New York.

1

letter from a friend
She says that in
Noblesville, since they used the street torches,
they are not bothered with insects; that they
fly into the flames and are consumed. She
further says: “When we get a well of natural
gas on our farm T will go into the poultry business, heat their winter quarters with gas, get
egg*, all winter,have chickens for early market,
etc.’ That is a gas castle. I do not know'
whether she thought of using gas in artitieial
incubation or not, but here is a field for experi-

A word

vwtlw®

T It. MEARS and LILLIE E.CLARK, Executors
of the estate of HOSE A It. THOMAS, lute ot
•
Morrill, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having
•resented a petition for license to sell so much of
he real estate of said deceased as will produce
he sum of two hundred dollars, at public or
pi iv

M11LAND EXPRESS

a

The weather of New England lias been the
subject of song and satire—of the latter for its
propensity to change and its capacity for going
from one extreme to the other.
lint the
weather of New England behaves with comparative propriety of recent years. It will
sink the mercury pretty low Iii the northern
The numbers of the Living Age for January range of territory at times, hut it plays few of
14 and 21 contain Count Leo Tolstoi, and The those pranks for which it used to be termed
Thames, Fortnightly; Slipshod Fnglish. Na- < centric. In the most of this region it has
tional: C;esar Borgia, and Babbits in Austra- been ea-iiy borne, and rather agreeable during
lia, Blackwood: .Moultrie's Poems. Sir Stafford that portion of the winter which is now over
Northcote, and Some Fxpericncos >f an Fle- and it i» more than half of the whole, according
to tin almanac. We look to the west for strange
phant-Kraal in Ceylon. Macmillan : Beethoven
and Two Bishop-of Mam in-ter. Tempi* Bar; freaks in the weather line; and they are more
than strange—they are appalling. Our climate
Oysters, Murray's; Findley Murray, All the
Year Round: Hibernian Imagery, Spectator; j in the newer West refuses to adapt itself to
A Panegyric on Sir Waller Scott, Pali Mall; civilization—or perhaps civilization has not
Hares, St*. James*; with instalment- of “Rich- j learned how to adapt itself to it. Men and
ard Cable," “Jim's Meg." “An Fpisode of the women who go then take their lives in their
Long Vacation," “Grey Fur,'7 and ••Peter hands in many eases, and. whether it he the
cyclone of summer or the blizzard of the* bleakGrant*!* Wooing,’’ and poetry.
er season, there* is
always danger in the eleAn interesting case of the readiness of an ments. lint it would seem that in all parts of
tin;
of
late
country
ambitious newspaper to settle almost any quesyears, except New Engtion of heaven or earth i> that of the Boston land. the weather is becoming unreliable,
Herald oil Christmas Day, propounding: while in our section the element-, recognizing
“Whatare the strongest proofs and arguments our superior age, have been settling down to
in support of tlit* belief in a life hereafter?" steady behavior. [Boston Herald.
and printing short answers from tw» nty-tiiive
religious teachers, mostly Boston clergymen.
The* Herald estimates its readers that day at a
Her Father
million. D. Lothrop Company made a book of j
the answers.connecting each with tlie author's
The peril- of a too generous sideboard and
autograph signature, title, church and sect: a too generous a use of it were illustrated the
most in-tructivc book, the effect of which is to
show what leading ministers say when sudden- other day in the case of a little daughter of a
ly called on for proof of their central doctrine. Bo-ton stock broker, who was under instrucThe book is all the more useful for being short. tion in the
alphabet at school—the daughter,
It illustrates also the newspaper way of treating a question even of faith. 11 mo, cloth, GO not the stock broker. The stock broker is a
cheerful gentleman, whose sideboard is always
cents; paper, 25 cents.
well furnished, and who makes a fairly freThe February number of the Popular Science quent, though scarcely intemperate, use of it.
i he little girl was stin lying li er alphabet and
content-:
table
of
Monthly lias the following
New chapters in the Warfare of Science. IV. had got as far as the letter t with brilliant suc—Geology. By Andrew Dixon While. Pro- cess. She seemed to know all the letters but
gress at Panama.
By Lieutenant Charles c. that: the t had got away from her. The teachRogers. (Illustrated!) The Lconomie Out- er sought to a-sist her memory and tix the letlook—Present and Prospective. Fconoini*: Dis- ter there by taking the chance of hitting upon
turbance Scries, No. VIII. By Hon. David A. her father's morning beverage.
W hat does your father drink with his breakWells. The Moon and the Weather. By John
Westwood Oliver. Animal Agency in Soil- fast?” she asked.
**A whi.-key cocktail!" shouted the little girl,
making. By Professor N. S. Shalor. The l ime
it takes to Think. By J. M< K. Cattell. What gleefully.
American Zoologists Have Done for FvoluWomen.
eluded.)* Emotions Versus Health
By Mary T. Bissell, M. i>. Astronomy with
an Opera Glass.
The Stars of Winter. Ry
Garrett 1’. S<: \ iss.
(Illustrated.) The Adulteration of .Milk. By Professor! II. Henderson.
(Illustrated.) Ib-ceiit Views Respecting
C ancer.
Rv Robert T. Morris. M. D. The
Interstate “Long and Short Haul."
Ry
Henry Wood. Vegetable and Animal Albumen.
Ry W. Bernhardt. An Outcast Race in
the Pyrenees. SkcMi of Sir Joseph Whitworth.
(With Portrait.)
Correspondence.
Editor's Table: The "Act of God" and “Human

•-

I have receive d

KIRK’S

Vt a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
January, A. I>. 1888.
J

living in the gas district.

and Notes.

in

l1,0'®

writes:

PROBATE NOTICES.

Newspaper

THE NEW YORK

house by pipes and used for cooking and heating
purposes. No recent account has been published in relation to this gas well, but a sprightly
female correspondent of the Indiana Farmer

Walter Allen, formerly of the Portland Daily
Press, has prepared a history to be published
by the Putnams, of Governor Chamberlain's
reconstruction administration in South Carolina. llis idea is to give documents and evidence—thus furnishing his readers with the
means of making their own critical studies and
estimates.

lion.

,

A Model

ment.

Never

They have given entire

mers,

Beauties of Natural Gas.
Nearly 20 years ago gas was discovered iu
digging a well on the farm of Mr. Dunlap, near
Champaign, III. It was conducted into the

Peared-like, he was more satisfied
Jes’ lookin' at Jim
And likin’ him all to hisse’f-like, see?—
’Cause he was jes* wrapped up in him!
And over and over 1 mind the day
The old man come and stood round in the way
While we was drillin’ a-watchin’ Jim—
And down at tbe leepot a-beerin’ him say.—
“Well; good-bye. Jim:
Take keer of yourse’f!*’

Watches

lutely tight closing

The Old Man and Jim.
Jld man never had much to say,
’Centin’ to Jim,—
And Jim was tbe wildest boy be bad—
And tbe Old man jes’ wrapped up in him!
Sever heerd him speak but once
Er twice in my life.—and first time was
When the army broke out, and Jim be went,
l’he Old man backin' him, fer three months.—
And all ’at 1 heerd tbe Ol«l man say
Was. jes’ as we turned to start away,
“Well: good-bye, Jim :
Take keer of yourse’f !*’

STREET,

BOSTON.

JENNYS

HAS TAKEN ROOMS IN

Knowlton’s Building, High Street,
and is prepared to perform dental work in all
its branches. Teeth extracted and tilled without paiu by a new process, lias or ether administered if requested,
lie)fast, Dec. 15,18»S7.—3mft0

We know that finer leaf and

sweetening than

i>

used in Force’s Rainbow does not exist. To deal
ers in tobacco w ho do not sell Force > Itainbow we
w ill, on application, for a limited time, send tree
of charge a tift cent plug for examination. A. It.
M1TCIIKI.L it

Co.,

Boston, Mass.

V
Warranted absolutely pare.
Cocoa, from which the excess of

«/

r.m42

Oil has been removed. It has three
times the strength of Cocoa mixed
with Starch, A rrow root or Sugar,
and is therefore far more economical, costing less than one cent a
cup. It is delicious, nourishing,
strengthening, easily digested, and
adapted for invalids as
■ well as for persons in health.
S
Sold by (irocers everywhere.

Portland Latin School
PORTLAND,

MAINE.

Best facilities for instruction in Academic Studies,
Then. F. Leighton
with Military Drill. Faculty
(Yale), Joshua K. Crane (Brown), Head Masters,
( has. K. Cushing t.Yale), F.dmund A. DeCartno
(Hamilton), Masters; l’rof. It. F. Klenner, Tactician and Instructor in the Modern Languages.
Boarding .Students admitted on any date. For ful 1
information address either of the Head Masters,
'•ml

|admirably

|

w. BAKER & CO., Dorchester, Mass.
lltt'OWl

